
CHAPTER 2 WEED MANAGEMENT 

2.1 Introduction to Weed Management 

Introduced plant species (weeds) threaten endaugered species and native ecosystems by 
altering habitat and disrupting community structure. Weedy species out-compete natives 
for light, space and nutrients. Left unchecked, weedy species will replace the native 
forest and are therefore oue of the primary focuses of all natural resource programs in 
Hawai'i. 

NRS have been conducting weed control on Anny lands for eight years. Management 
objectives have been developed following a four-step approach: surveying, prioritizing, 
controlling, and monitoring. Using these four steps, NRS have tailored weed control 
efforts to individual sitcs. The overall goal is to minimize, remove, and prevent weed 
species fiorn impacting native forest, thus preserving both the natt~ral communities and 
the individual species that are unique to Hawaii. This year, NRS maintained a high level 
of attention to the weed management program. 

2.2 Weed Surveys 

Survcys are conducted to assess, detect and prioritize weed problems across training 
areas. Thcse surveys allow NRS to study their distribution and track their spread o v e ~  
time. In this way, NRS can respond to weeds dispersed by Army training. 

NRS conduct road and lauding zone surveys annually at locations that have a high 
potential for invasive introduction of weeds from military activities. NRS also conduct 
weed surveys aloug ungulate transects; ungulates are important alien species vectors. 
Survey routes and results are prescntcd within the discussion for each Training Area. In 
addition, incidental notes are taken of incipient or problematic weeds when they are 
observed anywhere on training areas during other field operations. New or unknown 
species are collected and sent to Bishop Museum for identification. For especially 
invasive species, NRS perform helicopter surveys to identify the extent of infestations 
that cannot be mapped from the ground. While performing aerial surveys, a GPS is used 
to map individuals. These maps direct plant removal on the ground and greatly facilitate 
navigation to outlying targets. 

2.3 Weed Prioritization 

Weeds are widespread throughout Army training lands and therefore NRS must prioritize 
weed control projects to ensure the most efficient and effective use of time. Factors 
important in determining weed control prioritization include invasiveness, distribution 
(incipientiwidespread), and proximity to native forest. 



Wced species vary in level of invasiveness and potential to dominate native areas. These 
inherent traits are taken into account when NRS prioritize weed projects. NRS rely on 
the cun~ulative knowledge ofthe conservation conin~unity in Hawai'i to determine the 
invasiveness of species for which staff do not have perso~lal experience. The species 
most successful at invading and dominating native ecosystems become the highest 
priorities for control. 

Weeds are also classified as either incipient or widespread, based on abundance in a 
given area. Incipient weeds exist in a very small area and may not yet be establisl~ed. 
These populations are high priorities because of their high potential for eradication. 
Widespread weeds are found in high densities in many areas and controlled only in areas 
where native forest is relatively intact. 

The proximity of a weed to native forest is also used as a determinant in setting weed 
contl-ol project priorities. Incipient weeds in close proximity to intact native forest are a 
higher priority for control than those located far from intact forest. All of the above 
factors, as well as accessibility and available managc~ncnt tools, are used in combination 
to select the weed control projects that are worth tackling. 

2.4 Weed Control 

Weed control aims to eliminate, either in one or repeated treatments, target weed species 
fi-om a native forest area. The primary approaches and techniques used in weed control 
arc described in the following sections. Whcncver possible, volunteer help is used. 
Weeding, as a general d e ,  requires a lot of labor. NRS hope to expand volunteer efforts 
in the future. In the past year, NRS have started to gcnerate a list of projects appropriate 
for large groups of inexperienced volunteers; this will allow NRS to take advantage of 
last minute opportunities and accolnmodate the limited schedules of such groups. NRS 
also hope to form a core group of experienced volunteers who would be willing to 
co~nmit to monthly or bimonthly service trips. Such a group would be valuable, and 
would supplement NRS effort. 

2.4.a. Weed Control Approaches 

Since NRS work in different types of areas, a variety of approaches are taken to weed 
control. Three general approaches used by NRS are gradual restoration, active 
restoration, and firebreak construction. 

Gradual (passive) restoration is the approac11 most oftcn taken by NRS. Passive 
restoration involves sweeping through an area and removing no more than 20% of the 
alien canopy at a time. The key to passive weed control is slowly removing undesirable 
elements, while maintaining vital site eharactcristics, like light level, temperature, and 
humidity. Due to resource constraints, NRS focus efforts on predominantly native forest 
This approach is well suited for prcdorninantly native areas, since i t  is efficient in time 
and effort. In 80% native forest areas, NRS work to eliminate alien species in as few 



treatments as possible. In more mixed forests with 60% native cover and larger numbers 
of aliens, no more than 20% of the canopy is removed or opened during a treatment. 
Removing canopy trces at a higher rate can change the light regime of the forest to a 
point where invasive understory species are favored. However, in some more open areas, 
such as Maile Flats in Kahanahiiiki, it may be appropriate to remove more than 20% of 
the canopy, since the area is already adjusted to high light levels. The gradual approach 
is most useful for canopy weeds. Unlike canopy weed control, understory weed control, 
whether 01- not the site is 80% native, is generally cond~~cted to eliminate target weeds in 
a single treatment. 

Active restoration is not used as often, since it is much more labor intensive and has the 
potential to change the site inicroclimate drastically. This approach is primarily used in 
very weedy, especially problematic areas. Active restoration involves the removal of 
greater than 20% of the canopy and the creation of an open gap, susceptible to weedy 
invasion. Common native species are often outplanted into the sites. In some cases, 
removal of large amounts of canopy may actually be desirable; Psicliuriz cattleiarltwi 
stands favor the recruitment o fP .  coftleicr~unz seedlings. Eliminating the canopy may 
actually reduce P. cntileicr~zuriz recruitment. Active restoration is currently underway at 
two sites: the Black wattle (Acacia rizeilmsii) site, and the newly installed P. cc~t~leiantrnz 
monoculture site, both in Kahanahiiiki. Black wattle is an incipient invasive in 
Kahanahiiiki and P, cr~trleicinzm forms dense n~onocultures. At both sites, large trees 
were cut down, bucked, and piled into stacks, leaving large light gaps. Common natives 
were outplantcd into the Black Wattle site, but the P. crrttleiantrm site was not 
supplemented. Both projects are described in detail in section 2.7a. 

Firebreak construction is done to reduce the fire risk to native forest patches and 
endangered species. Last year, NRS installed a large firebreak on Lower ' ~ l ~ i k i l o l o  ridge 
using weedwhaekers and herbicide. The goal of firebreak constructior~ is not necessarily 
restoration but protection of existing resources. The majority of firebreak construction 
performed thus far has been in grass-dominated areas. While returning less-fire prone 
natives to the area is desired, f ~ ~ e l  removal is a higher priority. Thus, firebreak 
construction often results in the creation of very large, open areas. 

2.4.b. Weed Control Techniques 

Control of weeds is conducted using a number of techniques, including manual, chemical 
and biological control. The method of control depends on the growth form of the target 
species (grass versus shrub versus tree), and the type of weeding project (active 
restoration versus gradual restoration versus firebreak). Manual and chemical control are 
often combined. Manual control includes all types of weeding done without the use of 
herbicide, for example, hand-pulling, grass-cutting, girdling, clipping, and felling. 
Mailual control sometimes i~wolves the use of chainsaws: all NRS take a chainsaw 
training class prior to use of a chainsaw in the field. In addition, all NRS undergo state 
certification for application of restricted use pesticides, although 110 pesticides with a . . - 
stronger label than Caution are used in management. As a rule, NRS strive to use the 
most effective conibination of control techniques to achieve optimum weed control with 



minimal secondary effects on native plant species. In general, control of canopy weeds is 
done using a basal bark application of 20% Garlon 4 in Forestry Crop Oil. The following 
are definitions of the most common control techniques used by NRS: 

Girdle-wound cut iuto the cambium of a tree trunk or shrub encircling its base with a 
chainsaw or treesaw; herbicide is usually but not always applied to the cut. 
Cut-stump (Flush Cut)-tree or shrub trunk severed near the base; herbicide is usually 
then applied to the stump. 
Frill-cut-wound cut with a hatchet or machete into the cambium of a tree trunk or 
shrub encircling the base, leaving the removed bark attached at the base to act as a 
trough for herbicide if applied. 
Basal bark/Thin line-herbicide is squirted in a ring around the base of a weed trunk or 
stem. 
Foliar spray-herbicide sprayed on the leaves of a plant. 
Clip and drip-sn~all stemmed weeds cut with pruners or loppers; herbicide is applied 
to the cut surface. 
Weedwhacking-for grassy species; grass cut low to ground, hel-bicide is usually 
applied to new growth. 
Handpulling-for young woody species or herbaceous species; entire plants are pulled 
fi-om ground, including majority of roots. 
EZJECT- .22 caliber shells filled with water-soluble systemic herbicide (either 
Garlon or Round-up) are injected directly into stems or rhizomes; shells pushed into 
plants using EZJECT injection equipment, hammer, or hand pressure. 

NRS have relied on other 11atural area managers' experience or their own set of efficacy 
control plots to detel-mine products used to kill introduced plant species. Products used 
by NRS include: 

Garlon 3A-a systemic herbicide diluted with water; applied as either a foliar spray or 
usiug a girdle, frill or cut stump method. Active ingredient: 44.4% triclopyr. 
Garlon 4-a systemic hehicidc diluted in FCO; applied gellerally as a basal bark 
treatment. Active ingredient: 61.6% triclopyr 
Forestrv Crop Oil (FC0)-an oil-based carrier used in thin line treatments with Garlon 
4 to improve pelictration through bark and other plant tissue. 
Gl\il,ro Plus-a non-specific, systen~ic herbicide diluted in water; applied generally in 
low concentrations. The patent on Round-up recently expired; Glypro Plus is a 
replacement for Round-up, and functions in much the same way. Active Ingredient: 
41 .O% glyphosate. 
Fusilade-a grass specific herbicide diluted in water; most frequently applied as a 
foliar spray. Active ingredient: 24.5% fhazifor-P-butyl. 
Escort-a systemic herbicide diluted in watcr; sprayed on the rhizomes of ginger. 
Active ingredient: 60% mctsulfuron methyl. 

While control methodologies have been developed for most problem weeds, NRS are still 
experimenting with techniques for effectively treating for a few species, including 
B1echril1111 occidentnle, and Atv~$ex se~rlibuccc~fcr . Discussions of the results of these 



trials are included in the control sections for the 'Ohikilolo MU and Ka'ena NAR, 
respectively. 

2.4.c. Weed Control Effort Form 

Last year, a Weed Control Effo~t Form (WCEF) was developed. It is included in this 
report as Appendix 2-B. This form provides a written record of weed management. It 
tracks species treated, effort in people hours, area treated, and pesticide use. It guides 
scheduling, prepping, and packing for f ~ ~ t u r e  trips. It helps detem~ine efficacy of 
diffcrent control techniques. It provides a guide for more efficiently treating weedy areas 
and provides continuity between trips, so effort is not duplicated. It is an important tool 
in making the weed nlanageinent program more cohesive. NRS passed on the WCEF to 
OISC, who adapted it to fit their needs. 

2.4.d. The  Human Effect - Sanitation Policies 

Working in weedy areas, there is always the potential for NRS to act as dispersal vectors. 
In order to reduce this potential, NRS have instituted several sanitation policies, 
described below. Awareness of possible weed problems is the best defense. NRS and 
volunteers are encouraged to think critically about all field activities and their unforeseen 
consequences. 

Vehicles. All vehicles are washed at the end of the week. If a vchicle goes to a site 
known to have particular invasive weeds, it is washed at the end of the day. Examples of 
such sites are KTA and OP Halo 011 SBS. KTA, which receives heavy military use, is 
home to a number of invasive weeds, including Penilisetuirz setaceuw, Melochiu 
zmibelltrtcr, and Acacia mcrngizrn~. OP Halo is the site of a prolific incipient weed, Senecio 
,~zarlc~gcrsccz~-iensis. 

Footiveiru. NRS footwear is washed at the end of each work day. Each NRS has two 
sets of tabis, one solely for use in the Waianaes, and the other solely for use in the 
Ko'olaus. 

Fencing. Fencing gear, including panels, posts, and fence rolls, is stored in a sterile 
place until it is needed. Currently, NRS store all fencing material in storage rooms at the 
NIKE site or on pavedlgraveled areas at the baseyard. Fencing material is not recycled. 

S h g  nets. Sling nets are washed \vhenever they appear dirty. NRS evaluate each LZ 
based on the LZ weed list, and have identified LZs with weeds of concern. They are 
'Ohikilolo (Tuizulfcttn semituilobm, Ciusizm vulgare) and Ica'ala (Rubus argutus). After 
use at either of these sites, sling nets are washed. 

Rat bait. Every year, approximately 1,225.5 lbs of rat bait are used in the field on 
Army lands. NRS decided to evaluate two different brands of rat bait, Ramik and 
Eaton's, and determine if either is a potential source of weeds. Ramik bait is not 
formulated with seeds, but rather with cracked corn, milled grain, and wax. Eaton's bait 
is formulated with seeds and wax. Germination trials indicated that Eaton's is a potential 
weed source, while Ratnik is not. Two Convolvulaceae species, Iponzea triloba and 
another as yet unidentified vine, germinated out of the Eaton's bait. Please refer to 
Appendix 2-1 for details of the germination trials. I. triloha is a very fast growing vine, 



and reachcs reproductive maturity quickly. Foltunately, NRS primarily uscd Ramik bait 
in the past. NRS will not use Eaton's in the future. NRS passed on these results to other 
agencies, and cncoumgcd them to switch to Ramik. 

2.5 Weed Monitoring 

Weed monitoring plots are used by NRS to assess the effectiveness of weed control in 
restoring and improving native ecosystems. In ordcr to obtain reliable data, the plots 
must be monitored over long periods of time. Trends may be slow to surface due to the 
slow growth rate of native species. Appendix 2-A, Wecd Plot Methodology, describes 
the detailed scheme employed for basic monitoring and contains samples of field forms 
used to facilitate data collection. Sometimes this methodology is applied in its entirety 
and sometimes only certain parts of it are used, depending on plot purpose and available 
monitoring sites. Wecd plot data indicate patterns or trends related to the treatment 
employed in a given plot. However, data may always be influenced by factors unrelated 
to the treatment, including seasonal fluctuations, observer bias, trampling, and natural 
occurrences such as wind or senescence. Weed plots have been established in 
Kahanahiiiki, 'C)I~iltilolo, Kaluakauila, and Pe'ahiniii'a. 

In addition to tracking vegetation cl~ange over long time periods, NRS use plots to test 
the efficacy of control methods. These plots are generally monitored over shorter time 
periods - -  months, rather than years. The same protocols and forms referenced above are 
used in these trials. Control efficacy plots may be formal or inforinal, and are vital for 
establishing effective control techniques. Control plots have been established in many of 
the MUs. 

Monitoring data and discussion are presented within each Training Area section. Only 
data fiom plots that NRS have 1-ead twice or more are presented. Additional data plots 
have been analyzed in the 1998, 1999,2000, and 2002 PCSU Reports and will not be 
included in this report. 

2.6 Interagency Cooperation 

Weeds know no boundaries! In order to better combat certain weed specks, NRS 
collaborate with other agencies to target incipient and established species, share control 
methods, and compare management results. This year, NRS worked with a number of 
agencies on weed-control projects. These agencies include the O'ahu Invasive Species 
Committee (OISC), The Nature Conservancy of 1-Iawai'i (TNCH), the Hawai'i Rare Plant 
Restoration Group (HRPRG), the State Natural Areas Rese~ve System (NARS), and the 
Department of Agriculture (DOA). With TNCH, HRPRG, and NARS, much of this 
collaboratioi~ involves weeding around specific populations of endangered plants, or 
reintroductions. This facilitates sharing infornlation and discussing weed control 
projects. These projects are discussed in detail in section 2.12, Offsite Management 
Areas. With DOA and OISC, NRS recently bcgan coordinating joint control of S. 



~nc~clc~gcrsccrrie~zsis in SBS. These efforts are described in section 2.8. NRS work with 
OISC is described in section 2.6.a. below. With OISC, NRS collaboration focuses on 
targeting specific weed species. 

2.6.a. O'aliu Invnsive Species Committee (OISC) 

As part of the statewide lnvasive Species Committee system, OISC works to prevent new 
invasive alien species from becoming established on O'ahu. OISC is comprised of State, 
Federal, and private agencies, as well as interested individuals. As the main point of entry 
to the state, O'ahu is under direct threat from new invasive species. In the past year, 
OISC acquired funding to hire two field staff, bringing the total number of field crew up 
to five. This expansion has allowed OISC to more effectively control incipient weed 
populations of a number of species, including Miconiu cnlvesce~zs, P. setucetmi, and 
Eletrtherotluctyltrs coqui, the coqui frog. 

Since the military controls a significant portion of the forest on O'ahu, NRS participation 
in OISC is vital to its effectiveness. The A m y  also moves large quantities of personnel 
and machinery to and from the State of Hawaii; these transports are an important 
potential vector for the introduction of new alien species. If the establishment of a weed 
species can be prevented through OISC's pro-active approach, the costs of future control 
are avoided. 

OISC is divided into sub-groups that focus on detection of incipient alien species, control 
of these species, restoration of weed control areas, and invasive species policy and 
legislation. NRS participate primarily in the control sub-group. The control group, 
which meets quarterly, addresses the control status of targct invasive species and 
develops action plans for each species. NRS also present new andlor unfamiliar weed 
species detected during annual weed surveys to OISC to begin a dialogue about possible 
control. 

In addition, NRS contribute by coordinating and volunteering for weed control projects 
and supporting OISC field staff whenever possible. In the past year, NRS and OISC have 
combined efforts to control Leptosper~~rt~m scopnriz~~iz in the Poamoho region, A 
senzibclccntn at Ka'ena Point, S. r~zuc~ugnscr~rie~isis at SBS, Tibotrclzinn t~rviller~nn and 
Ilex cussine at Whitmore Village, and HeclycRit~~~z gur~l~zeriutz~r~ii, R. urgutus, L. 
scoprzriurrr, and P. ccrttleinnrr~iz on Mt. Ka'ala. These projects are discussed in more detail 
in the training range and MU sections below. NRS also aided in OISC efforts in 
controlling a large population ofL. scoprrriunr on Waimano ridge, off Army land. This 
very successful effort helped to reduce the population of this locally incipient weed in the 
Ko'olau mountains. Whenever possible, OISC and NRS have coordinated helicopter 
trips to save costs. In the next year, NRS hope to continue to work closely with OISC on 
these projects. NRS will continue their involvement in the control sub-group, and their 
support of OISC projects. 



2.7 Makua Military Reservation 

The greatest risk to Special Ecological Areas (SEAS) in MMR is fire. Past fires in MMR, 
caused by training and arson, have been observed to facilitate weed spread and erode 
native forest boundaries. As a result, NRS conduct fuel-load reduction and firebreak 
construction in high firc risk areas, particularly the Kaluakauila and Lower 'Ohikilolo 
Management Units. However, this year, a planned controlled burn escaped burn 
pcritneters and negatively impacted every MU in MMR except 'Ohikilolo. The MUs 
most intensely affected were Kaluakauila and C-Ridge. Fortunately, the firebreaks in 
Lower 'Ohikilolo were successf~~l in preventing major damage to the MU. While the 
majority of the burned habitat was grasslanct, the fire did affect both common and rare 
native species. Reclaiming burned forest perimeters is very difficult; as a result of the 
firc, weedy grasses will push further into the boundaries of the MUs, heightening the risk 
of future fires, increasing weedy cover, and limiting native recruitn~ent. As a result of 
this fire, NRS need to rethink the firebreaks in Kaluakauila and consider how to protect 
other affected MUs in the future. 

Surveys 

During the two road surveys in Makua this year, one new potential incipient invasive 
weed was detected, Cc~esc~lpiniir tleccrpetirlc~. The plants were found growing in and 
around a pile of rubble; it appears that C, cleci~pefcrln was a contaminant in the rubble. 
Control is discussed in the Lower 'Ohikilolo MU section below. Last year, Kcrlcrnchoe 
ciwmiu was discovered on the road survey. This species may already be widely 
established in Wai'anae. See thc Lower   hik kilo lo MU discussion below. Landing zone 
surveys have shown a stable set of wectls (See Appendix 2-C, Weed Surveys Roads and 
Landing Zones, MMR). 

It was brought to the attention of NRS by Talbert Takahama (O'ahu NARS) that 
Penriiseizm setclceztnz, fountain grass, had been reported from Makua by John Obata and 
Rick Warshauer in 1977. Two years ago, NRS extensively surveyed this entire area 
inside the firebreak road and found no fountain grass plants. Since no plants were present 
two years ago, and the original sighting occurred in 1977, it does not seem likely that the 
population has persisted. However, NRS will survey inside the firebreak road next 
winter to be sure no plants still exist. 

NRS coordinate with ITAM in developing educational aids for trainers and monitoring 
roads and landing zones. In the past, NRS worked to construct a power-point brief that 
will be used to inform troops of the issues concerning natural resources in Makua prior to 
their return to training. Fire and weed spread are the primary training impacts to these 
resources. Action on the brief is temporarily halted, and will resume once training begins 
again at MMR. NRS also worked with Integrated Training Area Management (ITAM) 
on the development of a solider card that points out the impacts of training and gives 
guidelines to ininimize impacts such as weed spread. Presently ITAM is pursuing the 
production of these cards. NRS will continue to coordinate actions with ITAM and 
encourage these types of proactive measures. 



Control 

In Makm, NRS have spent 1,715 hours controlling established weeds over a 100 acre 
area. With increased staff, two part-time hires, three sunnner interns, and volunteers, 
NRS increased the total area treated in MMR from last year. New types of projects, 
including Prrncitrm nlnxiiizt~nz control, P. cnifleirriztrrn monoculture management, and the 
development of a weed control plan for Kahanahziki show increased sophistication in 
NRS' approach to weed managenlent. 

In all MUs, the most common canopy species controlled are P. cnttelinwtwi (strawbeny 
guava) and Schiritis terebintlzifoli~is (christmas berry). The most widely used canopy 
weed control technique in Makua is basal bark application of Garlon 4 at 20% in FCO. 
As a whole, most weed control took place in areas of 80% native canopy, although a 
significant amount of effort was spent clearing firebreaks in the Lower 'Ohikilolo MU. 

Wecd management efforts are focused within the various MUs. These efforts are 
described below. There is only oue weeding site outside of any MU. This year, NRS 
discovered Desuzodiunr intot-itm, an invasive weed, in the East Rim Ungulate Control 
Area, along the fenceline. D. i ~ r t o r f ~ i ~ i ~ ,  a twining weed covered with sticky hairs, fruits 
prolifically, grows rapidly, and is very easily dispersed via its sticky seeds. On MMR, it 
is also known from the Mokuleia Trail, and NRS would like to prevent it from spreading 
into any MUs. NRS spent 2 person hours hand pulling two patches ofL). ir~tortuln 
covering 80m2. All seeds were bagged and destroycd. In future, NRS will test the 
efficacy of foliar sprays of Garlon 3A and Glypro+ on this species. 

Monitoring 

Tlic following is an overview of the weed plots in MMR. Results from these monitoring 
plots are used to measure efficacy of a s~ngle treatment and guide wced management. 

'Ohikilolol20 

KahanahBiki 

I cnitleirim~m chips on plant I one &overed. I 

Kahanahniki 

KahanahBiki 

B. uccideirtnle is effective 
Determine if treatment of 
B. occirlentde is effective 

Determine if treatment of 
I? colflei~17~~1n in 
nionotypic stands is 
effective ~ - - ~  ~ ~ ~ 

Determine efficacy of folinr 
spray on P, cnitleiri~~~~rri 
seedliii~s 
Determine affect of P. 

3% Garlon 3A 
Foliar treatment with 2% 
Garlon 3.4 

1 .  Clearcut. 
2. Selective clearcut. 
3. Basal application. 
4. Selective basel a ~ ~ l i c a t i o n .  

Neither treatment effective. 
Completed, but, 
inconclusive; treatment not 
effective. 
Ongoing 

A. 

5. Clearcutislash chipped. 
Plots treated with foliar spray 
of 1% Garlon 4 with 0.5% 
Liberate. 
One plot covered with chips, 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 



I 'Oliikilolo treatmetit nlethotls. 2. Roniidup 1% 
3. Roundup 2% 

/ 4. Cjrass cut ot1ly 
Lower I Determine cotitrol method / Various cotnbiliations of I Cotnplcted. All methods 

Surveys 

'Olrikilolo 

Kalitakauila 

Lower MBkua 

There are two ungulate transccts in the Kallanahxiki MU, Transects 10 and 11. One 
isolated Trim,?fetfn scn~itrilol~n plant was observed along Transect 10 in October 2002. 
The plant was pullcd and no plants have been seen on Transect 10 since. Last year, T. 
setnitrilobn was found along Transect 11. NRS have been conducting control along 
Transect 1 1, and are continuing to monitor Transect 10. Control is discussed in section 
1 .c. below. In June 2003, a new population of T. set71itviloha was discovered along the 
orange trail in the tnaile flats regiou of Kahanahaiki. This population extends over a 30 
m2 area. Control plans for this population are also discussed below in section 1 .c. 

1x1 addition to formal weed surveys, NRS note incipient weeds such as those described 
below during regular management work. Last year, a single Livingstoniu pahn was 
located from the air on the eastern side of C-Ridge. While it does not appear invasive, 
NRS removed it due to the presence of endangered I'ritchnrdiir lcaaczlne across the valley 
on 'Ohikilolo and the remote risk of cross-pollination. Another incipient weed noted was 
Montanou hibiscifoliu, tree daisy. NRS have been aware of M. hibiscifolin on the back 
wall of Makua for some time. Previously, it was thought that this species was not 
particularly invasive. However, it has spread over a huge area, creating dense stands. 
NRS now feel that it has the potential to be ecosystem-altering. So far, M. hibiscifolia 
has spread into the Kahanahaiki, Kaluakauila, and Lower Makua MUs. NRS will 
continue to observe the species and kill it where feasible, but will not focus on it at this 
time. One mature individual ofAchymtithes ospevn was discovered along the fence line. 
A. osperrz is known from two sites in the gulch, the slab rock site, arid the waterfall site. 
This plant represents an extension ofthc waterfall population. Control is discussed in 
section 1 .a. below. A new population ofR. flrgzltus was discovered near the black wattle 
control area close to the Nike Site. The extent of the population was about 10 mZ. 
Control is discussed in section 2.b. below. 

for Leucnoin ielicoce~~hii~n 

'Track long tenn vegetatiot~ 
change in response to 
management 
Determine if native sccd 
bank will respond to 
Meiinis ~ n i r i u r ~ ~ o m  grass 

control method and Garlon 4 
concentration. Control: Cut 
stem only, drilled, hacked. 
gar lot^: 20%, 50%, 100% 
None 

Foliar treatment with Fosilade 

tested were effective. 

Ongoing 

Inconclusive. No native 
germination yet. 



Control 

Approximately 750 person hours have been spent controlling weeds over approximately 
24 acres. Accounting for the o v e r l a ~ ~ i n g  areas treated and the areas treated on multiple .. - 
occasions, the total Gould be closer to 10 acres treated across Kahanahaiki MU. species 
targeted include: S: terebinthifolizrs, P. cattleiarrum, A. mearnsii, Clidemia hirta, R. 
argufus, Rubzrs rosifolius, Melinis minufrfora, Paspalum cor?jugatzim, Lantana camara, 
A. a.spem, Ehrharta stipoides, 1; semitrilobnta, Aruiropogon virginicus, Christella 
parasitica, Aleurites molucanna, and Psidium guajava. 

Figure 2-1. Kahanahiiiki Exclosure: Maile mats and Kahanahiiiki Gulch. 

Contour Interval 40feet 

Management in the Kahanahaiki MU focuses on the fenced, 90 acre exclosure. The 
exclosure follows the path of the uppermost section of Kahanahaiki gulch; it includes the 
gulch and a relatively flat area above the guIch nicknamed 'Maile Flats' (see Figures 2- 
1). NRS have developed a working weed control plan for the Kahanahaiki exclosure. 
'The discussion of control done in the past year will be incorporated into the Kahanahaiki 



Weed Control Plan below. The Weed Control Plan discusses Maile Flats and 
Kahanahaiki gulch separately; tlie areas differ in topography, vegetation communities, 
and weed threats. NRS chose to focus on Kahanahaiki because it encompasses a range of 
habitat types and vegetation conimunities, is easily accessible, and provides an ideal 
location to experiment with different approaches to weed management. NRS hope to 
apply the lessons learned in Kahanahaiki to other MUs, in particular, Lower MZkua, 
Kaluakauila, and 'Ohikilolo ridge. 

Long Term Objective 

The long term objective of weed management in the Kahanaliitiki exclosure is to restore 
the area to predominantly native forest, which can be defined as forest with 80% or 
greater native species con~position. Complete eradication of all alien invasive species is 
unrealistic at the present time, given that some weed species have been well established 
in Kahanahaiki for many years. To achieve a predoniinantly native forest, we will work 
towards the following sub-goals: 

100% native cover in areas around significant resources and in areas that currently 
have 80% native cover. These areas are the highest priority for management. 
Canopy weeds will be removed gradually, maintaining site characteristics. 

Conversion of arcas with prcdominantly weedy canopy (50% or less native canopy) 
to predominantly native canopy. Colnplete restoration of areas with 50% or less 
native cover is very difficult and involves rnassive changes in site characteristics, as 
well as massive amounts ofwork. In some areas, total elimination of all weedy trees 
may not be possible or even desirable; in particular, tlie removal of kukui from gulch 
habitats may significantly alter gulch microclinlates and have a negative impact on 
native understory plants. Management of any particular site will be customized, 
based on the weed and native species present, and directed towards increasing native 
cover using gradual and active approaches. 

80% native understory. Weeds will hc controlled before they reach maturity and 
reproduce, if possible. Understory weed control will focus on immature weedy trees 
and palticularly invasive shrubby and hehaceous species. Non-ecosystem altering 
weeds will not necessarily be control targets. 

Short Term Ohjecrives r~nd Discussions 

Restoration to predominantly native forest will take many years. In order to work 
towards this goal, we will maintain an adaptive list of short-term objectives. This list will 
guide current managenlent efforts. 

1 .  Prevent incipient invasive aliens from becoming establisl~ed in the area. 

a) A ~ / i j ~ r f l ~ ~ t / l t ? . ~  usperu. A .  crspero was discovered in Kalianaliaiki gulch last year. 
In 2002, the entire population was treated once very thorouglily. In 2003, NRS 
monitored for seedling gcrniination and any re-growth of treated plants on four 



control trips. A total 0f9.5 people hours were expended on this effort in the last year. 
The last mature plant was removcd in September of 2002. Since this time NRS have 
treated only juvenile and seedling plants. The number found on each trip has 
conti~~ually decrcascd. As was stated in the survey section above, a lone mature plant 
was discovered about 40 meters from the original two sites; it represents an extension 
of the waterfall population. NRS will add this additional area to the quarterly 
monitoring regime. This species is abulidant in nearby Pahole. Its barbed fruit are 
adaptcd for dispcrsal via llitclhiking. Preventing it from becoming established in 
Kal~anahiiilti will be a management priority. Given that the exclosure is pig free, 
NRS feel that weed control will be effective in doing this. 

b) Elzrhrrrtrr .stipoides. E. stQ~oide.s was discovered in the NARS's snail exclosure in 
Pahole, a few meters from the Kahanahiiiki exclosure. NAIlS staff, with help from 
NRS continues to monitor for any seedlings in order to eradicate the s~nal l  population. 
NRS are concerned about this species, which thrives in shaded areas with low light 
levels, and is a problem on the island of Hawai'i. Ehrhrrrtu stipoi(1es was collected 
once inside the exclosure. This year, NRS spent one hour pulling, bagging and 
monitoring the 1:. .stipoirles in thc snail exclosure. NRS visitation has been sporadic 
over the last two years and thus contl-01 time spent each trip has not decreased. Based 
on this observation, NllS should visit twice per quarter in order to ensure that 
seedlings are controlled prior to maturation and the amount of effort expcnded each 
trip sllould bcgin to dccrcase. 

c) Tricmtfetirr semituilobn. T, semitrilobc~, a noxious weed that is a major PI-oblem 
on ICauai, was discovered in the region above C-Ridge at ICahanahaiki. Triztnlfettn 
serizitrilobntcr is established in the bottonn of Miikua valley, and this is thought to be 
the source of the KahanahBiki population. Last year, NRS controlled this species at 
the four locations in the C-ridge region fl-on1 which it was known. This year, NRS 
spent 8.75 hours monitoring for seedling gcnnination and any re-growth of treated 
plants in the C-ridge vicinity. Considering that the fruit of this taxon is hooked and 
designed for dispersal by hairy/fcathcrcd animals, NRS may frequently be addressing 
new infestations within the MU. A primary disperser of T. seinitrilobu fruit into the 
Kahanahiiiki cxclosure could be Erckel's Francolins (Frnncolims erclcelli). 
Thererore, NRS continue to survey for this species at all times while in the MU. As a 
result, one new location was discovered in the MU, on Transect 11. NRS have yet to 
fillly survey the new population (discussed in the Survey section above) but will 
begin control in the next year. NRS will continue to n~onitor for outliers and re-treat 
all populations quarterly. 

2. Target established w e d  species with relatively small populations for complete 
eradication. Create a Zero Tolerance weed list to guide effort. 

a) Rubru rosifolirrs, TI~imhleBerry. K. rosifolius is found throughout the 
Kahanahiiiki exclosure. Con~plcte eradication of this species is not feasible at this 
time. However, since thimbleberry grows quickly, produces lots of bird-dispersed 
fruit, is thorny, and is easily controlled, NRS feel that it warrants attention. NRS 



spent 81.5 hours specifically targeting a large R. rosifolicts and C. hirta patch in 
KahanahZiki gulch. Approximately one acre was treated. It is difficult to determine 
exactly how much of this time was spent on Clider~liir versus R L ~ s .  In addition, 
NRS have controlled R. rosifolizts found in Maile flats during the weeding sweeps, 
discussed in section 3.b below. 

b) Rrrbus crrgrrtrrs, Blacliberry. The small population of R. (zrgutus present in the 
southeast portion of the exclosure has proven difficult to remove, but NRS are 
making progress. In 2003, NRS spent 2.25 hours during quarterly monitoring efforts 
for R. orgutus re-sprouts. 'This effort has proven successful; the number of plants 
treated on each visit is decreasing. In July 2002, NRS treated approximately 50 
plants, including some as tall as half a meter. In the last year, no more than two re- 
sprouts less than 20 centimeters tall were treated on any visit. All of the plants 
discovered were found in the "core" area of the population. The numbers and size of 
re-sprouts are so small that it is difficult Ior NRS who have never monitored the site 
to conduct effective control. NRS recommend that the personnel most familiar with 
the population conduct the control and that herbicide always be used to treat re- 
sprouts. Hand-pulling is not an effective control technique as the rhizome associated 
with a very small re-sprout can bc large. NRS should consider digging up tlie 
rliizonle of each re-sprout to detel-mine how extcnsivc the underground system is. 
Contl-01 trials for I?. orgutus are currently being installed at Mt. Ka'ala. They are 
described in section 2.8.a. NRS will continue monitoring with quarterly visits again in 
tlie coming year, and will apply any techniques discovered fi-om tlie Ka'ala trials. 

A second R. rrrgzftus population was discovered at the Black wattle site, close to the 
Nike Site. When tlie population was discovered it covered 10 m2. NRS spent five 
hours over tlie last year controlling this population. NRS will continue to control 
plants at this site quarterly, using the same approach that employed at tlie Maile flats 
pop~~lation. NRS believe that both of tlie I?. nrgzltus populations in Kahanaliaiki 
began via bird-dispel-sed fruit fi-0111 nearby West Makaleha. The distance between the 
perimeter oftliis large, established population and KalianahZiki is about five 
kilometers. Another possibility is that NRS dispersed tlie blackberry into the MU. 
This is unlikely, considering that the locations of the populations are not frequented 
by NRS. 

c) Cli(le~nicr hirfa, Koster's Curse. While C. hirtn is a very widespread weed, it has 
a patchy distribution in KahanahZiki. C. Izirto is sparse in Maile flats; NRS will 
maintain a zero tolerance policy for it in this area. Some control for C. hirtn in Maile 
flats has been done as a part of the native forest sweeps described in 3.b. below. 
Ilowever, this weed is much more abundant in KahanahZiki gulch, and NRS do not 
feel that a zcro tolerance policy for this area is realistic. NRS would like to prevent it 
from becoming more widely established, and thus are targeting hot spots for 
increased effort. NRS spent 81.5 people hours targeting a large R. rosifoliz~s and C. 
l~iufo patch in KahanahZilti gulcli. Approximately one acre was treated. It is difficult 
to detcrniine exactly how much of this time was spent on Clirlemia versus Rztbz~s. 
Outlying individuals will he targeted for control to contain the spread of C. hiutn. 



Control of C. hirtcr in Kahanal~aiki gulch and in Maile flats will continue in the 
coming year. 

d) Cnsrrrrrirrri eqrrisetifolirr, Ironwood. On the Makua rim of the Kahanahaiki 
exclosure, there is one small population of ironwood. Very few species recruit 
beneath a ciense ironwood canopy except more ironwood. This species exhibits 
allelopathy. NRS are concerned with this population not only because of these 
qualities, but also because ironwood eal-ries fire well. This population represents a 
finger of fire-pone vegetation which, if uncontrolled, could carry fire from bordering 
grasslands into the heart of KahanahXiki gulch. ?'he July 2003 fire burned to within 
50 meters of this ironwood patch. NRS want to eliminate C. equisetifolin from the 
KahanahZiiki MU. In years past, NRS focused control on juvenile plants but soon 
discovered that the juveniles were all shoots from the root systems of the larger trees. 
In 2003 NRS shifted efforts to large trees. NRS cut down about one-third of the large 
trees in the population and will remove more in the corning year. Two years ago, koa 
was outplanted in the site to restore the canopy. NRS may consider supplementing 
the koa outplanting. 

c) Melinis ~riinzrtiflorrr, Molasses grass. M. rnim~t~jZor(~ is abundant in certain 
sections of the Kahanali~iki exclosure. While it is not feasible to eradicate all the 
molasses grass from the exclosure, it is feasible to control i t  in the predominantly 
native Maile flats region. In the last year, NRS controlled molasses grass at one site 
along the Pahole/l<aI~anal~Xiki shared fence line, just above the Pahole Switchbacks. 
A young canopy ofAcnciii ltoil covers this site. As these trees grow and block more 
sun, this site will no longer be favorable for n~olasses grass. NRS will continue to 
monitor and re-treat this site. NRS also sprayed M. tnii~l/t~florcr at the black wattle 
and chippers sites. NRA will continue to treat these locations and will survey for 
more spots to conduct M. rnir7ut~flor-u control. 

Acacia merrrrrsii, Black wattle. Over the past four years, NRS have worked with 
volunteer groups to eradicate an incipient population of black wattle in KahanahXiki. 
This year, NRS spent 70.5 hours controlling this taxon. Most of this effort was 
concentrated at the core population; two hours were spent surveying and treating 
outliers. Control efforts have left the site open and denuded. Previously, NRS 
ouplanted a variety of common native species into the site. See the 2001 PCSU 
report for a full description of these efforts. This year, NRS planted approximately 
100 koa trees into the site with 40 volunteers from the 'Opelu Project. The 'Opelu 
Project, which has ties to the Ka'ala Learning Center and Wai'anae Highschool, 
harvested a koa log from the Big Island, and is building a traditional fishing canoe 
from it. Planting koa into the wild allowed Project volunteers to give back to the 
forest. NRS will invite 'Opelu Project volunteers to help with future koa planting 
efforts in the MU. NRS will spend more time in the next year surveying in Pahole 
NAR opposite the core population for plants and will continue the control efforts in 
Kahanahaiki. 



3. Otrtline an approach to Maile flats. 

NRS are focusing on implementing the weed control plan at Maile Flats first. Lessons 
learned are being applied to the Kahanali3iki gulcli portion of tlie plan. 'She Maile Flats 
area includes patc11es of 80% native canopy, areas of mixed weed species, and large 
n~onocultures ofPsitliz~nr cnttleiunul~r. Maile Flats slopes downward, north, from the 
M2kua Overlook and C-liidge junction, towards Kahanahaiki gulch. 'The area ends 
soinewl~at abruptly as the downward slope steepens into a waterfall, which leads into 
Kahanaliaiki gulcli. As the name suggests, the area is fairly flat, but two sriiall gulches 
running parallel to tlie Makua and I'ahole rims cut through it on the northern end. Tlie 
quality of forest also tleclines towards tlie nolth. The Makua RimIC-ridge end has some 
weedy areas, but has large patches of predominantly native forest. As one moves no]-th, 
the native patches become smaller, the weedy areas expand, and strawberry guava stands 
become larger- and more numei-om. There are five outplantings of endangered species in 
Maile Flats, including Cyariea s~~perhu ,  Alsinirlerdrori obovcrtzrnz, Schiedecr nz~ttcrllii, and 
two sites with Cenchuus ngrimonioitles. There is also one wild population of C. 
rrgrimowioicles. A11 but one of tllese endangered species populations are on the northern 
end of Maile Flats and tlie endangered tree snail Achatir~ellr nzzrstelina is fou~id 
throughout the flats. Since this area is very accessible to NRS as well as volunteer 
groups, and contains a patcbwor-k of native and alien forest, it is a good place to 
experiment wit11 weed control teclmiques for use in other Iligli priol-ity re&' ~1011s. 

a) Map weedy and non-weedy areas. 

In order to facilitate management of tlie Maile Flats area, three trails were installed. 
These trails divide the Maile Flats area into six quadrants shown on Figure 2-2 below. 
Using tllcsc trails, NRS have done preliminary surveys of tlie area and gained a general 
sense oftlic vegetation communities. NRS ]lave found that sketch maps are more useful 
in navigating in tbe featureless flats than GPS maps. NRS have used sketch maps to 
guide weed control efforts in several of the Maile Flats quadrants. 

Tlie patchy nature of Maile flats requires that tlifScrent weed control metliotls be used in 
different al-eas. The 80% native canopy cover areas are being treated separately fi-on1 tlie 
more weedy ai-eas. There is overlap between the two; i t  is inipossible to completely 
categorize a patch as one type of forest and i t  is i~npractical to try to treat each tiny weedy 
or native patch on its own. It is also necessary to consider tlie effects of interactions 
between ~nanaged and unmanaged areas. For example, a weedy area near to a native 
patch is likely to be colonized by native plants and is more likely to still have a large 
viable native seed bank, while a weedy area sul-rounded by otlier weedy areas may not 
respond so well to large-scale clearing projects and may have a poor native seed bank. 
Tlius, wl~ilc different weed control programs are needed to treat different areas, all 
programs need to be coordinated in a ~niifictl cfrort. 



Figure 2-2: Kahanahliiki: Maile Flats Traits and Quadrants 
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- QuadrantTrails 
fmq August 2001 -July 2002 

Total Estimated Acreage - 3.8 acres Schweeps Dividing Gulch Trail 

b) Identify and target areas with 80% native cover. Work towards 100% native 
canopy in these areas. 

In the quadrants with large patches of native forest, NRS control w e d s  by sweeping 
through the forest in phalanxes. Staff line up along the edge of the area to be weeded, 
and sweep across it in an - ideally - unbroken line, see Table 2-2. This method provides 

9 1 



good, easily trackable coverage of lai-ge areas. It is  effective in treating scattered weeds 
in large areas. Management will focus on one qnadrant at a time, and a rotation schedule 
for treating and re-treating quadrants will be  finalized. Since Garlon 4 takes a couple 
months to kill trees, and work days schcdnled in a specific quadrant may be spread out 
over one or more quarters, NRS plan to revisit completed quadrants annually or 
biannually. 

Table 2-2: Weed Sweep Guidelines - 
SWEEP GUIDELINES 
.This method is easiest with groups of 5-7 people. This allows for good coverage, while reducing 
the number of sweeps. Smaller groups I-esult in narrower swaths, more confusion, and duplication of 
effort on edges of neighboring swaths. Larger groups are much liarder to keep in line. . Stay in line, so coverage between sweepers is maintained. Go as fast as the slowest person. 
F When lining up, keep sweepers close enough together to maintain visibility . In Maile flats there 
are many areas with low visibility and thick undcrbrusli; sweepers should be only a few meters apart. 

of a quadrant (not in the middle). 

-- 
always sweep on eastiwcst bearing (or its converse, nortliisouth 

bearing). The trails and fence I-un roughlv northisouth and castiwest: following these bearings - A - 
worlters arc always parallel to a trail or fence. - 

antlior white flagging to denote 'new' edge of swath, so it can be easily followed on 

- 
-4 -- - 

next sweep. Ncver ilsc pinklorangcibltic flagging, which coi~ld he confused with a trail. 
track to record coverage, and CiPS ti; corners of tlie weding swath. 

handsaw, clippers, liatchct. Lqpcrs; machete unwieldy while hiking. . Fill out a WCEF and make a readable map so the next group can efficiently cover new areas. -- - 
.Once a quadrant has been completely swept, next set of sweeps in that quadrant should be 
pelpendicular to the previous swcep. For example, NRS havc swept the entire SW corner on an 

on a WCEF and leave it for another crew. 
.Map particularly large weedy areas. Use G1'S if possible. Target them with anotliel- control 

another visit. 

Over the last year, weed control was conducted in the most native quadrants first. A total 
of 275 person hours were spent conducting weed control in the Maile Flats region 
between August 2002 and July 2003. Figure 2-1 shows the coverage o f  weed control 
efforts by quadrant for the last two years. The  table below indicates the amount o f  time 
spent weeding in the last year by quadrant. 

The  two most common canopy weeds in Maile flats are P. cuttleininlin and S. 
tei-ehi~~thifolius. The most commonly controlled understory weeds are C. hirtn and 
Lnr~lmc~ cn~mrir. 



Table 2-3. Hours of Weed Control by Quadrant, 2003 

Quadrant 

SE 
SW 
ME 
MW 

111 the coorse of  control work in the quadrants, NRS realized that in the weedier 

Number of Person 
IIours 

113 

I 
quadrants, the sweep method wasn't cntirely appropriate. Frequently, large stands of P. 
cattleiarzunz or other weeds would stymie efforts to achieve colnplete coverage. NRS 
have modified their approach to weedy quadrants. Preliminary surveys are conducted 
first to identify nativc patches and weedy patches. The native patches are then swept. 
'The I? ccrttleinnzm~ stands are skipped and noted for future voluntcer projects and more 
intensive efforts. The mixed weedy areas arc swept and controlled weeds are controlled 
selectively, in a more gradual approach. This method was used in both the SE and MW 
quadrants. NRS will continue to apply this approach in the ME, NE, and NW quadrants. 

Current Status 

All native area swept in 2003 
0 

35.5 
120 

NE 

c) Focns around wild endangered plant populations and ontplantings. 

Entire area swept in 2002. 
In progress; area not all treated. 
All native area swept in 2003. 

0 1 Conh-01 not begun 

In the last year one endangered plant population was targeted spccifically for weed 
control effor-ts. NRS spent three hours controlling primarily S. lerebinthifoliz~s around a - .  

wild population of Cenchrus ngriinoizioicles var. agrirrrorzioicles (population C) in Maile 
Flats. In addition, \weds werc controlled via regular sweeps in the MW quadrant around 
a reintroduction of C'. cngrinronioirles vai-. cigriiiior~ioirles. In the coming year, NRS will 
target the other outplantings in the Mailc Flats region, including the Cyarzea sz~pevbn ssp. 
superhn site and the Alsir~idenclrori ohovcrtz~nrLS~:l~ie(Ieir mtt(i1ii site. 

N \V 

d) Develop a restoration plan for predominantly weedy areas. Develop a 
method for categorizing weedy areas according to percent native composition. 
Determine which actions are most useful in each category. 

6.5 I In progress; area not all treated. 

After preliminary surveys through Maile Flats, it seems that weedy areas can be divided 
into two large groups: nixed alien species areas, and P. cattleianzrm monocultures. Each 
group requires a different approach. P. crrtlleicir~un~ monocultures may require more 
drastic methods of control. Mixed alien species areas may respond to more gradual 
treatments. The size of the patches and the type of surrounding vegetation may also 
affect control. A preliminary list ofweetly area types includes: small (lOxlOmZ) mixed 
alien weed patch surrounded by native vegetation, large (100x100m2) mixed alien weed 
patch surrounded by native vegetation, small P. cottleicr~ruirz monoculture sui-rounded by 
nativc vegetation, large P. cntfleicinz~m monoculture surrounded by native vegetation, and 
small or large P. cnttleinrrwn monoculture sul-roundecl by mixed alien species. There are 
many limitations to making such a list. No matter how one tries to create a list of 



categories which encompasses all possible types of weedy area, weed control will work 
best if tailored to the specific area, to take advantage of unique features. The broad 
categories listed above are meant to be a starting point for developing a restoration plan 
for a particular area. In addition to the broad categories above, surveys have indicated 
two other special project areas: fencelines, which tend to act as weed corridors, and P. 
cattleiaimrn seedling beds, which carpet large areas in the exclosure. 

1. Small mixed alien patches surrounded by native vegetation are excellent candidates 
for active restoration. NRS control the entirety of such patches of alien plants in one 
treatment during regular sweeps through the quadrants. NRS use this aggressive 
approach expecting that regeneration from the sul-rounding native forest will occur 
naturally. NRS have not observed any detrimental impacts from this approach and will 
continue to control small mixed alien patches in this manner. 

2. Large mixed alien patches surrounded by native vegetation are more problematic than 
small patches. In large mixed alien patches, natural regeneration may not occur as 
quickly or successfi~lly as in small patches since the ecosystem has been so severely 
altered and the surrounding seed supply is limited. Therefore, NRS do not take an 
aggressive control approach to these areas but instead sweep through the area and remove 
weeds selectively. In some cases weeding efforts may focus on the perimeter of the 
patch, allowing natives to invade the edges of the weedy patch. NRS will continue to 
conduct control in these areas in this manner. 

3. P. cnttleiu~~wn monocnltnrcs, of any size, are difficult to control. For the most part 
n~onocultures are clones of one or a Sew individual plants. Other species don't appear to 
thrive beneath a I? catrleiorlum canopy, perhaps due to allelopathic complications. Ifjust 
part of a monoculture is treated, it tends not to respond to treatment and grow back. For 
small stands, surrounded by native vegetation NRS control the entire stand and outplant 
common natives if necessary. For lal-ger stands more research was needed to detem~ine 
the best control approach. In the last two years seven plots were installed. All plots are 
approximately 20x20~1. They are outlined in Table 2-4. 

In two sites, Koa Canopy and Clearcut, partial native canopies were revealed once the 
plots were installed. The Koa Canopy site is set in a forest patch of around 60% native 
canopy; the P, cattleiuizzm patch treated there was fairly isolated. The site is almost 
completely shaded by A. /ton and M. polymovphn. The all other plots, except the Chipper 
plot, were installed in one giant I-'. cnttleiantm  non no culture. The Clearcut plot is shaded 
on one side by several large A. lcoa. While there are some native trees in the the five 
other plots, they do not provide much canopy cover. 

While installing the Koa Canopy, Clcarcut, and Selective Clearcut plots, large stacks of 
slash were created. As of yet, it is not clear whether these piles will break down quickly 
on their own, or whether they need to be broken down n~anually. NRS installed another 
plot in a different monoculture to test whether or not a chipper would significantly aid 
restoration efforts by speeding debris breakdown. 



Table 2-4. Summary of La1 

Installed 

I Selective 1 1012112002 

Basal 

:e Monoculture Psidium cnttleinnrrm Control Plots 

All non-natives cut down and treated with Garlon 4. Only 
natives left standing. 
Some non-native trees selected and treated with basal application 
of Garlon 4. Remaining non-native trees all cut down. 
All non-natives left standing and treated with a basal bark 
application of Garlon 4. 
All non-natives left standing. Most treated with a basal bark 
application of Garlon, but some selected to remain untreated and 
provide a canopy. 
Nal-row rows of native and weedy trees altel-nating with wider 
rows of clearcut non-native trees. 
All non-natives cut down and treated with Garlon. Only natives 
left standing. 
All non-natives cut down and treated with Garlon 4. Slash 
chipped up and left in piles. 

The plots were installed at different times, as scheduling required. Comparison of the 
plots must take this into consideration. A variety of treatment methods were used. NRS 
were interested in several questions. Is slow removal via basal herbicide application 
more effective than clearcutting? Does a canopy need to be maintained to promote native 
seed gemn~ination? Does canopy removal trigger I-'. ccittleianunz seedling growth? Or 
does this weed germinate best when shaded by other large P. cnttleici~~um? Which 
control method is most successful and least time-intensive? 

Results of these plots are not conclusive at this point but preliminary observations 
indicate that regeneration of native species is slow. Much Acacia koa regeneration has 
been observed it1 the Clearcut plot, less in the Koa Canopy plot. Most of this 
regeneration appears to be from seed, rather than root suckers. So  far, little germination 
has been observed in the other plots. While basal application is less work and m w h  
faster, it is suspected that native species, namely koa, may have a more difficult time 
regenerating under a dead, standing, P. ccrttleiunurn canopy, perhaps as a result of 
alleleopathy. Clearcutting P. ccrttleicrnz~nz nionocultures may be more effective in the 
long-run, though initially more labor intensive. P. cattleinm~n monoculture control will 
be time-intensive, no matter what methods are used. Last year 105 person hours were 
spent installing plots, and this year an additional 116 hours were spent. However, this 
work doesn't require any unique skills, and is suitable for volunteers. If we decide to 
pursue I? cattleicrrrzri?~ monoculture control, organizing volunteer help will be an 
important aspect of the program. 

These plots will also be used to test control methods and to approximate a general 
restoration timeline. A potential timeline could be: control in spring, decomposition over 
summer, outplant first winter, or, if the P, crrttleiarm~?z doesn't deconipose enough in one 
season, outplant in second or third winter. Outplanting may or may not be necessary, 
depending on how quickly native species colonize the clcared areas. 



Maile Flats contains large seedling beds o fP .  caftleicrnrrnz, as well as older P. cattleialzrinz 
monocultures. Some of these seedling beds are quite large, up to 30m by 301n. 
Individually treating each seedling is extremely time consuming. Experimental plots 
wcre established this year to test thc efficacy of a foliar Garlon spray on these seedling 
beds. Five 1m2 plots were installed in August 2002. Tlic ages and heights of the 
seedlings in each plot varied slightly. All plots were sprayed with 1% Garlon 4 and 0.5% 
Liberate (a wetting agent) in water. The plots were monitored in October 2002. While 
all thc seedlings exhibited severe dieback, many still had green leaves lialf\vay down their 
trunks. NRS I~ypotl~esize that these leaves were protected kom the spray by the dense 
canopy of leaves above tllem. The plots were sprayed again in May 2003. NRS hope 
that two herbicide applications will kill the seedlings completely. For now, the method 
looks successf~~l enough to begin implementing. NRS will continue to monitor these 
plots until a definitive control method is found. Based on the results of these trials, NRS 
may explore the potential of new treatnlent methods, in particular, drizzlers and paint 
rollers. 

4. Another region which descrvcs scparate consideration is fenceline. Small shrubby 
wccds thrive in the open light corridor provided by fcncelinc. In particular, 
Stcrclrytrrr-phetn dichotonza fornls thick stands and M n7inztlrj7orcr grows into large banks 
in sunny areas. While most of the weeds along the fcnceline do not compete well in the 
shaded understory of tlie ncarby forest, the fcncelinc can act as an invasion corridor. In 
the last year, NRS controlled weeds along the l<ahanaliSiki fenceline using a large group 
of Earth Day voluntcers. Two arcas wcre targeted, tlie fcncelinc directly above the 
switchback trail, and the fencelinc stretching fioni the KahanahSiki overlook to the C- 
ridge comer of the exclosure. This project was very worthwhile for NRS and very 
rewarding for vol~tntcers. Volunteers can insta~itly see the diffcrcnce they have made. 
This typc of project is especially good for inexpcricnccd volunteers because there are not 
vex-y many natives in this typc of arca; tlicrefore, inadvertent removal of natives is less 
likely to occur. After Eal-th Day, NRS followcd up in the controlled areas by spraying 
invading M. ~~imitij loi~cr~ In total, 48.5 person hours wcre spent controlling weeds along 
1700mZ of fenceline. To prevent future wced ingress, NRS will plant A. kon in the sunny 
gaps along the fence. 

4. Outline an approach to Kahanahf~ilti Gulch and the rest of the exclosure. Sub- 
divide this area as needed. Apply tile lessons learned managing Maile Flats to 
the gulch. 

The gulch region encornpasscs a larger portion of the exclosure than Maile Flats. It 
includes a range of forest types, from very weedy, to predon~inantly native. Many side- 
gulches feed into the main Kahanahsiki Gulch. Much of this arca is steep, making it 
difficult to manage. Tliere are many outplantings in this region, including several sites 
with Cjm7en srperba, llelissen sr/hcorckrtrr, Alectiyorz nracroccoclrs, and Alsiniderzdvoi 
ohovarrim. In addition, thcre are also populations of wild endangered plants, including 
Sclrietlecr mttcrllii, Ceirclirtis agr-iiiroirioirles, Diellicrfirlcntcr, Cyrranrlr-cr cleiztnf(r, Flueggen 



neowawraea, and &?)iotrjchium humile. Just as in Maile Flats, a variety of weed control 
programs will need to be implemented to achieve native forest restoration. 
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New Gulch Management Trails 
1 Orange Trail .IB Kahanahaiki Fenced Exclosure 

2 Blue Trail 

3 Pink Trail 
Shweeps Dividing Gulch Trail 

a) Create a detailed map of weedy and non-weedy areas. Use the Trimhle GPS 
for greater accuracy. 

In the last year NRS worked with a U.H. MBnoa Environmental Studies student, Julia 
Gustine, to produce a vegetation map of Kahanahaiki Gulch. In addition, Ms. Gustine 



wrote an accompanying report which detailed 1-ecommendations for high priority weeding 
sites and projects which require more research. See Appendix 2-H. These detailed 
sltetch maps are a great tool for NRS in terms of identifying actions and tracking weed 
control progress. As part of the project, Ms. Gustine and NRS installed three 
management trails to guide planning and allow easy navigation through this portion of 
the gulch. Figure 2-3 shows the location of the new trails and suggested locations for 
others. The Blue Trail runs through a broken line of native forest patches and 
outplantings. The Pink and Orange trails strategically divide the ridge slope, providing 
direct access to high priority weeding sites. 

0)  Identify and target areas with 80%) i~ative cover. Work to\vards 100% native 
canopy. 

Thus far in Maile Flats, the sweep method appears effective in treating weeds in 80% 
native canopy areas. NRS will begin using this technique in 80% native canopy areas. 
Ms. Gustine identified four priority weeding areas in her repoi-t. See Appendix 2-H. All 
of these forest patches have greater than 80% native canopy cover. They include a large 
stand of Lliospyros scziirhuicerlsis at the inakai end of the exclosure, a I'isorzic~ 
sc~nthvicensis stand close to the 'Delsub' reintroduction site, a patch of more diverse 
forest just above the 'Delsub'reintrod~~ction site and just below a cliff, and lastly, a patch 
of short stature Acrrcici Iron, Metrosicleros~-,olyniorpha, and Sfypl~elicr fuineicrrr~eic~e forest 
on the ridgeline above the gulch. These arcas will targeted in the coming year. 

c) Focus around wild entlangered plant pop~~lations and ootplantings. 

There are nine wild and outplanted endangcred species sites in the gulch. All of these 
sites are priority weeding areas; some, like the 'Delsub' site, are located in greater than 
80% native forest, and others arc in sliglltly more degraded forest. This year, NRS 
weeded around four ofthcse sites. 

1 )  Cerrchrus ugrinzinoirles-A. NRS spent 7 person hours controlling M. mirzutgfloru 
at this population. 
2) 1'terc~l.yxia rrzc~crocc~rpc~/Alectryorz rmcrococczrs. NRS spent 16 person hours 
controlling P. cccftleiunzmz, Syzygiunz czrmini, S. ferehinfhijolius, C/~ristellapa~-nsiticc~, 
and L. carnnra in this native gulch. 
3) Gulch bottom (Cyrtnr~rlrcr rlentatdCymea strperbcr-13). With the help of Halau 
Mohala Ilima, NRS spent 60 person ]lours controlling K .  rosijolius and C. hirta in the 
gulcl~ bottom. 
4) 'Delsub' reintro site (Delissea strbcorclcltr~/Cyclnea stcperbu/Alsinide~zdron 
ohovaturn). Over two work trips, 26.5 person hours were spent weeding P. 
nzttleiclizuir~, S. feuebilzfhijolius, Agerutim ripcrricr, GI-evillea uobustcl, C hirta, 
Pclsp~rlurrz cor~ugc~tuirz, and M minutiflorn over 1800m2. 

Next year, efforts will expand to include the remaining five sites 



d) Develop a restoration plan for predominantly weedy areas. Develop a 
method for categorizing weedy areas according to percent native composition. 
Determine which actions are most useful in each category. 

The approaches and techniques developed in Maile Flats will be implemented in the 
gulch region. Preliminary surveys indicate that there are many P. ccrttleinntrm stands 
appropriate for active restoration. The gulch also contains monocultures of other weedy 
trees, including A. nzohrcccina and S. terebirrthifolizrs. The restoration potential of these 
sites with be evaluated and test plots may be installed. 

5. Evaluate the potential, drawbacks, and regional applicability of common native 
species for o~ttplanting. 

In order to evaluate the reforestation potential, specifically I~ardiness and growth speed, 
of common native species, NRS have collected seed from a variety of species, including: 
A. lcorz (koa), Psyrlrnx orlorat~~r~z (alahe'e), Coprosma foliosn (pilo), Clzcrnzuesyce 
nrult$lora (akoko), Dicii~elln strrzdwicelrsis (uki uki), Hetlyotis ternzincrlis (manono), 
Alysic~ olii~iforinis (maile), A'estegis strirhvicl~errsis (olopua), Cahwicr beecheyi (uki), and 
Cnrex \-vrrhz~etrsis. These species range from quick-growing sunny gap colonizers like A. 
Ioa, to slow-growing understory species, like /I. fernziiznlis and C./'olioscr. NRS will 
collect from additional species including Pisoi~itr br~~rrorriuizn (pSpala kcpau), P. 
scindwiccizsis (pzpala kcpan), and Pourerin snizdivicerais ('ala'a) to test in the next year. 

Last year, approximately 95 young koa were outplanted in a variety of sites, including the 
ironwood sitc, the black wattle site, the wild population of Sclzierlen truttullii, and the 
snail exclosure. All four areas are open and sunny; these trees appear to be growing well. 
Last year and this year, NRS collected over 12,500 koa seeds in anticipation of future 
restoration outplanting projects. 

In past years, NRS have outplanted scvcral understory species. Since these species are 
slow growing and since the sites into which they were planted were highly degraded, it is 
difficult to tell whether or not these previous outplantings have been as successful as koa. 
In the future, NRS will evaluate understory species outplaiitings and decide whether or 
not the effort put into such outplantings is justified by the gain to ecosysten~ recovery. 
NRS will also experiment with some new sun-loving species, such as G. beecheyi, to 
determine whether they can act as open gap colonizers, thus minimizing the potential for 
invasive species to take hold in recently cleared gaps. NRS will keep in mind that 
common outplanting time may be more efficiently spent conducting weed control; there 
is a trade-off between the two. 

6. Develop protocols to treat species which NRS don't currently have a means of 
controlling. 

In order to attain the long-term objective of 80% native understory, NRS will need to 
consider how to treat previously untargeted weed species as need arises. NRS are 
currently experimenting with control tecliniques for B. occirleirtcrle in the 'Ohikilolo MIJ; 



B, occitler~tirle is also a probleni in Kahanahililti. For a discussion of these results, please 
see the 'Ohikilolo section. 

7. Use volunteer labor for large-scale projects. Consider establishing a regular, 
core group of experienced volunteers who work on a regular basis (once or twice 
a month). 

NRS have used volunteer labor extensively to sweep through forest patches and to set up 
cxperiuicntal plots in P. cnttleinr~tim stands in Maile flats. Several large volunteer 
groups, including students kom the UH Ethnic Studies class, the Youth conservation 
Corps, and I-Ialau Mohala Ilima helped to treat large areas; these groups volunteer once or 
twice a year. NRS also utilized volunteers from the 'Opelu Project to outplant koa into 
the cleared black wattle site, see section 2.0 above. In addition, NRS have recruited 
many experienced, repeat volunteers. These volunteers have been particularly helpful, 
since they require less direction, and are familiar with existing programs. The unique 
talents of these volunteers have beeu invaluable to setting up the P. cnttleiarzzrrn plots in 
Maile flats. 

NRS hope to bring some of these repeat volunteers into a more cohesive group and 
expand the volrn~teer program by setting up a regular volunteering schedule. 

8. Research I'sidiriitl cuttleiunrriir. Is it a clonal species? Is it ;~lleleopatl~ic (if so, 
where is the toxicity released from, roots or leaf-litter?)? 

NRS have begun to investigate these important questions about P. cnttkiantrrn. Julia 
Gustine, the U.H. MSnoa Environmental Studies student who helped in mapping 
Kahanahiliki gulch, also researched P, cclttleicrrruriz. NRS will obtain a copy of her report. 
In addition, the P. ccrtfleicrnum control plots installed by NRS will provide basic 
information about how this species reacts to various types of control, and how native 
species respond to its removal. Prelin~inary findings and past experience suggests that P. 
cattleic~ri~rrir is clonal and does have alleleopathic qualities; NRS will not conduct 
exhaustive research on these topics, but will seek a better understanding of  how they 
affect management. 

Monitoring 

NRS installed I? ccittleianzrnz plots in Maile flats to detern~ine the best way to control 
large stands of this taxon. These treatments are discussed in section 3 above. 

2.7.b 'Ohiltilolo MU 

'l'he 'ohikilolo MU is visited at least once per quarter. All management usually takes 
place during these regularly spaced trips. This year, due to a 6 month halt of helicopter 
operations, NRS were unable to visit the MU as ofteu as planued. 



Surveys 

Quarterly weed surveys are conducted along three ungulate transects and on the primary 
natural resources LZ. No new incipient invasive weeds were discovered in any of these 
weed surveys. However, NRS did note T. semitrilobcr in increased abundance on the LZ. 
To reduce the potential of NRS unwittingly acting as vectors and transporting this weed 
into areas of native forest, 7'. semitrilobu will be controlled on the LZ and other well- 
traveled areas. 

Control 

While most of the 'Ohikilolo MIJ is made up of extremely steep and rocky terrain, it also 
includes sn~all  patches of modexately sloped mesic forest. Most of the weed management 
done in the MU focuses around these forest patches. In particular, NRS focus on a two 
and a half acre ungulate-free exclosure near the primary LZ. The steep 'Ohikilolo ridge 
widens out in this area, creating a small island of relatively flat land. This is where the 
primary 1,Z is located. Vegetation in the 'C)hiltilolo MU ranges from close to 100% 
native to 100% alien. The long term objective of weed lnanagement at 'Ohibilolo is to 
restore the small mesic forest areas to greater than 80% native cover and prevent new 
incipients from becoming established. Because the area is an island -remote, pig-free, 
nearly goat-fi-ee - -  NRS feel that the(-e is great restoration potential for the degraded areas 
in the MU, and great survival value in the predominantly native areas. 

Approximately 170 person hours over five 3-day camping trips have been spent 
controlling weeds in the 'Ohikilolo MU by NIiS and volunteers this year. In all, around 
15 acres have been managed. Species targeted include L, curncrra, S cliclzotonrn, R. 
ros~olius,  S. terehir~thifolius, A. ripcrricr, Agercrtiizcr acleizoplzortz, M. minutrflorn, Cirsiunz 
vuigcire, Erigeron kcnrvinskinilus, Coi~yzn bonnriensis, A. virginicus, Setnricr gi-ncilis, P. 
co~lj~rgnf~un,  P. ~ot t le ic l i r~~~i~,  and R. crrgz~fzrs. 

Sl~ort Term Objectives and I>iscrtssions 

NRS will maintain an adaptive list of short-telm goals to help direct management efforts. 

1 .  Prevent new invasive alien species from becoming established 

a) Rcrbrrs rrrgrrtrrs. An incipient popnlation of R~tbtrs crrg~lt~ls was discovered near a 
population of endangered Heclyotis pnrvulcr last year. The population did not appear to 
be thriving; perhaps the site is drier than R. crr-gutus usually prefers. NRS have spent 6 
hours controlling X. cirgu~z~s in a 3000m2 area. The population was treated initially in 
December 2001. The site has been revisited twice, in March and June 2002. On both of 
those occasions, all canes were treated. This year, the site was visited twice. In 
December 2002, 165 plants were treated. In July 2003, 103 plants were treated; only 4 of 
these were reproductive. ln order to get a better handle on the population, NRS will 
monitor the site quarterly for resprouting canes and seedlings. 



b) Cirsizrrit vrrlgrrre. Around the LZ, just below the LZ in the exclosure, and in 
nearby Lantana Gulch, there is a population of C. vlrlgnre. NRS have treated this 
population repeatedly; however, C. vlrlgrrue appears to have become established in the 
seed bank. Five small immature plants were found in the exclosure below the LZ. 
Approximately 15 plauts were found in Lantana Gulch, including 1 large mature plant 
covered with seed heads. This mature plant was found in September 2002. NRS have 
been diligent about surveying for new plants on every work trip. This seems to have paid 
off. Mature plants haven't been found since September 2002, and fewer and fewer plants 
have been found on each trip. NRS will continue to survey and treat this area for 
regrowth. C. vrllgirre appears to thrive primal-ily in open sunny areas, althougl~ NRS have 
seen it growing in forest understory. NRS arc conducting ccosystem-scale weed 
n~anagement in the infested areas. As native species reclaim the area, NRS expect C. 
vulg(rre to become less of a problem. 

c) Arrrrrccrricl colrrritnaris, Norfolk Pine. One of the unique landmarks of the 
'Ohikilolo LZ is a very tall Norfolk pine tree. Norfolk pines produce large amounts of 
wind-dispersed seed. This single tree is now surrounded by hundreds of seedlings. In 
Septe~nber 2001, NRS girdled the tree, and in December 2001, NRS began to control the 
many seedlings in t l ~ e  area. Most of the seedlings are concentrated around the LZ, but 
outliers have been found in forest patches maulta and makai of the LZ. In October 2002, 
NRS spent 8 liours l~andpulling Norfolk seedlings. In addition, NRS killed any outlying 
seedlings found w11en pcrfonning othcr control work. With the mature tree now dead, 
NRS will continue to focus on removing seedlings f?om the MU during quarterly 
nlanagemcnt trips. NRS will consider outplanting koa to fill the light gaps left by 
\vccding. 

2. Target particolarly invasive species with small popolations for increased control 
effort. Create a Ilig11 Priority List 

a) Erigerort krrruirtskicrnrrs. E. kcirvii~.skic~ir~rs thrives in steep, open areas, where it 
can be very destructive and pose a significant risk to ecosystem quality. It does well in 
open gaps within forested areas. This creeping plant grows quickly and fol-111s large mats. 
Trials established that E. ii~~rvi~zskicrr~~rs responded well to Garlon 3A foliar spray. 
However, native plants are also susceptible to the foliar spray. Care must be taken to 
reduce secondary kill. This year NRS focused on large E. kcarvinslcicri~trs patches in the 
gulch just mauka of the LZ. Scattel-ed E. krrrvinskianzrs plants in the Forest Patch 
Exclosure were also treated. NRS will continue to treat this weed in forested areas and 
around sensitive resources. 

b) Mdirrirrs rrtirtatiJora. &I. iiilint~tiflorn colonizes open sunny gaps. It folms thick 
mats and crowds out native species. While it is widespread throughout the 'Ohikilolo 
MU, NRS have targeted i t  for eradication in the Forest Patch Exclosure and surrounding 
area. Ten people hours were spent treating M. rniiz~rtiflor-ci with a grass-specific herbicide, 
Fusilade, in the Exclosure this year. Approximately 5 acres were treated. Within the 
majority of the Exclosure, which is forested, all IM. iliiinrtr/Torz patclles have been treated 
at least once. In addition, 1.5 person hours were spent spraying M ir~i~~ufrflor-a in the I-'. 



lcnaloe MMR-A population. Next year, NRS want to cxpand grass control to the 'Makai 
of Exclosure' area (see section 4.b) below), and to the gulch ~nauka of the LZ. 

c) Rubus rosifolius. R. rosifolius, like E. k~rrvinskicrr~us, is locally abundant in the 
'Ohikilolo MU. There is a particularly large patch of R. rosifolius in the gulch mauka of 
the LZ. NRS have treated this population in the past. However, R. rosifoli~is is fast- 
growing, and quickly reestablishes itself. NRS treated this population once in the past 
year. Further control is needed. NRS will check and control this population quarterly. 
R. vosrfolius is also found scattered in the Forest Patch Exclosure. The entire exclosure 
was swept twice over the past year; during these sweeps, NRS treated I?. rosrfolius. 

(5) Trizmjiettn sert~itrilobn. T. se~~zitrilobn is widespread throughout the 'Ohikilolo 
MU. While targeting this species for eradication in the MU is not feasible, NRS hope to 
control its spread by removing it from well-traveled areas, including the fenceline and the 
'Ohikilolo LZ. NRS do not want to inadvertently track it into predominantly native 
areas. In the past year, T. se~i~itvilohcr seems to have had a population boon]; there are 
large patches along the fenceline by the Forest Patch Exclosure, on the LZ itself, and on 
the fenceline rnnuka of the LZ. It is likely that goats on the Kea'au side of the fence are 
in part responsible for the spread of this weed. This year, NRS spent at least 3 person 
hours handpulling it in these areas. Next year-, NRS will use more aggressive tactics to 
control the spread ofthis weed; T senritrilohrr is susceptible to Glypro+ Soliar spray. 

3. Identify forest patches of 80%) native composition. Work on them as specific 
projects. Direct control efforts to achieve 100% native composition. 

a) Forest Patch Exclostlre. The Forest Patch Exclosure encloses a 95% native 
forest patch, an eroded scar, and an open weedy area. This weedy area is discussed in 
section 4.a) below. The forest patch is home to an candidate for endangered status plant, 
Melicope ,rzcr/ccrl~c~e, an endangered snail, Achcrtirrella niusrelilza, and reintroductions of 
two endangered plants, Pritchc~rclia kmlcre, and Sniricliln mcrriversrr. NItS have expended 
extensive effol-t over the past four years to convert the forest patch section into a pristine 
native area. At the outset of the program, extensive work was performed to remove 
established weed populations. However, in recent years it has become increasingly easy 
to maintain the forest patch as a weed-free area because follow-up is done regularly and 
invasive plants do not have the opportunity to become established. NRS spent 70 hours 
sweeping through the forest patch and eroded scar this past year. The entire exclosure 
area, except the weedy portion below the LZ, was swept twice. Weeds controlled include 
S. terebinthifolilrs, L. cnirrarn, S. diclrotomn, A. ripclricr, C. bonnviensis, P. cattleinr~um, 
G. robustcr, K(rlnirchoepi~zncrtu, R. uosifolius, and E. lcrrvinsltiumrs. A 75m2 area infested 
with C. pnvnsiticcr received special attention. The majority of weeds removed were small 
and immature. The weediest areas of the exclosure were the fencelines. In the future, the 
fencelines may he weeded in a separate effort, rather than as part of the exclosure sweeps. 
NRS observed A4etuo.sideros ti-en~ziloicles colonizing the eroded scar. This bodes well for 
the recovery of the area. 



h) Gnlcl~ mauka of LZ. Just lnauka of  the LZ there is a large gulch which liosts a 
variety of resources, including the rare tree P. mncrocurpa, the endangered snail A. 
iizustelinn, and an outplanting of the endangered palm I? kualae (MMR-H). In addition, 
the area has experienced significant regrowth of native species, such as 'ie'ie 
(Freycirzetin nrborecr), since goats have bcen controlled in the region. NRS spent 10 
person hours controlli~ig S terehir~thifolizis, L. ccrn~ara, S. tlichotoincr, A. ripuriu, U. 
rosifolius, and E. kurviiiskimus in and around this gulch. Much of this area has been 
swept in previous years and only requires regular monitoring to prevent the re- 
establishn~ent of large weedy populations. Ii. rosifoliz~s and E. karvinskiurzus appear to be 
the most resilient weeds. Outplantings of native trees like A. kou or Myrsine Iessertiunn 
niay serve to provide additional shade to suppress these weeds; NRS will determine the 
feasibility of this project. NRS will continue to monitor this area and will expand the 
area treated to fully encompass the area of the P. kcrc~lne reintroduction. NRS will also 
continue to slowly remove large S. terebiizfhifoli~rs atid target the expanding patches of 
M. ~niirutrflora in the surrounding area. 

c) Priichnrrlia knale MMR-G. East of the 'Ohikilolo MU, on a ridge close to the 
east rim of Makua Valley, there is an outplanting of P. kncrle (MMR-G). This 
reintroduction site is in a patch of predominantly native forest. NRS spent 3 person hours 
controlling S. terehintlrifoli~r,~, P. cattleiarzunz, P. guujuvcr, R. I-osifolius, Staclzytnrphetci 
,jnri~uicensis, Verbeilu li/tornlis, and A. crtlei~opl~orcr over 500mZ. This treatment focused 
directly around the planting area. There are low quantities of invasive trees, but high 
quantities of invasive slirubs in the patch. Future control efforts need to target understory 
species. NRS will continue to liianage this area, as well as expand treatliient outside of 
the planting area. In particular, NRS have identified other sites on the ridge that would 
be appropriate for outplanting after understory weed colltrol has been perfon-tiled. NRS 
will scliedule weed control during regular reintroduction monitoring visits. 

d) Sarticoln 11tnrhwsu RIMR-A. On the makai section ofthe 'C)liikilolo MU, there 
is a population of endangered S. ri~uriversu. This specics thrives in exposed, steep, s u ~ i ~ i y  
habitat. The site is primarily made up of native vegetation, however, M rninutrfloru was 
beginning to invade it. Treating &I. min~rtrfloi-u, which interferes with S. nzrrviversa 
growth, niust be balanced by the need to maintain ground cover and reduce erosion. 
Although the area is steep, most of the patch is vegetated with native grasses and sedges. 
This year, NRS spent 2 person hours treating 140m2. Hand sprayers were used to treat M. 
miizut~flora with Fusilade. The M. rvinzrtlflorii patclics controlled were small; their 
removal did not appear to pose a significant erosion risk at this time. NRS will continue 
to monitor the site and will retreat the grass patclies as needed. 

4. Identify weedy patches and evaluate their restoration potential. Work on them 
as specific projects. Direct control efforts to increase the proportion of native 
species. 

a) Exclosure, Below I,Z. The Forest Patch Exclosure consists primarily of 90% 
native mesic forest; liowevcr, one elid of the exclosure juts maulta, below the LZ. This 
triangular area is very weedy. Six person liours were spent treating S. dichotoir~u, L. 



cnr~znr-o, if. riprricr, A. crrlenophorcz, C. vulgnre, G. robztstn, and S. lerebiirthifolius from 
700m2. This area has been weeded multiple times before; however, because it is so open, 
weeds continue to thrive. NRS have observed improvement; there arc new patches of 
Orlontosoric~ clrinensis (pala'a), as well as other scattered natives. This year NRS 
directed effort towards outplanting native species in order to reduce the regenemtion of 
weedy species and promote more rapid native invasion. Almost 100 A.  kon were 
outplanted. Next year, NRS will continue weed control. 

b) Rlakai of Exclosure. The area just makai of the Forest Patch Exclosure is around 
50% native cover. NRS spent 2 person hours removing L. curnarcr, X. rosifolirs, S. 
terebiirthifolizrs, and S. rlichotornu from the area. This area borders a patch of 80% native 
forest; NRS hope to promote the expansion of native forest into this site. Since much of 
the canopy consists of S. teizbirrthifolizo, weeding must be selective to prevent the 
creation of open gaps. M. iizintitrflora is invading the site; in the corning year these 
patches will be treated. 

c) Pritchnrrlici k~crle MMR-A.  Just below the Fovest Patch Exclosure is the largest 
known wild population of 1'. liualne (MMR-A). This year, NRS constructed a fence 
around the I? kcrnlcre population to protect it from goats. The area immediately around 
the P. Iicmlne is 50% native mesic forest. In the interests of improving habitat quality for 
this endangered specics and in the course of fenceline clearing, NRS controlled S. 
ter-ebitrtltifoli~is, A. riporicr, A. czcleitophoro, S. tlickotonru, M. nzirzzrtrflorcz, and P. 
coiljzrgcrtitrti. 12.5 person hours were spent treating one acre directly around the P. 
lccrcrlne. This site is especially sensitive; NRS have observed huge nun~bers of slow- 
growing P. krrnlne seedlings; NRS must balance weed control against the potential to 
trample delicate seedlings. In addition, NRS do not want to significantly alter light levels 
pr-esent at the site; this may have an adverse effect on seedling germination and growth. 
NRS will continue to manage the site, taking a gradual approach to removing canopy 
weeds, aud focusing primarily on understory weeds. 

(1) 1,Z region. The region around the LZ is made up of patchy, weedy mesic forest. 
NRS spent 8 person hours coutrolling Norfolk pine seedlings and some Triunfetta 
sc~initrilobrr around the LZ, see section 1 .c) above. NRS also cleared S terehinthifolizis 
and other weeds from the an area just below the LZ. 

e) Lrintcrnn cnrrtnrn Patch. Between the LZ and the gulch rnauka of the LZ lies a 
bowl infested with L. cnnznrn surrounded by 80% native canopy forest. This year, NRS 
spent 29 person hours controlling I,, camara, S. terebinthifolius, R. rosifolius, S.n 
clic/rotoiirr~, E. knrviizskicmus, C. vulgnre, M iiiirrtitrj7ora, 7: senritriIobn, and K. pinnutn in 
the gulch. In September 2002, the entire L. caiizarn patch was treated. A large open area 
was created by this effort. Since then, NRS have controlled other weeds present in the 
area to prevent the formation of another weed patch. This site requires regular 
monitoring. In the coming year, NRS will investigate outplanting common native species 
into the site. 



r) Prilcltnrdin Itrlrrle MMK-B, Ko'iahi. On the makai section of 'Ohikilolo ridge, 
above Ko'iahi, there is a wild population of P. Ituulcte, MMR-B. This small population is 
located in weedy, open habitat. NRS identified M. iiliiizrtzjlorir as a potential threat to 
seedling germination at the site. To combat this, NRS spent 5 hours treating M. 
i~iir~z~tiflorct. NRS used a combination of hand pulling, cutting, and spraying to treat this 
threat. Fusilade, a grass-specific herbicide, was used. NRS was concerned about 
removing a lot of grass and causing erosion, however, many of the other grasses present 
in the area are not susceptible to Fusilade, so this was not a danger. Since the site is open 
and weedy, and there is M, minzrtrjlorcr throughout the surrounding area, completely 
eradicating i t  is not a priority. 

g) Pritcltrwdin knnle MMR-I, Ko'iahi. Further west of the P. kclnlue MMR-B site 
is a large outplanting of P. ltnrrlne (MMII-I). In addition to being a reintroduction site, 
endangered A. rnustelirlct snails have been observed in tlie area. Approximately 20% of 
the canopy consists of S. terebir~thifoliirs. This year, NRS spent 4 person hours weeding 
S. terebiizthifoli~rs and L. ccrnrirrn from 210m2. Since the area is weedy, control focused 
around native trees in the patch. In the coming year, NRS plan to continue this selective 
weeding and improve habitat quality. 

5 .  Erosion control. Identify areas that wonld benefit from more active 
management. Use mats, or other techniques, to reduce erosion, and increase the 
rate of revegetation. 

a) 1,Z. On 7 March 2002, major erosion control work was conducted on the primary 
LZ, wliicli also serves as the NRS campground. In the past, NRS liave often employed 
Blackhawk helicoplers, rather than s~naller connnercial l~clicopters, when traveling to 
'Oliiltilolo. 'l'he I,Z was eroded and dusty. The strong downdraft produced by 
Blackhawks acccntuatcci tllc dust problem, and prevented plants from successfully 
revcgctating the site. The el-osion contl-01 work done by NRS involved smoothing the LZ 
surfice, removing vegetation, spreading coconut and jute mats over the entire area, and 
fastening the mats down securely. ilsorrop~tsfissifolius plants were set aside when the LZ 
was cleared; these plants were replanted in the area covered by the mats. The entire area 
was sprinkled with two types of fertilizer, Gaviotas triple-14 and Osnlacote triple-14. 
NRS have been using con~nmcial helicopter support, rather than Blackhawk support, 
until the LZ is vegetated. On the latest work trip in July 2003, NRS observed pron~ising 
results: a significant reduction in dust, and 80% vegetative cover 011 the LZ. Most of the 
plants colonizing the LZ were weeds. This erosion control work has been very 
successful. NRS will use fiber mats to help rehabilitate other eroded areas in the 
'Ol~ikilolo MlJ, including erodcd scars directly bordering the LZ. At these other sites 
NRS would like to promote growth of native colonizing species; however, since erosion 
control and revegetation are tlie goals of these efforts, colonization by weedy species 
would also be acceptable. 

b) Region west of Snnicrrlcr rnni*iwrsn. 'l'he fence which runs along 'Ohiltilolo 
ridge is MZkua's primary defense against goats. Some areas of the fenceline are severely 
erodcd, in particular, a 75113 long area just maltai of a population of S mnriverscr. In this 



spot, soil was eroding out from under the fence, creating a gap between the bottom of the 
fence and the ground. March 2002, NRS installed fence skirting and coconut mat at these 
gaps to slow erosion and prevent ungulate ingress. The put-pose of the coconut mat was 
to catch and hold dusty soil and provide a more hospitable seed bed. In June 2002, NRS 
observed that the coconut mat did appear to slow erosion, although no plants had yet 
revegetated the area. In July 2003, the coconut mat appeared dried out and wasn't 
holding soil in place well. No plants had colonized the mats. This effort appears to have 
been unsuccessfi~l. Other options will be considered, including applying fertilizer and 
using hardier jute mats. Paul Higashino at the Kaho'olawe Island Restoration Committee 
(KIRC), described KIRC's erosion control efforts to NRS. KIRC uses bales of native 
grasses, particularly pili and kawelu, to catch soil and act as a seed source. Wliile this 
method has a lot of potential at 'Ohikilolo, there are no available sources of such grass 
bales fro111 O'ahu grass stock. NRS will continue to investigate this and other options. 

Monitoring 

There are no active weed-control monitoring plots on 'Ohikilolo ridge. This year, a trial 
installed to monitor the effectiveness of treatments for the invasive fern Blecl71zu1n 
occicler~tcile was concludetl. B. occicler7tr& is the last remaining habitat altering invasive 
in the 'Ohikilolo MU for which NRS do not have an effective control strategy. 
Treatments for U. occidentide have been investigated before. Two years ago, NRS 
concluded that U. occitlentale can be partially controlled with a 2% spray of Garlon 3A 
(see PCSU report 2001). While 2% Garlon 3A killed B. occicler~tnle with a single 
treatment, i t  did not reduce cover to less than 5%. U. occiclentnle declined from 40% to 
14% cover eleven months after treatment. However, NRS observed an increase in B. 
occirler~tale cover at the end of the study and expect i t  to continue rising. In addition, 
significant recluctions in native cover were observed over the course of the study. See 
Figure 2-4. 



Figure 2-4: B. occidcrtrrrle Garlon 3 2% Foliar Treatment Totals, 2000 - 2001 

These results prompted NILS to install new wced control monitoring plots to fullllcr 
investigate B, occin%i~rde treatments. Two changcs were made to the original trial: two 
different concentrations of hcrbicidc wcrc used, and the plots were trcated multiple times 
with herbicide. Two plots were installed in September 2001; one plot again tested a 2% 
Garlon 3A spray, and the other tested a 3% Garlon 3A spray. NRS thought a stronger 
concentration of pesticide might result in a greater reduction in cover for B. occidentule. 
NRS did not want to increase the concentration of Garlon 3A much, as it has a greater 
affect on monocots as the concentration increases, and thc nativc sedge Cnrex meyei7ii 
tends to occupy the same habitat niche and is present in the study area. Also, broad-leaf 
plants are more susceptible to Garlo11 3A than monocots, and native tree seedlings, 
including iM. lessertirri~n and C. foliosn, were present in the plots. NRS are eager to 
minimize damage to native species, in particular C. meyenii. Carex meyenii is one of the 
dominant groundcovers in 'Ohikilolo. The results of the previous B. occidentale trial 
showed an increasc in 13. occicler~tc~le at the end of the study. It was hoped that two or 
more herbicide applications will prevent this from happening and be more successful in 
reducing B. occidentnle cover. Again, NRS were concerned that this would have a 
negative effect on native cover. 

The final results of the latest B. occ~ler~trrle trials are displayed in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 
Both plots have bcen read 6 times over a pcriod of 10 months. The plots were sprayed 
twice, oncc upon installation in September 2001, and once again in March 2002. The 2% 
spray plot was scven meters long, and the 3% spray plot was 8 meters long. Both plots 
included arcas of 100% B occirlei~trrle cover as well as more mixed areas. 



In the 2% spray plot (Figure 2-5), NRS observed very different results than observed in 
the original 2% trial (Figure 2-4). Average percent eover of B. occidentule actually 
increased after the first spraying. It continued to increase until the second spraying. 
Cover then decreased steadily, but still remained greater than initial eover levels. NRS 
observations of the plot indicate that B. occidei~tule diebaek did occur. However, as the 
outer layer of fronds were browning, new fronds were unfurling beneath them. Although 
the initial inerease in B. occirlentule cover could be due in part to observer bias, the 
overall upward trend is distinctive. NRS are not quite sure how to explain the difference 
between the results of this trial and the original trial. The original trial showed a 
distinctive decrease in B. occirlei~tule eover. This discrepancy may be due to differenees 
in starting levels of B. occirlentule eover, or differences in weather events. The more 
recent trial was running during a particularly wet winter whieh may have given the plant 
increased resistance to Carlon 3A. The higher efficacy of the seeond spraying, whieh 
occurred in March at the beginning of the dry season, may he due to cleereased hardiness 
due to water stress. There are very few other weed speeies present in the plot; none were 
prcsent in large amounts, and no significant change was detected among them. Native 
eover held constant until the second spraying, after which it decreased to lo%, and held 
constant again. C. rirej~errii is the most common native speeies in the plot. NRS were 
concerned about how to treat 13. occiclentule without negatively impacting C. meyenii. C. 
ilieyeirii levels held constant over the plot, although NRS observed diebaek in the more B. 
occiileiztnle choked parts of the plot. In these areas, non-target take was difficult to 
reduce. Other natives were present in very low numbers. NRS observed some diebaek of 
native ferns, although these changes are not great enough to show in the results. Affected 
ferns include Doorliu k~rnthiu~zu, 0. cliiizerzsis, and Microlepia stvigosn. At the end of the 
trial, two native speeies, 0. chirmsis and Platj~rlesir~n coirrzrtu, still showed declining 
cover. Three speeies, C. nzeyerzii, M. strigosu, and Dryoptevis t~izidei~tutu, had held 
constant. Only two species exhibited a slight inerease in eover, D, kunlllinrm and M. 
Iessei.tirrrm. NRS feel that if larger areas had been sprayed, it would have been much 
more difficult to control non-target affects. The results of the 2% Garlon 3A plot are not 
definitive, however, they do clearly show that this treatment is not effective in killing B. 
occirlentule, and at the same time decreases native eover. 

In the 3%) spray plot, results were similar. See Figure 2.6. Percent eover of B. 
occirleirtnle held constant after the first spraying, and later increased. Percent eover 
decreased steadily after the second spraying, echoing the results of the 2% plot. 
Seasonality, or another variable, may play a role in B. occirlerrtrrle's sensitivity to 
chemical control. NRS observed si~nilar diebaek, regrowth, and diebaek again as 
observed in the 2% plot. The most eomnion alien groundcover was B. occiderztale, thus 
alien eover and B, occider~tule eover are identical in the graph. Native cover decreased 
after eaeh spraying, although it did reeover after the first spraying to higher levels than 
before. After the second spraying however, native eover levels did not reeover, but 
steadily declined. Eight native species were present at the start of the trial; four were 
present at the end. The four lost from the plot were present in very low numbers, maybe 
a few plants eaeh. A My-sine iessertiuncr seedling was killed. Adult M. Iessertium 
appeared unaffected by the spray. M. Iessevtiaiirr a canopy tree on 'Ohikilolo, is present 
in low densities, and has been declining in recent years. The most eolnmon native eover, 



C nzeyel?ii, dropped after each spraying. While it rebounded after the first spraying, it 
dropped lower than initial levels after the second spraying. Of the remaining four native 
species in the plot, at the end of the trial C meyenii and D, kzrnfhinnu both continued to 
decrease in cover, A//. .r/rigosn held constant, and Antidesn?c1plafyphylltin2 increased 
slightly. 

Fieure 2-5: B. occirlenfrrle 2% Garlon 3.4 Treatrncnt: Changes in Percent Cover 

Figure 2-6: B. occidentrrle 3% Garlon 3A 'Treatment: Changes in Percent Cover 
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The higher herbicide concentration didn't appear to affect native species much more than 
the lower concentration. 13. occider~tcrle responds similarly to both concentrations of 
herbicictc. Neither treatment is efficient enough in killing B. occitientnle, or safe e n o ~ ~ g h  
to use around natives, for NRS to use in the field. NRS have already started to research 
other control options for B. occiclerrtnle. In talks with Mike Malsukawa at the Dept. of  
Agriculture, NRS found that there are no fern-specific herbicides available for use in 
Hawaii. NRS are not sure if any even exist. NRS consulted Dan Palmer, author of 
Hcnvai'i's Ferns crrrd Allies, and learned that 13. occiclentc~le spreads via stolons. A 
large patch of this wecdy fern may actually be one plant. Thus, since the trials only 
treated part of a larger plant, the fern was able to recover. NRS will experiment with 
artificially creating smaller plants by cutting the stolons. NRs will test two types of 
treatments on these isolated plants, a spray of Garlon 3a, and a meristem application of 
Garlon 4. The meristcni application, though time-consuming, would reduce by-kill. In 
addition, NRS will test these two methods on small entire patches of  B. occiclentczle, to 
see if con~plete eradication of a small patch is possible. NRS will begin testing these 
control ideas in the coming year. 

Two years ago, the results of several other weed control monitoring plots were deemed 
conclusive (see PCSU report 2001). NRS have been using the results of these plots to 
direct future management. Both E. '.cc~rvin.skinnus and K. pirztmta respolided well to a 3% 
Garlon 3A spray. Cl~ristellnpr~rtrsiticc~ was killed by basal treatment with Garlon 4. 
Over the past year, NRS have increased their effol-ts in controlling these weedy species. 

2.7.c Lower 'T)hiliiIolo MU 

Surveys 

The MBkua firebreak road cuts directly below the Lower '02iikilolo MU. One incipient 
invasive species was identified during the annual road survey, Cnestrlpinia clecapetnlcr. It 
appears that this species was a contaminant in rubble deposited along the road for future 
road repairs. NRS will irivestigate ways to prevent this from happening again with Range 
Control and LRAM. The C. decupetcrh was sprayed with a mixture of Round-up and 
Garlon 3.4. NRS will monitor the population and retreat as necessary. 

Last year, a large patch of Kalanchoe cuemta was spotted 15m from the road. NRS are 
investigating whether or not this species is invasive, like its cousin, K. pirrncrtn. 
Kc~lczizchoe cremta lias subsequently been seen across the valley, on the northern wall of 
Makua, as well as elsewhere in the Wai'anne mountains. This suggests that this species 
may already be widespread. If it is deemed invasive, NRS will only control K. cremtn in 
the MUs. 

Control 

Management in the Lower 'Ohikilolo MU is unique among the many weed control 
projects perfonned by NRS because it is focused priniavily on firebreak construction and 
maintenance and secondarily on native habitat management. There are three endangered 



species, Chcra~c~e.syce celrrs~roides ssp. krrenunrr, Hibiscus hrnckenridgei subsp. 
rnokrrleinnzcs, and S~~erwzolepis hawcriiensi.~ in the MU. Management is focused around 
the two C celnslroicles patches and one H brackenridgei population. A sea of the 
invasive grass, I? mminzunz, and the invasive tree, L. lez~occphcrlu surrounds all 
populations. The f-I brtrckenriclgei population is approxinlately 150111 from the south 
firebreak road, and both the upper and lower groups of the C1 celastroitIes population are 
only 15m from the road. See Figure 2-7. 

Figure 2-7. Location and Extent of Lower 'Ohiltilolo Fuel Breaks, June 2003 

Range Control has adopted a new fire-reduction policy that limits live-fire training when 
weather contlitioi~s are favorable for fire; hot, dry, and windy conditions are avoided. In 
addition, Range Control is responsible for nlaintaining a 30111 clear-cut and chemically 
controlled firebreak inside the firebreak road and a 10m chemically controlled zone 
outside the firebreak road. These controlled areas are not continuous, and there are gaps 
in the clear-cut area. One of these gaps is directly below the If brackenridgei 
population. 

Despite these measures, C. celcr.s/roide.s and I-I. hrackenridgei still face a high threat from 
range fire from training and other range activities. In order to reduce this risk, NRS 
constructed 30m firebreaks around the three populations. This resulted in the creation of a 
3.5 acre fuel break around the 1-lihi.sc~c.s population, a 1.8 acre fuel break around the 
CJpper C'hcrn~rresyce I'atch, and a 1.7 acre break around the Lower Chnnztresyce Patch. In 
addition to creating an effective firebreak, NliS are trying to promote the regeneration of 
native dry shrubland species, sue11 as 11. viscosn, Sidrc,fi-rllnx, ilhzrtilon inccmum, 



Heteropogotz contovl~rs, E. snnrl~vicensis, and Wklt17erirr it~diccr. These species create less 
dead organic matter than P. maxinrzrnz, which grows and dies back seasonally, and thus 
are less fireprone. Intact dry shrubland habitat is very rare on O'ahu's leeward side; the 
area around these three endangered species is not a particularly high quality example of 
this habitat type; however, since the fircbreak needs to be constructed and maintained, 
NRS intend to iinprove habitat quality at the same time. NRS are required to stabilize the 
populations of these endangered species at 50 mature individuals; performing weed 
contl-01 around them hopefully will allow these endangered plants to thrive and multiply. 
In 2001-2002, NRS spent 804 hours clearing 7 acres of land. In the last year, NRS spent 
5 18 hours 011 the same 7 acres. This does not include preparation and travel time; 
approximately a third (200 hours) as much time was spent preparing for work trips as was 
spent conducting control. 

On 22 July 2003 a prescribed bum went out of control and escaped the firebreak road. 
The fire burned up to the edge of the north side of the Lower Chmmesyce fuel break. See 
Appendix 7 for a detailed post fire asscssment. Thc fuel break, in coordination with 
precision water drops, stopped the fire from burning any plants in this area. See Figure 2- 
S .  In comparison, C. celustroitles var. Iiriennrm plants on the north side of the valley 
which wcrc not protected by a fuel break were burned. 

Figure 2-8. Extent of July 2003 Bums in Lower 'Ohikilolo MU 



July 21,2003, the day before the prescribed burn, an arson fire burned from Farrington 
Highway up to the top of Ohikilolo ridge. It burned part of the Ohikilolo Ridge 
fenceline, and into the top edge of the Upper Cl7amaesyce fuel break. The fire was 
stopped by the lack of fuel in the top edge of the patch and a 15ft cliff. Fortunately, fires 
burning fiorn Farrington I-Iighway have to bum up to the rigde, then downhill to reach the 
Clrrrrnnesyce patches; generally, fire does not burn as strongly downhill as uphill. The 
combination of aspect, the natural barrier of  the cliff, and the artifical barrier of the fuel 
break were successful at stopping the fire and preventing damage to the C. celustroides. 

There are safety concerns for stafrworking in this MU. In 2001-2003, NRS worked with 
Army EOD and the Army Safety Office to clear the fuel break areas of UXO. The areas 
were cleared and NRS are no longer required to wear flak jackets and helmets inside the 
f ~ ~ c l  breaks. There is no shade in the MU and the days are typically very hot, reaching 
temperatures greater than 90". When applying herbicide, NRS often don protective 
coveralls. The heat and layered clothing combine to put NRS at high risk for heat 
exhaustion. In the last year, the exemption from wearing flak in the fuel break areas, a 
switch to cotton overalls, and occasionally switching work schedules to early in the 
morning have helped to mitigate this concern. 

The following is a brief tiineline of management activities and highlights in the Lower 
'Ohikilolo MIJ. 

9 November 2000: Hibiscus brrrkenridgei subsp. ~ i ~ o l c ~ ~ l e i n ~ ~ ~ r s  and Cl?rr~izmesyce 
celil.stroicles var. Iicrencrriri are discovered in the Lower '(3hikilolo MU of MMR 

9 October 2001: Work is bcgnn clearing grass fi-om the Hibisczrs population. Cut 
grass is renlovcd from area. 

+ November 2001: More Hibisczts is discovered by NRS. Cut grass now left in 
placc. First use of Fusilade. Photopoints installed. 

9 February 2002: Work is begun clearing grass from the Lower Chimclesyce 
Patch. + March 2002: Work begun at Upper Chir~mesyce to remove grass. Finished 
initial clearing of Lower Patch and Fusilade sprayed in both. 

+ June 2002: Complekd initial clearing of Hibiscus site and Upper Clia~msyce 
Patch. Round-up sprayed at Hibiscus patch. 

9 July 2002: First large-scale use of Round-up at the Hibiscus site. Fusilade use 
discontinued. 

+ January 2003: Switched Garlon 4 concentration from 20 to 40% in Forest Crop 
Oil for treatment of L. leucocephala. 

9 July 2003: Prescribed burn jumps firebreak roads, burning Cl~amaesyce 
populations on the north side of the valley. Fire is stopped at the edge of the 
Lower Cliniircresyce file1 break. 



Figure 2-9: Lower 'Ohikifolo Firebreaks mtl Weed Control Areas 

1 .  Hihiscrrs brncke~rridgei ssp. r~rokr~leinrrrrs. NRS spent 239 hours clearing a 3.5 acre 
firebreak around the I% brtrcltenriclgei population. In order to determine the size and 
perimeter of the firebreak, NRS measured 30111 from those If. brackerzriclgei plants on the 
edges of the population and marked the boundary with flagging. Wherever possible, 
natural breaks such as cliffs wcre used as part of the firebreak. Later, NRS replaced the 
flagging with cyber stakes; cyber stakes are ~narked with a coded pattern of reflective 
tape that complies with Army training guidelines; the pattern tells troops not to enter the 
area. The pern~anent stakes also aid firefighting effo~ts by delineating the fuel break. 
NRS began by spending many hours weed-whacking Puwicum rnnxirnernr in the summer 
of 2001. Both whip heads and metal blade heads were used to cut the grass; blades were 
found to be extremely effective in cutting the thick canes of P. nzaxiintrm. In the course 
of clearing, NRS discovered additional II. brackerrridgei plants. Large piles of grass 
littered the area after these cutting efforts. Afraid that they were actually building up the 
amount of dry file1 in the area, NRS experimented with removing the dead grass from the 
patch. Grass was raked onto large tarps. The tarps were rolled up and tied tightly in 
cylindrical bundles. These bundles were pushed and rolled and cursed downhill. Some 
distance from the edge of the firebreak, they were opened and the cut grass was emptied 
out. This method of removing grass was expensive in terms of time and effort. It was 
also very difficult to roll the grass f i r  from the patch; the thick stands of L. lezrcocephrrln 
lnade it very hard to move the tarp bundle. Air lifting the grass was discussed, but 
deemed too expensive. When the Army's summer training was con~plete, NRS dceided 



to leave the cut grass in the patch and wait and see how quickly it degraded. It now 
appears that cut grass decon~poses relatively quickly, and removing the grass requires 
excessive effort. 

After cutting a patch of grass, NRS monitored it for regrowth. When the grass was 
actively re-sprouting, NRS sprayed it with a grass-specific herbicide, Fusilade. Herbicide 
was applied usins 3-gallon backpack sprayers and a 25-gallon, battery-powered skid 
sprayer with a 100ft hose. Water jugs and 125-gallon water tanks were sling-loaded to 
the site. The 25-gallon sprayer was very effective at this site; the site is open, with few 
obstacles to wind the hose around, and is very large. Using the skid sprayer, NRS were 
able to thoroughly treat large areas and cut down on mixing time. Backpack sprayers 
were most useful for treating scattered grass tufts and steep areas. Using both of these 
tools together was very effective. 

NRS began running into problems with Fusilade right away. It was very difficult to time 
visits to treat the grass in the proper stage of growth, which could take anywhere from 2- 
6 weeks to reach. Scheduling considerations prevented NRS from visiting the f ~ ~ e l  breaks 
every week to detei-mine when the grass was ready for spraying. Some applications were 
effective, others very ineffective. ICill never reached 100%. Some areas were sprayed 3 
or 4 times without achieving high rates of control. 

NRS switched to a more general herbicide, Round-up, in a 1% mix with water. Round- 
up is not grass-specific, but also is not as sensitive to growth stage as Fusilade. Small 
trials indicated that 1% Round-up was effcctive at killing guinea grass, and that native 
broadleaf species exposed to spray drift were unaffected. NRS began using Round-up 
preferentially, leaving a buffer around the endangered plants. Spraying efforts generally 
have been limited to thc rainy scason, when grass is growing. Spraying during the driest 
part of the year, when grass scnesces, generally is ineffective, even using Round-up. 

In addition to grass control, NRS also are working to control L. leucocephulrr and Acrrcicr 
firrriesicrrm at the site. Neither species is as great of a fire hazard as P. ~nnxinzum, but both 
form dense stands, use a lot of water, lose leaves in summer, and may facilitate grass 
growth by fixing nitroge~~. L. leucocephala is also very difficult to kill; it is very resilient 
and can regenerate even after treatment with herbicide. The most effective treatment 
method is to cut the trunk as close as possible to the ground, and douse the cut stump 
with 40% Garlon 4. Plants that have been burned or treated before tend to form large 
woody growths at ground level. The cut stump method does not workon these plants, 
because there may be multiple trunks sprouting from one woody growth. To treat these 
plants, NRS hacked deeply into the growths with hatchets or handsaws, and applied 
Garlon 4 to the cuts. It is also effective to dig the soil away from the base of the plant, 
cut the roots, and treat them with Garlon 4. NRS also tried digging the stumps out of the 
ground completely. While effective, this method was too time-consuming to be feasible. 
A.fi~rrzesiarzu responds well to Garlon 4 treatments and does not pose as much of a 
management problem. 



Figure 2-10. EIibisczrs Fuel Break: Cllar~ge in Effort Over Time 

1st 5 Months, 10101-2102 2nd 5 Montlis, 3/02-7102 3rd 5 Months, 8102- 4th 6 Months, 1103-6103 
12102 

Tirne 

Fieure 2-11. Perimeter of Fuel Break 

This chart shows the change in effol-t for 
particular management activities, over time. 
In order to facilitate con~parison, the first 5 
months of work - from October 2001 to 
February 2002 are grouped together, as well 
as the second 5 months, and so on. These 
groupings do not necessarily reflect seasons. 

Total time spent on management decreased 
significantly. The first 5 months of control 
required very high effort. This is when the 
bulk of f k l  break construction took place. 
Also, this is when NRS experimented with 
removing grass from the break. The second 
5 months of control, predictably, required 
much less time, primarily for 'grass control'. 
The rise in effort levels between the third and 
fourth periods suggest that during the rainy 
season. more effort is necded to maintain the 

f ~ ~ e l  break. Time spent doing haole koa control, in contrast, was dependent on staff 
availability, rather than envirotlmental cotisideralions. This chart suggests that although a 
constant level of effort will need to be maintained to keep grass levels down, the amount 
of time needed for maintenance is significantly less than that needed for construction, and 
tllus maintenance time, though always necessary, is sustainable for a long period. 



Changes produced by management are tracked by photopoints. These digital photos 
provide a visual recol-d of the creation of the firebreak and the changes in vegetation. 
The number of photopoints has increased in the last year as the treated area expanded. 
Photopoints were taken at each file1 break, about 2-3 times per year, fkom established 
locations, at specific compass bearings. They show changes in the plant community at 
each site tlsrouglsout tlse year. Sinall patches of the native grass H. coiltortus (pili) 
present before management appear to be expanding. 

Below the Hibisctrs site, there is a gap in the 30m clear-cut firebreak maintained by 
Range Control on the inside edge of the firebreak road. In March 2003, NRS sprayed 
grass, L. le~tcnenn, and A. farnesiuna both inside and outside the firebreak road in an 
effort to bridge this gap. A mix of Garlon 3A and Glypro-t was used. The treatment was 
effective at killing grass, but not woody weeds; the trees sprayed completely defoliated 
and later sent out suckers. Grass removal is a higher priority than woody weed removal 
in this area; controlling L. lezrcuencr and A. fcrrnesiana along the road will occur if 
scheduling allows. 

In tlse coming year, NRS will work to maintain the fuelbreak and continue to weed inside 
it. The road below the Hihisc~rs site will be resprayed as needed. Photopoints will be 
taken to track changes, and the Ifibisczrs will be monitored regularly. 

2. Upper Clt~rntrtesyce Patch. Treatment techniques developed at the H. braclrenridgei 
site were applied to management at both C. celtrstroides sites. NRS spent 155 hours 
woi-king at this 1.75 acre site. The Upper Patch is very rocky, and steep. There is much 
less I-'. I I I L Z X ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ I I ~  than at the I f .  hruckenriclgei site; shorter stature grasses, like the weedy 
Rl~yi~chelyir~r~lr repens, and native IT coiltortus dominate. L. ~ L I C O C ~ J ~ ~ U ~ N  and A. 
firrr~esium are abundant. 

Before cutting the grass in the site, NRS surveyed around the C. celustroides plants for 
seedlings. Seedlings were flagged prominently. High density seedling ai-eas were 
avoided by the weed whackers. NRS nsonitored the cut grass for growth and sprayed it 
with Fusiladc. A water tank and multiple water jugs were airlifted to the site. As in the 
FI. I.rucke17ridgei site, scheduling and weather conflicts made it difficult to treat the grass 
in the optimal stage of growth. NRS used both the 25-gallon sprayer and the backpack 
sprayers at the site. Given tlse steep nature of the tei-rain, and the smaller amount o fP .  
inuxirnzm~, the full capacity of the 25-gallon sprayer was not used. The entire site has 
been sprayed twice and P. rnnxinzuiiz has responded well to treatment. In part this may be 
due to slightly harsher conditions. Although the C. celostroicles patches are less than a 
half mile from the I f .  hrcrckenridgei site, there is a steep rainfall gradient in Mgkua. The 
maltai (west) region of the valley receives inuc11 less rain than the Ka'ala (east) end of the 
valley. Also, the C. celastroicles sites have an eastern aspect, with more sun exposure, 
while the I-I hrnckei.~riclgei population has a northern aspect, with lcss sun exposure. The 
seasonal grass dieback begins earlier in the season at the C. celnstroides patches than at 
the H. l~rircke/lrirlgei patch. NRS spent some time treating L. leucocephalcr and A. 
fnrnesiuiiu at the site, but treatment has focused on grass control. To establish the 



boundary of the firebreak, NRS measured 30m kom the C. celrrstroirles plants on the 
outermost edges of the patch. Using these measurements as guides, flagging was used to 
completely delineate the edge of the firebreak. This visual boundary is useful in that it 
clearly demarcates which arcas need management. The flagging was later replaced with 
cyber stakes. Photopoints were established at the site to track the changes in vegetation, 
which have occurred with management. 

Figure 2-12. Upper Cltrrmrresyce Fuel Break: Change in Effort Over Time 

! 1st 5 Months, 3/02-7102 2 n d  5 Months, 8102.1 2102 3rd 5 Months, 1/03-5103 

l'i~ne 

The Upper Cl~ai~~rre.syce fuel break chart mirrors the Hibiscus chart. Control at this site 
began after the Ilihiscus site, resulting in only three 5 month groupings. Grass control 
efforts decreased. Since NRS experimented with chemical control at the Hibiscus break, 
NRS switched to Round-up instead of Fusilade and increased grass control efficiency. In 
the coming year, the photopoints will be taken once or twice a year and the C. 
~ e l ~ r ~ ~ r 0 1 ' ~ l e ~  will be monitored regularly. Scoping trips will be scheduled to monitor 
regrowth and plan management actions. The burned area at the top of the patch will be 
sprayed and maintained. 

3. Lower Clta~~trresyce Patch. NRS spent 198 hours working at this 1.8 acre site. Like 
the Upper Patch, it is steep, rocky, L. leucocephnla and A.far~zesinrza infested, and 
dominated by short stature grasses, rather than P. nzaximunz. Most of the C. celastroicles 
plants are located at the top of a loft cliff. Below the cliff is a flat strip of land; most of 
the I? mnxinztrm in this patch is located in this flat area. Above the cliff, the steep rocky 
slope has scattered patches of P. ~ m x i ~ r i u ~ n .  

Management in the patch began with surveys for C. celcrstroitles seedlings. Seedlings 
were tagged with tall pin flags and avoided during grass cutting. Once the grass was cut, 



it was monitored for growth. As in the other firebreak sites, it was difficult to time a 
wol-k trip to spray the cut grass at the right growth stage. Backpack sprayers were used to 
sweep the upper portion of the patch. The 25-gallon skid sprayer was used to treat the 
thick grass on the flat strip. The entire patch was sprayed once and the flat strip was 
sprayed twice. Some of the grass on the flat strip resisted treatment. NRS decided to do 
a test spray of Round-up (see Monitoring discussion below), 011 some of this grass. There 
are very few native plants in this flat strip. Since the Round-up trial was successful, NRS 
sprayed all the resistant grass with Round-up. 

The July 2003 fire burned below, above, and on the norther side of the Lower 
Cl~uniaesyce Patch. NRS will take advantage of the fire, and spray resprouting P. 
inaxirnum in the burned areas, expanding the perimeters of the fuel break. In particular, 
NRS will target the area below the site; this area fornmly was a thick stand of tall P. 
nznxinzzim. NRS were planning to extend the firebreak to the road anyway. 

Figure 2-13. Lower Cltontnesyce Fuel Break: Change in Effort Over Time 

1st 5 Months, 2102-6/02 2nd 6 Months. 7/02 - 12/02 3rd 6 Moilths, 1/03-6103 I 

I Time 1 

The Lower Cl~rrmcresj~e fuel break follows the same trends as the other two sites. NRS 
have cleared the entire firebreak area. Scoping trips will be scheduled to monitor 
regrowth, identify management actions, and schedule work trips. The fuel break will be 
extended to the road, and bul-ncd areas will be sprayed. Photopoints will be taken once or 
twice a year. Vol~unteer trips will be scheduled to eradicate L. Ieucocephlu and A. 
fnunesinncr. 



Monitoring 

In December 2002, NRS installed vegetation monitoring plots to test the efficacy of 
various grass control methods. Seven control techniques were tested in seven plots. In 
four of the plots, grass was cut with weed-whackers; two weeks later, one was sprayed 
with 1% Round-up, one with 2% Round-up, one with Fusilade at 441111 per gallon of 
water, and the fourth was not sprayed. In the other three plots, the grass was not cut and 
the chemical treatments were the same. Photographs were taken and percent cover for 
each species in each plot was estimated prior to cutting and spraying. The plots have not 
been formally read since installation, but preliminary observations indicate that Fusilade 
killed the exposed grass blades but not the whole plant and that Round-up is effective at 
1% and VCI-y effective at 2%. Damage, though not lethal, was noted on a few native 
plants in the Round-up plots. In the coming year, NRS will re-read these plots and will 
adapt nianagemcnt accordingly. 

In November 2002, several plots were established to test the effectiveness of  various 
concentrations of Garlon 4, combined with several nlethods of cutting, in killing L. 
1ez.rcocephcrlu. The goal was to establish a method that will reliably kill even those L. 
lezrcocephaln plants that have developed large scarified tap roots due to fire damage. 
Concentrations of Garlon used were 20%, 50%, and 100%. Small, 10m2 areas at the 
Chc1r7zuesyce patches were flagged off and all plants within each section were treated with 
the same concentration of Garlon. Within these sections, individual stumps were flagged 
different colors according to the cutting technique used. Three cutting techniques were 
used: trunks removed with loppers; trunks removed with loppers and scarified tap root 
deeply cut with hatchet; trunks removed with loppers and scarified tap root drilled with 
cordless drill. In addition, some trees were left uncut, and just treated with Garlon. The 
co~nbillation of 20% Garlon and 'trunks removed with loppers' was not tested, as field 
observation alrcady showed that this technique was ineffective. NRS concluded the trials 
in June 2003. All treated plants died. This suggests that to kill plants with scarified tap 
roots, herbicide must be delivered directly to the tap root. 50% and 100% concentrations 
of Garlon 4 appeared to be strong enough to affect the tap root, even without cutting. As 
a compromise, NRS decided to treat all L. Zeucnerza with scarified tap roots by cutting 
into the tap root and treating the cuts with 40% Garlon 4. 

The Hibiscus Patch, Lower C/~nmaesyee Patch, and Upper Chamnesyce Patch 
photopoints suggest that Round-up is effective at controlling guinea grass and that new 
guinea grass plants, not regrowing rhizomes, make up most of the existing grass in the 
fuel break. They also suggest that removing guinea grass aids the spread and 
proliferation of common native species, especially ilima, uhaloa, and pili. Lastly, they 
show that weed control has a positive affect 011 the health of the two target endangered 
species. Seedlings llavc bccn found in both the Climzc~esyce and I3ibiscus populations. 



Figure 2-14. Upper Clinnrnesyce Photopoint Series 
July 2002 



Figure 2-15. C l~ange  in Basal Diameter of Hibisczls Over Time 

The graph above tracks the basal diameters of all the Ilibisczrs plants from time of 
discovery to the present. Each line represents a plant. Many of the plants exhibited 
marked growth. The four dotted lines in Figure 2-13 represent the plants which had tlie 
largest change in DBH. These four plants are located in an area with deep soil and were 
surrounded and hidden in guinea grass when they were first found. Most of the plants 
represented by the other lincs are located in rocky, shallow soil areas, or on small cliffs, 
wliere guinea grass isn't as prevalent. Two factors may be at play here. One is soil 
depth. Another is competition from grass. The plants on tlie steeper sections with 
shallow soil had relatively little grass con~petition. The four fastest growing plants had 
deep soil, but heavy grass competition. Once grass management began, those plants in 
deeper soil suddenly had low grass competition and appear to have grown remarkably in 
response. The other plants also experienced less competition from grass, but still were 
limited by soil depth, and thus grew at a more sedate pace. The response of the native 
shrubland community has been very encouraging. When NRS first began work, there 
was little, if any, iliina and uhaloa in the vicinity of the Hibisicus population. Now, they 
are some of the primary components of the area. While the native community liere is not 
particularly diverse, it is very hardy. Natives create less organic matter than guinea grass 
and remain green year round. 



Surveys 

There are two ungulate transects in Kaluakauila. After the con~pletion of the new 
exclosure, NRS moved one transect from inside the fence to the fenceline, and installed a 
new transect along another section of fenceline. No incipient invasive weeds were 
observed along either transect. Rivirzin l~zunilis, a shade-tolerant understory weed, was 
found on both transects. This prolific species appears to be widely distributed and well 
established in the MU. NRS will monitor this species and treat it along management 
trails to reduce potential spread. 

Control 

Located in Keawa'ula, in Kaluakauila gulch: bordering on the northern flank of Makua 
Valley, the Kaluakauila MU encompasses unique dry forest habitat. Surrounded by tall 
grass, it faces a high risk of fire. This year, Kaluakauila sustained significant damage 
fi-om the July 2003 fire (see Appendix 7, MMR Natural Resource Post Fire Assessment). 
Endangel-ed species were affected and native forest patch perimeters eroded. The fire 
damage will also exaccrbate the grass problem in the MU. Most of the weeds in the MU 
are canopy weeds such as P. ct~ttleic~r~rrnz, S. terebinthifolivs. A. nloluccnm, G. robusfa, 
M. c~zetlar~rrch, and L. leucoceplinlcr. Thcre are few serious understory weeds in the MU, 
except Riviizirr huinilis, fIyptispectiilatn, and fire-prone P. izzuximunz. Weeding efforl 
centered on controlling woody weeds rather than P. mtrxirnunz this year, in part because 
previous grass control efforts were successful. NRS feel that P. ~nr~xinzunz poses a more 
severe threat, both as a fire-hazard and as a quick-growing sunny gap colonizer. 
Howcver, control of P. rnnximunz must take place when the gl-ass is actively growing; 
large-scale regrowth did not occur this year. In the coming year, NRS will continue to 
control to woody weed specics, retreat I]. iili~ximtr~n as necessary, and develop control 
goals for I f  pectinata and R. l~trir~ilis, which are spreading through the native forest. 
'These spccies could negatively affect seedling recruitment and survivorship. 

Last year, an ungulate fence was constructed around the MU. Weed control in the MU 
focused along the firebreak, which includes the uppermost portion of the fence, around 
two groups of Euphorhiir hueleelemn, referred to as the Upper and Lower Euplzorhin 
patches, and around two reintroductions of Hil~isczts brnclceizrirlgei ssp. nzolculeianzis. 
Three two-night camping trips and numerous day trips were spent in the MU. NRS spent 
125 hours treating approximatcly 6.5 acres throughout the Kaluakauila MU. 

1. Firebreak. The firebreak stretches along the ridgeline from the junction of the 
Kuaokala trail, along the fenceline for a distance, to a prominent ironwood tree where the 
fenceline leaves thc ridge and cuts down into the forest patch. At this point, the loft wide 
cleal-ed firebreak ends. Beyond the ironwood, the ridgeline vegetation is much more 
sparse. During an on-site consultation with fire control experts from the A m ~ y  and 
DLNR last year, NRS solicited suggestions for improvement. The fire experts said that 
typical firebreaks are twice as wide as the height of the surrounding vegetation. Since the 



surrounding vegetation is quite low, the firebreak meets standard criteria and is almost 
twice as wide as required in many areas. However, the fire experts recommended that 
several vegetated pu'u's be cleared. They also recommended that where the firebreak 
was slightly downslope on the Makua side of the ridge, the upslope portion to the ridge 
summit be cleared and maintained. Beyond the ironwood, the fire experts felt that a 
regularly maintained firebreak was unnecessary. Rather, they suggested that if a fire was 
to occur, a nan'ow 2ft wide scratchline could quickly be installed along the ridgeline. 
NRS considered maintaining the fenceline as a firebreak where the fenceline cuts from 
the ironwood down into a 200m long grassy bowl. The fire experts said that this was 
unnecessary; the file1 load is so great that firefighters would be unsafe along it. NRS 
decided not to maintain this grassy portion of the fence as a firebreak, but as a trail. 
Since this discussion with fire control experts, large portions of the MU burned in the 
July 2003 fire. After the fire, Gayland Enriques, the Army Wildlife Fire Manager, said 
that it appeared that the firebreak maintained by NRS was successful in halting the 
flames. However, the proposed scratchline was not installed by firefighters as part of 
firefighting operations, and thus did not halt the fire. Instead, the fire jumped the 
scratchline, burned down the slope, and then back up to the firebreak. NRS will 
investigate the best method to improve the dficaey of the scratchline. NRS desperately 
need the con~pleted Kaluakauila Fire Management Plan fioni CSU so that this area will 
be better protected. 

This year, NRS spent 4 person hours weedwhacking P. guujrrvu, 1'. ccrttleianum, S. 
,jcrmniceizsis, A,  plrysicc~rpu, A. virgii~icus, M. i~~ii~utrflorrr, P. ii~oxiintri~z, and other 
herbaceous weeds on the firebreak. Due to helicopter restrictions, NRS were not able to 
fly water to the firebreak for spraying. NRS will continue to maintain the firebreak. 

2. Fenceline. A portion of the exclos~rrc fenceline runs from the firebreak at the ridge 
top, through a grassy bowl to a forest patch. NRS decided not to maintain the fenceline 
as a sccondar-y firebreak, since it is sandwiched by large grassy areas. However, a five 
meter strip along the fence is being maintained. This year, 2 person hours were spent 
spraying 300m of fenceline. 

3. Upper Hibiscrrs Site. This outplanting site is a short distance from the ridge top in 
the makai end of the MU. The habitat consists of scrubby forest, including P. odorntum 
and D. viscosrr. NRS spent 13 person hours removing L. leucocephcrla, L. cumrlra, and 
G. robzrstu over a 350m2 area. In the coming year, NRS will continue to improve habitat 
quality by removing woody weeds. If deemed necessary, NRS will control the P. 
rizaxiimrnz patch just above the outplanting. 

4. Lower Hibiscirs Site. A couple hundred meters down slope from the Upper Hibiscus 
Site is the lower outplanting. This site is separated from the gulch bottom by small cliffs. 
The area includes scrubby P. oclorutum and D. viscosu, as well as a patch of tall 
E~q~Iwir~n  suirdivichensis. NRS spent 21 person hours controlling L. leucocephnlu and G. 
rohusta over 520m2. An atfditional 2 hours were spent controlling P. muximum over 
800m2. P. n~xiimtr~z could pose a major fire threat to this site; NRS will target it in the 
coming year. 



5. Upper Ei~phorbin Patch. The Upper Ezrphorhicr Patch encompasses a group of 21 E. 
hereleelecrna trees, which are spread out over 1.3 acres. The population is bordered on the 
mauka side by areas of  predominantly native forest. Last year, weed control in the patch 
centered on a small, 20 by 20m patch of P. mcrsimzrrn. Control was effective; the patch 
has not regrown. This year, weed control focused on canopy weeds, including S. 
tewhitzthifoliars, I,. lerrcocephcrln, G. robtutcr, P. cnftleicrnum, P. gt~tzjuvn and understory 
weeds, including L. ccrnzaro, fI. pectinatel, C. hirfn, R. hui7zilis, and Chenopodirttn inurale. 
Thirty-two person hours were spcnt treating almost 4 acres. NRS will continue these 
efforts in the coming year. NRS took a group of volunteers to this site to control canopy 
weeds. The steep nature of the terrain, the diversity of the forest, and the low ratio of 
volunteers to staff made this a very difficult volunteer project; some eager volunteers 
unwittingly killed some native Reynolclsic~ sclnwicerrsis, others had great difficulty on the 
trail. Using good judgement when gauging the capacity of the volunteers and the 
difficulty of the work is vital to running successful volunteer trips. NRS will carefully 
evaluate future volunteel- groups and design projects more suited to their capabilities. 

6. Lower Ell]~ho/'bifl Patch. The Lower Ezcphorbicr Patch encompasses a group of 170+ 
plants spread out ovcr 4.5 acres. The patch is crisscrossed with a grid of rat bait stations. 
Wccd control has focused on eradicating I-'. tiioxinmm from the patch and treating canopy 
weeds. NRS spent 49 hours sweeping through the area for woody weeds and cutting and 
spraying grass. The majority of this time, 43 hours, were spent controlling woody weed 
species, including S. terehinthifolius, G. robustcr, L. leucocephirlu, P. ccrttleicrtizrm, P. 
gzmjcrvcr, A. tiroizrccirna and I,. cnincrrcr in the Lower Ezrphorbia Patch. Thus far, NRS 
swept through around three quarters of the patch. NRS will continue these efforts in the 
future. NRS will use chainsaws to facilitate treatment. In particular, weeding will focus 
on the rat bait transects, to case quarterly restocking efforts. 

Grass was sparsely distributed across the top two thirds of the patch, but was very dense 
in the bottom third of the patch when NRS began control last year. The dense areas, 
which received the most attention, responded very wcll to treatment. Even though the 
grass was sprayed with Fusilade, which hasn't been very effective in the Lower 
'Ohikilolo MU, it died and did not regrow much. It seems that Fusilade may be effective 
on P. nrcrxitiizrnz in shaded areas. The upper portion ofthe patch did not respond as well 
to treatment. This may be because of coverage problems in locating all the grass in the 
area, and effectively dousing each grass clump with herbicide. This year, NRS spent 5.5 
person hours trcating small P. nzc~xitntrtiz clun~ps over a 2000m2 area. NRS tested a new 
control technique. The leaf blades of each clump were cut, and the root mass hand 
sprayed with 1% Round-up. This quick method decreased the amount of herbicide 
needed. However, subsequent trips showed that the grass did not respond to treatment. 
Other techniques nced to be developed. In the conling year, NRS will test the efficacy of 
basal applications of higher concentrations of Round-up/Glypro+ and Garlon 4. 

NRS feel that, given time, P. niaxinzunz can be eliminated fi-om the patch. P. tncrxitnzmz 
doesn't thrive beneath a shady canopy and much of the site is forested. However, the 
remoteness and steepness of the terrain makc the work cliallcnging. The lower third of 



the patch, where the densest grass grew, drops off abruptly in a cliff. The grass is 
invading the forested areas from the open area at the top of the cliff. With regular 
monitoring and retreatment, NRS feel they can eradicate P. maximz~rr~ from above the 
cliff and slow the rate of invasion. To facilitate this, NRS should sling-load gear to 
several strategic sites in the patch to facilitate spraying efforts. Much E. hueleeleaizn 
seedling germination was observed last year in the later part of thc  rainy season. To 
reduce potential trampling impact, weeding trips will be scheduled in the fall or the 
beginning of winter, when there arc fewer seedlings, and those present are foliated and 
easier to detect. 

One gulch over fi.0111 the Lower Etphorbia Patch, Rivinio Izuinilis forms an almost 
unbroken carpet through the uliderstory. R. hzrinilis plants have been found in the 
EtipAorhin IPatch. NRS spent 4.5 person hours pulling R. I~zmzilis from along the access 
trail. While easy to pull, the plants are prolific fruiters. On the following work trip, 
llundrcds of seedlings were observed along the trail. More needs to be learned about this 
weed. For now, NRS are manually ren~oving it in the course of regular weeding efforts 
and are considering the feasibility of spraying it with Glypro+. 

In the course of regular management work, NRS observed an unusual proliferation of a 
weedy mint, H. pectinnta, in the Lower Et~phorbiu Patch. I3  pectinuta choked the 
understory of the ~~ormal ly  open dry forest. NRS feel that it is spreading and may be a 
future problcm. NRS will continue to monitor this weed, and may have to consider 
treatment methods for H pectinuta. 

Monitoring 

There arc two long-term weed plots in Kaluakauila. One is near the Upper Ezplzorbin 
Patch, and the other is above the Lower Euphorbia Patch. This year, NRS re-staked and 
read the lower plot. Data collected from these plots is kept on file at the Natural 
Reso~~rce  Center. 

2.7.e Lower Miikun MU 

Surveys 

There is one ungulate transect and one natural resources landing zone in the Lower 
Makua MU and another transect in the neighboring Ko'iahi Ungulate Control Area. No 
incipient weeds were detected along the transects or LZ this year. 

Control 

?'he lower slopes of MBkua Valley contain some of the most intact stands of dry and 
mesic forest remaining on the island of O'ahu. The floor of the valley, in contrast, has 
been highly degraded by military training and fires, including the July 2003 fire. Parts of 
i t  are eroded and the rest is covered with thick grass. Dry forest once covered much of 
thc valley floor, and NRS are eager to preserve the forest that remains. Most of the 



weeds in this forest are canopy weeds. UXO left by past training hinders management in 
the dry forest. Access is only allowed with EOD escort. One overnight trip, three three- 
day trips, and four day-trips were taken by NRS last year. NRS spent 123 hours weeding 
more than 13 acres during these trips. Areas with 80% or greater native canopy receive 
first priority. A large proportion of the managed areas described below have relatively 
few weeds and are returned to a near-pristine state after one treatment. To track the areas 
weeded, NRS used GPS units, sketch maps, and contour maps. NRS will revisit these 
areas once every two years for follow up. 

Figure 2-16: Lower MSkua Weed Control Areas 
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This past year, weed control focused on and around seven ridges. From west to east, they 
are referred to as Nerauelic~ Ridge Area, Fltreggea Ridge, LZ Ridgeltfolei Gulch, Bat 
Head Ridge, Arch SiteIElepaio Flats, Cteriitis Ridge, and Elepaio TerritorylFlz~eggen 
Ridge. NRS used the hand-held GPS to record the location of managed areas. 

I .  Nerrrzrrlia Ridge Area. NRS spent 33 person hours controlling P. cc1ttleiar2uin, S. 
terebinthifolizrs, S. czivzini, A. rnoit~ccc~nci, G. robusta, Leucnena leucocepl~nl~i, Melin 
azedercrch, and L. ccrrrznre~ over almost 3 acres on 2 ridges. This area is easily accessible 
from the road. NRS will expand efforts in this area in the coming year, especially given 
camping restrictions. 

2. Flziegg~n Ridge. NRS spent 2.5 hours controlling P. cc~tlleinnurr~, and S. 
ierebinthifblitrs over 300m2 acres in this region. 

3. LZ RitlgeINolei Gulch. NRS spent 19 hours controlling P. catileianunz, P. gunjnvu, 
S. terebinthifoliers, Tooirn ciliata, I,. letrcocephalc~, G. robtistn, Plzichen synphytifoliu, S. 
clrrnini, M. crzeclernch, and L. conlriril over 4 acres on this ridge and in I-Iolei gulch. 
While steep, the gulch hosts mique native Sorest components, particularly Oclwosia 
co~izpto (holci). 

4. Bat Head Ridge. NRS spent 18.5 person hours controlling P. cuttleianuin, G. 
robustc~, S terebinthifo1iu.s. S. cuiiziili, Asclepir~splzy.socnrpu, and Corrlyline fr.uiicosa 
over 2 acres in this area. 

5. Arch SiteIElepaio Flats. NRS spent 23 person hours controlling P. cattleinntrm, S. 
terehir~flilfolit~s. S. cclvini, and A. mol~lccur~n over more than an acre. The lower slopes 
of this site have dense stands of P. cattleic~i~zrnz but the composition of the forest becomes 
increasing mtive as one moves towards the 'Ohikilolo Ridge. NRS intend to push from 
the flats upslopc, and systematically wecd the ridges in this area. 

6. Ctertitis Ridge. NRS spent 24 hours controlling P. guajava, S. terebirzthifolius, S. 
czrmzirzi, G. robiistc~, and Clidemicr hirtcr over almost 3 acres at this site 

7. Elepaio 'TerritorylFlilrreggea Ridge. NRS spent 2.5 hours controlling P. cuttleianum, 
S. ierebinthifoli~rs, and Agercrtim r i p r i ~ ~  over 30m2 in this area. 

In order to better track and direct management effort, NRS will create a map delineating 
broad areas with different vegetation types, including 80% native canopy, 50% native 
canopy, 80% alien canopy, and P. catlleinn~rnz monoculture. These different vegetation 
types require different management approaches. NRS are experimenting with approaches 
to weedy areas in Kahanah3iki. These approaches, especially towards I? cccrrtleiiinztm 
monocultures, will be used in the Lower Makua M U  where applicable. However, NRS 
will first focus on the areas with ihe most native cover. 



Monitoring 

Areas in Makua Valley that have been burned in the past are dominated by alien grass. 
These grasses grow in thick patches and prevent the germination of the native woody 
species that dominated the area before it was burned. NRS hypothesized that these areas 
I-etain a rich seed bank built over thousands of years, when the area was dominated by 
native dry forest. If the alien grasses were removedl germination from the seed bank 
would begin the slow process of regenerating native forest. This was observed in areas 
on Haleakala, Maui where invasive kikuyu was removed (Bill Mouse, pers. comm.). 

Two years ago, NRS treated two areas in Makua with a grass specific herbicide. One 
area was adjacent to native forest and had some native woody species germinating 
tlxrough thin spots in the grass. The other area was co~npletely surrounded by grass and 
had no native species present. Prior to spraying, the areas were mapped and flagged. In 
addition, photo-points were established to visually display changes in vegetation. A 
comprehensive species list was compiled before control began. Due to management 
difiiculties, NRS did not continue monitoring. 

In February 2002, NRS revisited the project and installed two new plots in the previously 
sprayed areas. By this time, much of the sprayed grass had regrown. Plot 1 was installed 
in the completely alien area, and Plot 2 was installed in the area adjacent to native forest. 
On installation, Plot 1 was cleared of dead M. rnin~~trjlorn, but Plot 2 was not, due to time 
constraints. Percent covers for all species present in the plots were estimated. On the 
following work trip in June 2002, Plot 2 was also cleared of dead grass and sprayed with 
Fusilade. In October 2002, NRS found that the poles marking Plot 1 had been removed, 
perhaps by hunters. Both plots were recleared, and photopoints were installed. In 
December 2002, the poles for Plot 1 were re-installed. Neither plot exhibited much 
native regeneration. In Plot 1 ,  weeds were colonizing the plot, taking advantage of the 
reduced grass cover, but the only natives were two large Dodonen viscosn which had 
been present when the plot was installed. NRS wondered if drastically reducing grass 
cover actually had reduced the potential for native seed germination by eliminating cover. 
In Plot 2, some native species were already present at the time of installation. However, 
no native seedlings were found, despite this close seed source. In February 2003, NRS 
again found little change in the plots. Plot 1 was again sprayed with Fusilade. In March 
2003, one D. viscosci seedling was fou~ld in Plot 1. No native seedlings were found in 
Plot 2. 

While NRS will continue to observe the plots, neither appears to have been successful. If 
a seed bank still remains in the area, it probably is dominated by species that do not grow 
in open areas. These species were part of a forest that favored germination in typical 
forest understory conditions. To begin the process of restoration, light-loving pioneer 
species are needed. At the moment, it seems that more aggressive measures, like 
intensive outplantings or seeding of pioneer species, are needed to reclaim these grassy 
slopes. NRS will follow the revegetation of the areas hul-ned in July 200 to gain further 
insight into the effects of fire on this habitat. 



Surveys 

There are no weed transects set up in the C-ridge MU 

Control 

NRS visit this MU twice a year for managenlent work, including weed control. 
Understory weeds are not a significant problem in this MU; they include L. lezrcocephalcr 
and L. ccrnznrcr. Most of the weeds are canopy species, including S. teuebinthifolius, P. 
ccittelinnzir?~, P. gticijljnvcl, S. cu~izini, M. ozeclamclz, G. robt,stn, M. hibiscifolia, L. 
leucocephda and A. ~nolztcccrizci. The goal of weed management in the MU is ecosystem- 
scale control. This year, NRS weeded in two different sites, below a cliff hosting a 
population of Tetunnzolopi~iiizfilifounze, and in a side gulch near a now exti~pated 
Abtrfiloiz scinclwicl~ensis plant. 15.5 person hours were spent treating canopy species over 
almost fonr acres at the T.filifoime site. NRS hope to expand efforts at this promising 
site. NRS spent 10 person hours perfoi-ming weed control over two acres in the A. 
srrnclwichensis site. 

An old dirt road leads up to the MU; it was cleared this year by Range Control. To keep 
the road clear, NRS sprayed Garlon 3A and Glypro+ on the guinea grass bordering it. 
Thc spray was very effective; NRS will respray it as needed. 

The C-ridge MU was particularly hard hit by the July 2003 fire. The perimeters of the 
lower elevation forest patchcs burned; they will be invaded by alien grasses, further 
increasing the fire threat to the area. Grass patches inside the forest also burned. While 
NRS can work to control grass patches within the forest, it is impossible to easily reclaim 
the burned forest perimeter. NRS will focus weeding efforts in rhis area to slow the grass 
invasion, and will consider installing a fuel break perimeter at the edge of the lowest 
forest patch. Such a f ~ ~ e l  break would cover a huge area and require a lnassive amount of 
wol-k; the only feasible way of ~uaintaining such a fuel break would be via aerial spraying 
with a ball sprayer. NRS will investigate this option. NRS will adapt future weed control 
efforts to the stressed forest sites in this MU. 

Monitoring 

There are no weed plots being actively monitored in the C-ridge MU. 



2.8 Schofield Barracks Military Reservation 

Schofield Barracks is comprised of three separate ranges: West (SBW), South (SBS), and 
East (SBE). These ranges will be discussed separately in each sub-heading. There are 
three MU'S in Schofield Barracks; they are Ka'ala MU (SBW), Pu'u Hiipapa MU (SBS), 
and Schofield-Waikiine MiJ (SBE). 

Surveys 

See Appendix 2-D, Weed Survey Roads and Landing Zones, Schofield Barracks Military 
Reservation, for the exact locations of survey I-outes and LZs. 

West Range 

In SBW, road surveys did not detect any new habitat-modifying weeds in the last year. 
On past SBW road surveys, several potentially invasive species were noted. These 
include R. errgutus (blackberry), C. tlecnpetala (cat's claw), Pirnentn clioiccr (allspice), T. 
se~nitriloha (Sacramento burr), and Callitvis sp. J ~ Z L ~ L I S  izvgt~tus was controlled in 1999. 
No plants were found at this site for thc past three years. It seems that this population has 
been eradicated. NRS set a zero tolerance goal for C. clccapetcrlrr above the road in 2000. 
C(1esi11piniir decupetc~lcr can grow into thick impenetrable thorny tangles and it colonizes 
sunny gap environments. Previously, it was believed that this species was present only 
below the firebreak road. However, a large population was discovered last year in a 
gulch above the firebreak road. This large population does not appear controllable; NRS 
have revised the zero tolerance policy. NRS will focus on controlling any small, 
incipient populutions of C. decupetcrlc~ found above the road, but will not manage any 
large populations. Last year, the area below the firebreak road was scoped and NRS 
mapped infestations below the road with GPS. No control actions were performed, as 
plants were not close to the road. I'iiner~tn clioiccz is known to be invasive and habitat 
altering from other areas of the Wai'anae Mountains, especially Wai'anae Kai. In March 
2001, NRS mapped the locations of this species but performed no control. Populations 
which were thought lo be incipient are truly established, and NRS do not plan control in 
the near future. This species will not be discussed in future reports. While not abundant 
on the road, T. semitvilobn has been widely observed in the training range. NRS will 
monitor the spread of this species and remove it from access trails, but it is too well 
established to control. Ccrllitris is only known from this single location on Army land. It 
may have been planted in the area originally. NRS do not have expertise on its potential 
impacts or manageability. NRS mapped the extent of Callitris in March 2001. Land 
managers experienced with this species will be queried for recommended actions, and a 
literature search will be conducted to investigate its impacts. 

NRS's ability to treat all of these weeds is severely limited by the presence of UXO and 
the limited access NRS are gl-anted to the high-use training range. These restrictions 
drastically constrain weed n~anagement in the area. 



Sooth Range 

In February 2003, NRS discovered an infestation of the noxious weed Senecio 
rrz(rn'c~gasctrrier~sis at OP (Observation Point) Halo and FP (Firing Point) Halo, North 
Waieli Gulch. Eradication efforts are discussed in the Control section below. 
Additionally, T semitvilohcr was found for the fourth year in a row on the road survey. 
NRS will wol-k to keep this weed from becon~ing established within the MUs, but believe 
it is impractical to control it across the entire range. An unidentified Chloris species was 
again noted within an LRAM seed-sowing site. NRS will attempt to acquire a positive 
identification of this plant and monitor the site to determine if it has potential to 
naturalize. Preliminary observations and conversation with botanist Joel Lau suggest that 
this species is not a significant ecosystem threat. 

East Range 

Road surveys in SBE have not yet been conducted this year. The weed population in the 
region has been stable in past years (See Appendix 2-C Weed Surveys Roads and 
Landing Zones, Schofield Barracks Military Reservation. Two years ago, during rare 
plant surveys conducted in the south Kuakonahua region, NRS discovered many 
F~eliocc~i~uspo~~c~ye~r.sis (moho) and Alhiziu niolz~ccclnn plants scattered along the ridge. 
While these individuals are few and far betwecn, they appear to have a wide distribution. 
NRS will schedule acl-ial surveys to identify satellite weed pop~~lations and better 
understand the status of weeds in the resion. Alhizin rrlolz/ccn~zn, H popayensis, and a 
third weed in SBE, Cifhcr~~exylz~~n ~~ziclutzmz (fiddlewood) are established in areas 
adjacent to SUE. NRS will eliminate these weeds in MUs, but cannot manage 
populations beyond MU borders at this time. 

Control 

Weed control in Schofield Barracks is focused on specific projects. Large-scale weed 
management is not an option, especially in lower sections of SBW, due to access 
restrictions. 

West Range 

In SBW, the majority of weed control effort is performed at Mt. Ka'ala. These actions 
are described in the Ka'ala MU discussion below. Last year, NRS constructed a fence 
around a group of rare D. subcorcluta, Nothocestrw~~ Intifolium, and Phyllostegia nzollis 
in MohiBkea Gulch. This year, NRS spent 3.5 person hours treating P, cattleiurlzm, C. 
hirta, and S. tevebirzfhifolizls over 1000m2. Next year, weed management will be 
conducted in the exclosure as access permits. 



South Range 

In SBS, control ccntcred on S. n~crrlcrgoscariensis, a newly discovered weed, and a small 
patch of native forest which is home to several endangered snail species. Much of SBS is 
a patchwork of weeds and native areas, and does not merit wccd control at this time. 

NRS plan to construct a fence around the snail site in north Waieli Gulch in the coming 
months. As part of fenceline construction, 26 people hours were spent treating S. 
tei-ebinthifolizts, Bzrtlcllein clsiaticcr, 1'. cnltleinnu~iz, and L. carnam. In particular, NRS 
focused on the area directly surrounding three outplanted Urei-cr lcralue. Once the 
exclosure is complete, NRS will continue weed control efforts. 

Native to South Afi-ica and Madagascar, S. nzadcrgnscc~rierzsis is a huge problem in 
Australia, where i t  poses serious threats to the livestock industry. In the state of Hawaii, 
it is found on the Big Island, Maui, Kauai, and Oahu. Senecio n7aclngc1scariensis was 
first identified as a problem at Parker Ranch in the 1980s and has since spread to 
Waimea, North Kona, Ka'u, and along the Saddle Road. The origins of S. 
rrruclc~gascni-iensis in SBS arc unclear. Thcre are two likely possibilities. Either an Army 
vehicle contaminated with seed from Pohakuloa Training Area on the Big Island 
introduced it, or S. ~rlcrclcrgc~scariensis seed was part of a seed mix used in erosion control 
efforts at the site by the Integrated Training Area Management (ITAM) program. NRS 
are following up with ITAM to see if the seed mix was used at any other locations. 
Senecio n~nclc~guscc~riensissis contains pyrrolizidine alkaloids which are toxic to livestock. 
It spreads quickly, the seeds persist in the soil, and thus it is difficult to eradicate. 

The infestation covcrs approximately 1.5 acres. Some of the area is bare, eroded dirt, and 
some of the al-ea is covered by low vegetation, primarily weedy grasses and herbs. The 
surrounding area is dominated by 1'. nzcrx-iinu/~l and A. ~nolz/ccnlia. NRS conducted 7 
control trips to the site. 44 person hours were spent eradicating S. nzaclc~gnscciriensis. 
Since this species can rcach maturity in 14 days, control trips had to be closely spaced. 
See Table 2-5 below for a summary of management actions. 



On the 7 April trip NRS experimented with two different mixes of herbicides. Part of the 
area was sprayed with a mix of 2% Roundup and I %  Garlon 3A, and another part 
sprayed with 2% Garlon 3A. Both herbicides are effective against S. n~crclugascuriensis. 
Garlon is most effective on broadleaf weeds, while Round-up is inost effective on 
grasses, and using both creates bare earth. Creating open aread increases visibility and 
makes future plants easier to see, but also increases the open habitat in which it thrives. 

' 1011 While managemcnt efforts have sigilificantly shrunk the S. rnu~liigcrsci~riensis infestlt' 
at OP and FP I-lalo, flowering plants are still being found at the site. Frequent trips are 
necessary to contr-ol the infestation; it would be very easy fol- the population to rebound. 
A combination of spraying and handpulling seeins to be the inost effective mealis of 
conl~-01. In addition, OISC suggested using a pre-emergent hei-bieide, Snapshot, which 
has successf~~lly been used to control S. 1~7uclirgnsccrrierisis 011 Kauai. Literature and 
experience f?om the outer islands suggest that S. r71irtlrigrzsccrrierzsis thrives in pasture 
land. The collservation threat posed by it to native forests appears to be low. Since the 
Army Environmental program is geared towards native species managenlent, rather than 
agricultural weed control, NRS have enlisted help fi-on1 ITAM, OISC and DOA in 
controlling the population. In fact, after intensive managerncnt of the site for five 
months, NRS are handing the project to ITAM. In the coming year ITAM will perform 
control and coordinak largei- efforts with DOA, OISC, and NRS. 

East Range 

In SBE, NRS are focusing weed control efforts on incipient populations of Hedychitm 
coronilriurit, white ginger. These efforts are discussed in the Schofield-Waik2ne MU 
section below. 

Monitoring 

Weed nionitol-ing trials in Schofield Barracks are summarized in the table below. See the 
appropriate MU section for detailed discussions of the trials. 



White Gineer Plots I 1)ctennine efficacv of EZ- 
Scliofield-Waiksne ject capsule control 

technique on tle~lylychirrm 

Determine efficacy of 
Bacteriutn biocontrol bacterium on 
Ka'ala MU fledyclri~rn~ g f ~ r ( / ~ ~ e r i ( ~ ~ ? i i ~ r ~ ,  

I Kahili ginger 
Kallili Ginger Plots I Determine control 
Ka'ala MU I teclmique for II. 

Ka'ala MU technique for R, orgirtus 

Ka'ala MU techniqoc for Sj~hrrg~r~ori 

I 

J I ~ I I ~ I I . ~  e/'sr~s Hots Detcrminc control 
Ka'ala MU technique for Jioic~rs 

Press EZ-iect caosulcs into 
rliizomes of plant. 

See section 3 for more detail. 
Tested various co~nbiuations 
of cut1 uncut stalk, cut1uncut 
rhizome, and 1.5glL or 3glL 
Escort 
I. Cut stump and 20% 
Garlon 4 in FCO. 
2. Foliar spray 2% 
Glypro+. 
3. Foliar spray mix 2% 
Glyproi-, 2% Garlon 3A 
4. Foliar spray 2% Garlon . . 
3A. 
I. IIaud removal 
2. Cover with sawdust 
3. Remove green moss, 
cover with sawdust 
1. Foliar spray 2% Glypro+ 
2. Foliar spray mix 2% 
Glypro-1, 2% Garloll 3A 

5 

going. 

Ineffective at 
killing ginger. 
Reasons for this 
being explored 
Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

2.8.a Ka'ala MU 

Surveys 

There is one ungulate transcct weed survey in the Ka'ala MU. No new habitat-altering 
weeds were identified along it this year. 

Control 

Mt. Ka'ala is home to some of the most pristine and unique forest in the Wai'anae 
Mountains; ninch of it is an i ~ n ~ n a t i ~ r e  bog. There are few weeds in Ka'ala, but they have 
the potential to completely alter the habitat of the bog: P. cuttleiu~izmtn (strawberry guava), 
Hedycliizrm gc~rrherin~iurn (Kahili ginger), Hedyehiurn coronuriz~nz (white ginger), R. 
urgutzrs (blackberry), and Sphug~zzrri~ moss. Other weeds, including Leptosjxmnzrnz 
scopcwiunz (manuka), and C liirtu (Koster's C L I ~ S ~ ) ,  have also been observed in the bog. 
NRS spent 445 person hours controlling weeds across the MU this year. In order to 
better direct management effolts, NRS developed a weed control plan for the bog flats 



area. The discussion of control done in the past year is incorporated into the Ka'ala Bog 
Flats Weed Control Pfan below. 
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KO 'nlir Weed Corzfrol Plnrr 

Long Tcrm Objective 

The long term objective of weed lnanagement for the Mt. Ka'ala bog is to maintain the 
area as a predominantly native forest. Complete eradication of all alien invasive species 
is unrealistic at the present time, given that some wecd species, like Rubus argutus, have 
been well established at Ka'ala for many years. To achieve a predominantly native 
forest, we will work towards two sub-goals across the area defined in the attached map 
Bog f i t s  Weed Control Area: 

0 100% native canopy cover. 
0 95% native understory. 

Ideally, weeds will be controlled before they reach maturity and reproduce. Understory 
weed control will focus on immature weedy trees and particularly invasive shrubby and 
herbaceous species. Non-ecosystem altering weeds will not necessarily be control 
targets. 

Currently, the Ka'ala wecd control area is defined as the flat portion of the bog and select 
native gulches and ridges. Based on knowledge gained during future surveys and work 
trips, the exact delineatio~l of the Ka'ala weed control area will evolve as knowledge of 
weed threats, potential treatment methods, and weed distribution evolves. The bog 
stretches beyond A m y  lands. Weed control needs to occur across the entire bog for 
removal efforts to be effective in the long term NRS will establish a partnership with the 
other bog landowners, including the State of Hawaii, the A m y  and the Board of Water 
Supply, and will clearly establish the responsibilities of each pal-ty relative to weed 
management. 

Short Ten11 Objectives arrcl Disczrssions 

Restoration to predominantly native forest will take many years. In order to work 
towards this goal, NRS will maintain an adaptive list of short-term objectives. This list 
will guide current management efforts. 

1.  Prevent incipient invasive alie~is from becoming established in the area. 

a) L q ~ t o s p r i m m  scol~ari~~rit (manuka). A sizeable population of L. scoparitmz 
exists below the Mt. Ka'ala bog on KUmaip6 Ridge. Seed from this population has 
been dispersed primarily via wind onto the bog flats. The distribution ofL. 
,scopcri~iurir throughout the bog is believed to be minimal but surveys are needed to 
better clarify its range. Last year, NRS found five I,. scopcruiurn in the bog flats. This 
year, NRS revisited sites of two of these trees. No regrowth or seedlings were found. 
However, NRS did find another s~nall  tree, which was c ~ t t  down. The following 
series of actions is recommended for this species: 



1 .  Conduct aerial surveys to better define the extent of the core L. scopnriunz 
population on IGimaipG Ridge and to GPS locations of L. scoparit~iiz within 
the Ica'ala bog. 

2. Re-assess the feasibility of complete eradication of population. Define control 
goals for bog flats and core population separately. 

3. Conduct control in Ka'ala bog in conjunction with widespread sweeps for H. 
gni.clnerinm~nz and P. cattleiarztrnz. 

4. If deemed feasible, control core population. Coordinate efforts with OISC. 

b) ITerlychirrm gcrv(l~rericrnrr~tt (Kahili Ginger). A sizeable population of Kahili 
ginger exists outside ihe Bog Flats Weed Control Area in drainages to the west of the 
summit. While the population extends into the bog flats area, the plants are scattered 
and sparse in the control area. The distribution of ll. gnirlrzeriarzz~rn is minimal on the 
Army side of the boardwalk, but the extent of the population on the State side of the 
boardwalk is unknown. Surveys are needed to clarify its distribution on State land. 
The point of origin of this H. ggcri-cliieri~rm1n7 population is suspected to be ornamental 
plantings along the walkway on the west of the FAA compound. This population was 
controlled this year. Seed from these plantings has primarily been dispersed by birds 
into the surrounding area, including the bog flats. This year NRS spent 375 person 
hours controlling gingel- in the bog flats and in the core population to the west. NRS 
are finding signiiicantly less PI. grri-clizericrnu~n ]low than when control began. 
However, in the core area, as NRS search a wider and wider area, satellite patches 
continue to be found. Problems with control efficacy have also been observed. These 
are described in detail in section 3. The following series of actions is recomme~lded 
for this species: 

1. Conduct I f .  gcirrlizericrnum control in Ka'ala hog via widespread sweeps 
across the bog flats. Focus on the area off of the boardwalk between station 0 
and station 350. 

2. Identify optimal time interval between treatments to maximize weeding 
efficiency by allowing seedlings to grow tall enough to see, but not mature 
enough to flower. 

3. Determine the extent of the H. gcrrclneriur1zu71 core population to the west of 
the bog. Conduct aerial surveys during summer flowering season across State 
and BWS land, as well as A m y  land. 

4. Research H gcrrclrzeric~mrrn control methods. Share and compare treatment 
techniques with other land managers. Conduct control trials. 

5. Reassess feasibility of complete eradication of population. Define control 
goals for bog flats and core population. 

6. If deemcd feasible, control core population of H. gnrrlizerinnt~m. 
7. Keep in contact with Rob Anderson, U.1-I. Manoa PCSU research assistant, 

regarding feasibility of H. gcrrrl~zericr~ruin biocontrol. 



population. It was treated in September 2002. The following series of actions is 
recommended for this species: 

1. Re-visit location of single tree to confirm its demise. 
2. Conduct surveys in Ka'ala bog in conjunction with widespread sweeps for II. 

gurdnericlnunz and P. cnttleintzzrrn. Control any plants found. 

d) Elaeocnrprs grandis (Blue Marble). A single E. grundis was known from the 
area around an old bunker just outside the FAA exclosure. This tree may have been 
part of an ornamental planting. NRS treated the lone tree with herbicide in 
September 2002. No E. grmclis have been found within the Ka'ala bog flats. The 
following series of actions is recommended for this species: 

1. Re-visit location of single tree to confirm its demise. 
2. Conduct sui-veys for other E. grcurdis via widespread sweeps across the bog 

flats and destroy any plants discovered. 

e)  Jrrr~cus eflrsus (Japanese mat rush). The distribution of J. e$5usus in the Mt. 
Ka'ala bog is limited by appropriate habitat. Surveys are needed to determine the fill1 
extent of this weed throughout the bog flats. Currently, it is known from the north 
end of the boardwalk, wherc i t  appears limited to very water-saturated areas. State 
NARS Biologist Talbert Takahania observed J. eBma along trails on the State- 
owned portion of the bog. This species is a documented pest in other natural areas, 
including Hakalau Forest National Wildlife R e f ~ ~ y e .  NRS believe that J. esfusus has 
the potential to spread beyond its current distribution within the bog, although its 
spread may be limited by appropriate habitat. The following series of actions is 
recommended for this species: 

1 .  Determine the extent of the J. efiffirszu population in the Mt. Ka'ala vicinity by 
conducting ground surveys and interviewing the NARS Biologist. 

2. Research control techniques for this taxon. Reference control work conducted 
elsewhere in Hawaii. Conduct control trials. 

3. Assess the feasibility of complete eradication of population and define control 
goals for bog flats. 

f )  Seturin ynl~nifoin (palmgrass). Setcrrirr p c ~ l t o l i n  has been reported from the 
bog flats. The following series of actions is recommended for this species: 

1. Determi~le the extent of the S. puEmifolin population in the Mt. Ka'ala vicinity 
by conducting ground surveys and interviewing NARS Biologist. 

2. Assess the feasibility of conlplete eradication of population and define control 
goals for bog flats. 

g )  Festrrcu r~rrrrtrlirtrrcen (grass). This year, NRS discovered F. urttndir~ucen along a 
roadside portion of the Ka'ala fenceline. The population extends along the oppermost 
part of the road to the FAA exclosure as well as the road to the radio towers. This is a 
new island record for this species. According to The Nature Conservancy's Element 
Stewardship Abstract on the taxon, F. nntndit~cicea prefers open habitats, is tolerant 
of water-satur-atcd soils, and thrives in a variety of habitats. It produces allcleopathic 
coinpounds which inhibit woody plant growth. It is a long-lived and strong 



competitor. It is unclear how much of a threat it poses to the. forested bog; given 
available info~mation, NRS feel the more conservative approach is to begin control 
now. The following series of actions is recon~mended for this species: 

1. Determine the extent of the I;. nrzrndiricicen population in the Mt. Ka'ala 
vicinity by conducting ground surveys and interviewing NARS Biologist. 

2. Assess the feasibility of con~plete eradication of population and define control 
goals for Ka'ala. 

2. Target established ~veeci species with relatively small populations for complete 
eradication. Create a Zero Tolerance weed list to guide effort. 

a) Clirlemin Itirtn (Koster's curse). While C. hirtn is very widespread throughout 
the Wai'anae Mountains, it has a patchy distribution in the Ka'ala bog flats. NRS 
will maintain a zero tolerance policy for it in the control area. C. hirtn is mainly 
dispersed by pigs and fiugivorous birds. Pig dispersal will be eliminated once the 
ungulate fence is complete and any pigs within the exclosure are removed. Re- 
invasion via birds is inevitable, therefore control must continue on a regular basis to 
reach the short term goal for this species. The following series of actions is 
rccomn~ended for this species: 

1. Conduct C 11ii.t~ control in conjunction with widespread sweeps for IT. 
gurc117ei-i011z/nz aud P. cnitleiciriur~r. 

b) Syhrrgnrmt Moss. Although it has a limited distribution, Sphngnunz is considered 
established in the bog flats. There are two core Sphugmrm populations. One 
population is spread along the boardwalk, from the 120m tag to the 500m tag. The 
second population is located along the upper reaches of the Makaha stream. The 
Makaha population stretches from approximately 4,000 ft. elevation to 3,800 ft. 
Besides these core sites, NRS know of one outlying site along the old boardwalk, and 
the NARS Biologist, Talbcr-t Takahama, knows of other satellite populations. At this 
poiut iu time, a control technique has yet to be identified for Sphcrg~zunz moss. Some 
manual and chemical control plots have been established; they are ongoing. See 
section 3 below for details. A large portion of the Makaha population is in standing 
water and thus may require special control techniques. Control goals will be 
established once NRS have defined control techniques. Preliminary results indicate 
that Splzagr~u~n control may be very intensive. Where possible, NRS will coordinate 
volunteer help for this projcct. The following series of actions is recommended for 
this species: 

1 .  Institute a SpIiagnu111 sanitation protocol to prevent NRS from tracking it to 
new locations. Ensure that volunteers are educated about the threat of human- 
dispersal of SpS;7h(rgmiin. 

2. Determine a control technique for Spl~agizulzunz. Teclmiques must be developed 
for water-saturated areas. Conduct a greenhouse trial for chemical treatments 
prior to testing in the bog. 

3. Determine the feasibility of controlling any satellite populations. Assess the 
extent o f S ~ h g 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 z  \vithin the bog outside the two core populations. 
Interview the State NARS Biologist and conduct gronnd surveys as needed. 



4. Detern~ine the feasibility of controlling the Sphagrlunz core populations once a 
control technique is developed. 

5. Control satellite and core populations where feasible. 

c) Psirlirutz ~ ( ~ t t e l i m ~ m  (strawberry guava). While P. ccrttleic~num is a very 
widespread weed on the slopes below the Mt. Ka'ala bog, it has a patchy distribution 
in the bog flats. NRS will maintain a zero tolerance policy for it in the control area. 
P. ccrttleinnvin is primarily dispersed by pigs and frugivorous birds. Pig dispersal will 
be eliminated once the ungulate fence is complete and any pigs within thc exclosurc 
are removed. Re-invasion via birds is inevitable, therefore control must continue on a 
regular basis to reach the short term goal for this species. It is very difficult to see 
and identify P. ctrttleicr~~z~rn amongst the thick native forcst of the bog. Only 
experienced volunteers should bc enlisted for sweeps or control may be ineffective. 
This year, NRS spent 125 person hours surveying 11 acres. Control efforts have been 
limited somewhat by weather conditions; herbicides cannot be applied in the rainy 
conditions characteristic of Ka'ala. To effectively cover large arcas, NRS use the 
sweep method, described in the Kahanahaiki MU discussion above. Compasses are 
vital for maintaining heal-ings, and a GPS unit is vital for tracking management. NRS 
installed metal tags cvcry 20111 on the boardwalk. These tags serve as markers. The 
sweep method has proven very effective at locating various, sometimes uncxpccted, 
alien wcetis, treating them, and giving NRS a better idea of conditions in Ka'ala bog. 
The following series of actions is recommended for this species: 

1 .  Conduct I-'. citttleicrr~ui~r control via widespread sweeps across the bog flats. 

d) R I I ~ Z I S  (lrgtrtus (blacliberry). R. tzrgut~is is very widespread on the slopes 
sul-I-ounding the Ka'ala summit, as well as on the bog flats. In the bog flats, most of 
the plants are scattcred, but there are occasional small thick patches ofR. ar-gutus. 
NRS will work towards a zero tolerance policy for i t  in the bog flats control area. 
Achieving this goal may take longer than for othcr species because of its extensive 
distribution. K. trrgutus is mainly dispersed by frugivorous birds. Re-invasion via 
birds is inevitable, therefore sweeps must continue on a regular basis to reach the 
short term goal for this specics. Thc following series of actions is recommended for 
this spccies: 

1 .  Research control nlethods for K. argutu~.  Conduct a literature review, 
interview other land managers, and conduct field trials of various control 
techniques. 

2. Conduct I<. nrgutus control via widespread sweeps across the bog flats. 
3. Identify focus areas to target with volunteer groups. 
4. Support biological control developn~ent. Contact Dr. Don Gardner and other 

researchers lo deter~nine the best approach for acquiring a successful 
biological control for K. arglctus. 



I Areas Swept For Weed Control --- Kaala Sectional Fence I 

I 
- 

State Funded Fenceline Sweeps August 02 .July 03 ~~ ~ Boardwalk 

K o w n  Populations af ~ahi i i  Ginger control 
Kahili Ginger ' - Transect Ridge Trail 

Sweeps August 03 -July 02 , , , , , someter Trail 

C )  Medakuca q ~ i ~ q u e n e w i a  (paperback). Within the Ka'ala bog flats, only oneM. 
quinqttenervia has ever been observed. This single plant was treated with herbicide 
in November 2001 Another plant was found in the I?! gardnerianum core 



3. Develop protocols to treat species which NRS don't currently have a means of 
controlling. 

b) Splrng~zrrrn Moss. Plots testing the efficacy of three non-chemical control 
techniques were established along the Mt Ka'ala bog boardwalk in January of 2003. 
While several chenlical controls are also being considered, a non-chemical method 
may better suit the water-saturated environment of the bog. Eight one-meter plots 
were installed; two each for each control method, and two control plots. The test 
treatments are: 

1. Hand removal. 
2. Smothering all Splragrzu~n with a layer of sawdust. 
3. A combination of the above methods; pulling the green layer of moss and then 

coating with sawdust. 
While only two ti-ials of each treatment will not give enough data for statistical 
analysis, at this stage NRS are mainly interested in a simple yes or no-does the 
treatment clearly and effectively work? Or not? It was immediately clear, for 
instance, that hand pulling the thick layers of water-saturated moss is not a viable 
option. The weight and volume of the material that would have to be carried out of 
the bog, even if  only the living layer is removed, is simply too great. Dry sawdust is, 
by comparison, lightweight, and can be bought in compact, easily transported bales. 
Preliminary observations indicate that all treatments are effective in siglificantly 
reducing Sphngrrzm cover. NRS will continue to monitor the plots, noting 
effectiveness in long-term eradication of Splzngrzunz, and watching for any impact on 
native seedlings. In addition, NRS tested the efficacy of 1.5glL Escort on several 
Sl~lzc~grrunz satellite patches. Thus far, Escort appears to kill Sphagnum, although 
some regrowth has been observed. NRS will continue to experiment with Escort. 
Another series oftrials arc being designed to test the control efficacy of a highly 
alkaline solution of activated calcium carbonate on the moss. NRS hope that excess 
alkalinity filtering through the moss will be neutralized by the naturally acidic bog 
soil, resulting in little negative impact on the ecosystem. 

c) Ju~tcrrs effrrsus. Research will be conducted to determine what methods other 
managers use to control J. c.fjirszrs. Two infonnal plots were installed on 6/25/2003 to 
test the response of J. eflzm~s to two different herbicide applications: 2% Glypro-t, 
and a mixture of 2% Glypro+ and 2% Garlon 3A. The plots were monitored 
7/14/2003. Plants in both plots were yellowish looking, but it is too early to tell 
whetlrer either control method will be effective. NRS will continue to monitor the 
plots. NRS tested Escort at 1.5gIL on one small J. e f l~~ses;  it was not effective. This 
species has a thick parenchyma which may be difficult to penetrate with herbicide. 
New control methods will be tested if the current treatments are deemed ineffective. 

d )  Rrrbrrs nrgritrrs. The Nature Conservancy's Element Stewardship Abstract for R. 
ilrg1.m calls fol- a more complete study of  control techniques for this taxon. Control 
methods discussed in the Abstract had Iow efficacy. Foliar sprays of  2% Round-up 
and Escort (28glL) resultcd in 50% mortality of R, urgzrtzrs. No well monitored trials 
of cut stump treatments had been performed. OISC has achieved 80% kill with a 2% 



spray of Round-up Pro on related Rubus discolor. TO gain more information, NRS 
installed 4 small trials on 6/25/2003. The trial treatments are: 

1. R l :  Cut stump treated with 20% Garlon 4 in FCO. 
2.  R2: Foliar spray of 2% Glypro+. 
3. R3: Foliar spray of 2% Glypro+ and 2% Garlon 3A mix. 
4. R4: Foliar spray of 2% Garlon 3A. 

The plots were monitored on 7/25/2003, The R1 plants did not show any 
resprouts, but scraping the cabiurn of the stumps revealed green inner bark. 
The R2 plants were still fully foliated, although some leaves werc yellowish. 
The R3 and R4 plants both appeared to be dying. It is still too early to tell 
which treatments are effective. NRS will continue to monitor the plots and 
investigate other control options. 

e) ZZedyclzirrai gnrdnerirrrrrrnt. NRS have been controlling If. g(rrdnericznzim by 
cutting all stalks, and spraying the rhizomes with 1.0-1.5gIL Escort in water. 
Discussions with other land managers indicated that this control method was 
effective. However, in two cases, NRS observed regrowing stalks from some treated 
rhizomes. In other cases, control was cornpletcly effective. NRS are unsure whether 
the regrowth is related to Escort concentration, application method, or environmental 
facors, ie. heavy rains. NRS are discussing this problem with other managers. In 
addition, several s~nall trials werc installed on 6/25/2003. Six treatments were uscd: 

1 .  Stalks cut, I-l~izomes cleaml of debris and sprayed with l.Sg/L Escort. 
2. Stalks cut, I-hizomes cleal-cd and sprayed with 3g/L Escort. 
3. Stalks NOT cut, rhizomes cleared and sprayed with 1.5g/12 Escort. 
4. Stalks NOT cut, rhizomes cleared and sprayed with 3 d L  Escort. 
5. Stalks cut, rhizonm cleared and slashed and sprayed with 1 .Sg/L Escort. 
6. Stalks cut, rhizomes cleared and slashed and sprayed with 1.5glL Escort. 

Since Escort acts slowly and it may take several n~onths for treated plants to 
die, the results of these trials are not yet known. 

. . 

f) Festuctl nrzrntli~tcrcecr. According to The Nature Conservancy's Element 
Stewardship Abstract on the taxon, I;. ~rr~ir~dincrceu is snsceptible to a variety of 
herbicides, inclnding Esco~l ,  Round-up, and Rodeo. NRS will conduct a small-scale 
trial of these herbicides. 

4. Use voluiiteer labor for select projects. Consider establishing a regular, core 
group of experienced volonteers wlio work on a regular basis (once or twice a 
month). 

NRS have used voluntecr labor to control the core population of H. grrrtli~erinnzim. 
Experienced volunteers with good attention to detail have also been used to assist with 
sweeps across the bog flats. Projects at Mt. Ka'ala are limited for untrained, one-time 
volunteers due to the difficulty in finding and identifying weeds and the sensitivity of the 
resources to trampling. When contl-ol techniques are developed for Spl~~gnurtz, I;. 
cirurrdinrrcen, and J. ~ ~ $ I S L I S ,  management of these taxa may be appropriate for this type 
of volunteer. NRS should refer all volunteers that don't appear to meet project standards 



to the State of Hawaii for access. They are able to provide access for educational groups 
who do not want to work. 

Currcnt n~onitoring effol-ts are described above in section 3. Past monitoring efforts 
centered on the developrncnt of a 13. gel?-rllwicrnuin biocontrol. NRS are particularly 
concerned about the ginger invasion of Mt. Ka'ala. Kahili ginger, Heclyclzizun 
gclrtliieriilrn~m, was introduced to Ka'ala tl~rougll ol~larnental plantings at the FAA 
tracking station at the summit. The bulk of the wild population is next to this ornamental 
planting. NRS have been working with Rob Anderson (a research assistant in PCSU at 
the University of Hawaii), who developed a ginger-specific bacteria. This control 
tecl~nique would be itlcal; it is colnpletely non-toxic, and affects only ginger. 111 theory, it 
infests the ginger clone to which it is applied, eventually killing its host. Unfortunately 
the treatment has had disappointing results at Ka'ala. See PCSU report 2002 for a 
discussion of Mr. Anderson's work. 

2.8.b Pu'u Hiipapa MU 

Surveys 

No LZ or ungulate transcct weed lists arc maintained in this MU. 

Control 

NRS llave not conducted control on widespread weeds at Pu'u I-Ispapa. Last year, NRS 
revisited TNCII weeding sites on Pu'u I-Ispapa and determined that further canopy weed 
control was not appropriate as tlie terrain is very steep and difficult to manage and the 
understory is primarily alien grass; canopy removal may only promote grass spread. 
NRS will continue to monitor the area and may recoinmend weed control in the future. 

Monitoring 

Currently there are no monitoring plots in tlie Pu'u I-Ispapa MU 

Surveys 

There arc two L,Zs and one ungulate transect in the MU. Due to helicopter restrictions, 
only one landing zone survey was conducted. P. cnttleicirzurn was found at the Schofield- 
Waikane campsite. P. ccrttleicrntim is widely scattered throughout the area, but it is 
interesting to note this location, as it is on the summit. Two years ago on the ungulate 
transect, there was a possible record of sphagnum; an unidentified moss species was 
observed. It could have been the invasive Sphagnum or the native Leucobryum. No 
Splingizm was obscrved last year, but NRS will continue to look for this species. 



Splrcrgizztm is a problem in the Ka'ala region, and NRS are concerned that it would thrive 
in the wet summit habitat. 

Control 

There two known incipient populations and a third possible population of seeding white 
ginger (IIed)~chizmr cororrrrriz~rtz) in the Schofield-WaikSine MU. The two known 
populations are located at the summit of the Schofield-Waikane trail and Pu'u 
Ka'aurnakua. The possible third population is north of Pu'u Pauao. Control has been 
focused on the trail population. NRS are conducting control trials at the Ka'aumakua 
population (see Monitoring discussion below). The presence of the third population has 
yet to be confirmed; NRS plan to survey north of Pu'u Pauao to investigate an area which 
was reported to have ginger in the past. Helicopter restrictions limited control work this 
year. Only the trailside population of ?I. coronarium was treated. 

It appears that the trail population is spreading up from the back of Kahana Valley where 
the species is widespread. Weed control is focused on containing this species and 
preventing its spread. In 1999, NRS adopted a zero tolerance policy for ginger on the 
leeward side of the summit. An aerial survey resulted in the discovery of satellite 
populations above the trail. The patches were subsequently treated; NRS and volunteers 
spent one (lay treating approxirnately 50-60 ginger patches with EZ-ject. This method 
was adopted ftom natural resource mangeis on Mani. NRS need to return to the site to 
measure efficacy and treat any regeneration. Using EZ-ject capsules is very time 
intensive. I-Iand-spraying with Escort, the control mcthod used at Mt. Ka'ala, is much 
faster. This year, NRS spent 0.5 people hours pulling small plants from along the suinnlit 
trail. The rhizomes of all plants were sprayed with Escort. Additional surveys are 
needed both on the ground and from the air because small satellite populations are 
difficult to detect. Sinall patches are relatively easy to eradicate and it is much more 
efficient to control small patches than large. In addition, more control is needed to 
maintain a buffer on the Kahana side of the trail. 

Monitoring 

On the windward side of Pu'u Ka'auiiGtkua, in a 10,OOOmZ area, there is a small 
population of white ginger (Ileclychium cor-onuritrnz). This is the southernmost white 
ginger site in the Schofield-Waikane MU. I11 June 2001 NRS installed an EZ-ject trial at 
this site to determine the efficacy of this treatment. The trials were revisited in March 
2002. The ginger clumps on the exposed NE slope responded well to treatment. All of 
the rhizomes were dead and rotting. In one instance, a small piece of rhizome that had 
accidentally been cut from the main I-hizome was observed resprooting. In another 
location on the north slope of the pu'u, most of the treated ginger clumps were located in 
a sheltered bowl. Many resprouting rhizomes were observed in this bowl. This 
difference may be related to exposure or to worker bias. Many of the resprouting 
rhizomes did not have EZ-ject bullet casings. The casings may have fallen out, or the 
rhizomes may not have been fully treated. The resprouting rhizornes were treated with 
Escort, rather than EZ-ject, due lo time constraints. Even in windy conditions, NRS were 



able to use Escort when applied at very close range with a handsprayer. Due to weather 
and helicopter restrictions, NRS did not revisit the site this year. 

The results of this trial suggest that while EZ-jcct may be effective in killing ginger, it is 
difficnlt to achieve good coverage with this technique. Every segment of the rhizome 
must be treated, or the plant may survive. To ensure con~plete success, several treatments 
may be necessary. NRS found EZ-ject to be very slow and tedious. Escort application 
was much faster. Past NRS attempts lo usc Esc01-t with a backpack sprayer were 
hampered by strong winds. Unfortunately, a low wind environment is necessary for this 
application method and these conditions arc rare in this area. Other Escort application 
methods are available, which may allow Escort use under windy conditions, though 
severe wind conditions would still have to be avoided. More directed application 
techniques include handsprayers, backpack sprayers fixed with cones which reduce drift, 
rollers, and applicator bottles. NRS will apply lessons learned from Ka'ala to control at 
the Ko'olau summit. 

In the course of monitoring the trial, NRS noted that obvious bright flagging is vital for 
relocating treated ginger. Without flagging, retreatment wonld have to wait until any 
regrowth reached almost full size for NRS to relocate the rhizomes. During future 
control, an effort should be made to flag, or otl~erwise distinguish, treated patches. 

2.9 Kawailoa Training Area 

Surveys 

NRS cover more ground doing road snrveys in KLOA than any other training area. Six 
separate routes arc snrveyed (Appendix 2-E). This year, an additional road survey was 
added on Drum Road, due to increased use by the A ~ m y .  This year, T. semitriloba was 
obscl-vcd on KLOA-3. This wccd has an effective dispersal n~cchanism; its seeds are 
encased in burrs that stick well to fur, fcathcrs, and clothing. NRS will work to keep this 
weed from becoming established within the Kawailoa MUs, but it is already well- 
established in the range. No new species were observed on KLOA-2. Artlzrostenmza 
cililrtrlrlz and Odolztonen~u strictztrr~ were observed on KLOA-4 this year. Odorztommu 
strictzow may be a new record for Oahu; NRS will collect a specimen and send it to 
Bishop Museum. This ornan~cntal species does not pose a threat to native forest. 
Arll~rostenrnz~z ciliatzm was seen at a couple grouped sites. NRS will monitor and treat 
the sites as necessary. Artlzrosterr~inr~ cilirrtzm~ again was observed on KLOA-5, despite 
previous control efforts. Current treatment efforts are described in the control section 
below. One species of note, Evagvostis elongutm, was found on KLOA-6. This species is 
a ncw I-ecord for Oahu. It does not appear to pose a threat. Next year, NRS will add 
another road survey; it will run fi-om the junction of Kawailoa and Drum Roads, through 
Ashley and McCormick gates, to the intersection of Pupukea Road. As the Army 
prepares for the Transforn~ation process, this road will see increasing amounts of traffic. 



Eight military LZs were surveyed this year (Appendix 2-E). These LZs are surveyed 
every other year. Eragrostis elongnti~ was found on four of the LZs: Red, Black, 1652, 
and Nixon. While it does not appear to be an ecosystem threat, the rapid spread of this 
grass - -  across LZs and roads -- is noteworthy. 

Weed survcys along ungulate transects and remaining LZ weed lists will be discussed in 
the appropriate MU section. No new incipient weeds were discovered on any of the 
military LZs. 

Control 

Weed control in KLOA is focused on MUs, A. cilicztum along the Poamoho Road 
(KLOA-5), and the Tibouchim~ urville~ula infestation at Whitmore village. NRS spent 
393 hours treating 30 acres in Kawailoa. This is significantly less than last year. Overall, 
manageinent efforts in KLOA suffered severely fi-om two separate suspensions of 
helicopter operations imposed by the Range Safety Office. Operations were suspended in 
November 2002, following a helicopter accident, and again from March - July 2003, due 
to other ai-bitrary concerns. Much of the area is only accessible via helicopter; at least 
two trips to each n~anagement unit were canceled this year. Management efforts for the 
MUs are described in the MU sections below. Some of the weeds controlled in the MUs 
include I-', ccrttleicrnum, S, pril~r~ifolia, I,. scopurirrm, H. coronrrriuri~, and C, hirta. NRS 
may possibly expand control effol-ts to an additional site in thc coming year. Southwest 
of Pu'u Kainapua'a, there is a large, distinct population of L. scopirr.itcnz. NRS will 
coordinate with OISC to scope the population and determine whether control is feasible 
site. 

1. Artlrroster~zrrrrr cilicrtrrrri, Poamoho Road. A. cilicrtzri~r was first detected in 1998 
along the Poamoho Road, KLOA-5. Since then, NRS treated the site, but have not been 
successfnl at eliminating the population. This year, road surveys located 14-15 different 
locations ofA. ciliirtzrm. It appears the A. cilicrtu~rr may be widespread in gulches in the 
area. Rather than completely eliminating the species from the area, NRS hope to keep it 
off the road, and thus prevent its spread via road traffic to native areas; if it were tracked 
to the Poainoho Trail at the end of the road, it could be tracked by hikers all the way to 
the summit. All locations were sprayed with a mixture of Garlon 3.4 and Round-up in 
March 2003. NRS visited the site again in May 2003. Control appeared very effective. 
No live, treated plants were found. NRS sprayed one site that had been overlooked, and 
seedlings at the core, largest site. These populations will be monitored quarterly in the 
coming year. 

2. Tiborrchirrn urvillerr~ra and 1le.x crrssirze, Wl~itmore Village. Just above Whitmore 
Village, at the site of a former nursery, there is a population of T. zrrvillearm. This is the 
only known site of this taxon on O'ahu. Tibozrchiwa urvillealzn is a major pest on the Big 
Island, and NRS a]-e eager to prevent its establishment on O'ahu. Previous control efforts 
have completely rid the site of reproductive plants. The number of seedlings found on 
each trip is declining. This year, the area was visited three times and seven hours were 
spent surveying the seven acre site. In January 2003, nine plants, the tallest shorter than 



one foot, were found. Some of these plants were seedlings and others appeared to be 
possible resprouts. On a second trip in April 2003, only 3 seedlings were discovered. 
Six seedlings were pulled in July 2003. NRS will continue to survey the site quarterly 
and remove any plants found. 

Tihouchinci trrvillennri has been observed seeding on O'ahu. Communication with State 
personnel indicates that no seedlings have been found in T. UI-villeana populations on the 
Big Island or Kaua'i. The reason for this is not known; O'ahu may host a T. zrrvilleuna 
pollinator which the outer islands lack, or the O'ahu T. zrrvilleuna stock may differ 
significantly genetically fxom outer island stock. It was thought that an appropriate 
pollinator was not present in the state, but the discovery of seedlings suggests otherwise. 
NRS have shared this finding with other agencies on Kaua'i and the Big Island. NRS 
will collect a voucher seedling for documentation of sexual reproduction of this taxon on 
O'ahu. 

There is also a population ofllex ccclssine at the Whitmore site. Two years ago, this 
po~ulation was manued and ctete~mined feasible to control. Trials of 20% Garlon 4 basal 
A A L L 

trcatrnent were inconclusive. NRS will resurvey the population to determine if the 
population is spreading and if it is an invasive threat. NRS will also install additional 
control trials. Ilex cnssine control will be performed in combination with T. zrvvillem~a 
control. NRS will contact OISC to see if they are interested in aiding control efforts at 
Whitmore Village. 

Monitoring 

The following plots arc being monitored in KLOA. Plot analyses aue included in MU 
discussions. 

Table 2-6: Weed Plot Summary Kawailoa Training Area 

Clideiemii~ Plots 
Lower I'e'aliiniii'a 
MU 

AreafPlot 
I I'AM plots 
Upper l'eah~na~a 
MU, 

Pe'ahirGii'a Deternlinc the effect of pig 
Castle MU, removal on Pfero1epi.s 

gloinerntn and native 
species 
Determine effect of 
reinoving climax Cliderr~io 
hirra on native vegetation 
with respect to level of 
ungulate control. 
Investigate potential of C. 
irii-la to recolonize. 

Removal of C hii-ta from 
plot area using clip and drip 
method with 20% Garlon 4. 

l'urpose 
1 ong term vegetation 
monitoring to dete~mune 
tlends and diiect 

Fencing and pig removal 
fsom within the fence 

Installed 
February 2003. 
Ongoing. 

Inconclusive. 
See 2.9.b. 

Treatment 
None 

Results 
Ongomg 



ciiillein~~~r~n in wet 30%, 40%, 50%, amid 60%. 
Treatment mnethods uscd 
i~iclude cut stump, girdle, and 

I I basal application. 1 

Surveys 

No weed surveys are col~d~rctcd in this MU 

Control 

The Poamoho MU encompasses \vet sunmiit forest and is accessible by the Poarnoho 
Trail. Weed management in the MU is focwxl on an isolated population of L. scoparirr~n 
(manuka). In 1995 this canopy tree was well established along the Poamoho Trail, 
stretching fiom the summit, two miles down the trail, and extending into the drainages on 
either side. NRS began control in 1996. NRS started control work near the summit and 
moved progressively down the trail, killingL. scoporiuin 0x1 both sides of the trail. 
Manuka is effectively controlled without herbicides; pulling up small plants and cutting 
down large plants is very effective. Most of the mature trees in the mauka portion of the 
range have been removed, although seecllings remain, especially around old flowering 
trees. Many of the mature trees in the lower portion have been removed with the llelp of 
volunteers. This year, NRS conducted one three-day trip to treat inanuka. NRS and 
OISC personnel spcnt approximately 210 person hours treating this weed. See Figure 19 
below for a detailed map of manuka control at Poamoho Management Unit. 

Work focused on treating outlying plants located during an aerial survey last year. NRS 
used GPS to navigate to these outliers. Controlling these last widespread remnants of the 
population is time-consuming and intensive. Only one known outlier population from the 
2001 aerial survey remains to be treated. In the coming year, NRS will visit this last area, 
resurvey previously treated areas for seedlings and will re-take the photo point at the 
original core of the population to document progress. In addition, NRS will develop a 
monitoring schetlule for revisiting treated areas and resurveying the area via helicopter. 
Manuka can flower when it is less than a meter tall and the seed is wind-dispersed. 
Protected from the wind by their height, small plants do not pose a major threat. Treated 
areas, both outlier and core, will be monitored every five years, and aerial surveys will be 
conducted every five years as well. Since control of the Poamoho population will now 
primarily focus on monitoring and intermittent maintenance, NRS will shift more energy 
to manuka sites in the Northern Ko'olaus. 

On a flight in the I'u'u Pauao region, 1,. scopcriizmz was sighted. NRS later returned to 
treat it, but were unable to locate it on the ground. Since then, NRS have conducted 



aerial surveys and again were unable to relocate it. Weather conditions on the initial 
flight were poor and NRS now feel that the initial sighting may have been in a different 
location. NRS will continue to be on the lookout when in this area. 

.t$ Poamoho Cabin Core Population of Leptospennum scoparium; 
Areas Controlled 

31 1-322 Aerial Survey Points of Manuka 

December 1998 

Outside of the MU, at the Poamoho trailhead, there is a small satellite population ofL. 
scopariunz. Past control efforts succeeded in controlling most of the population. This 
year 12 person hours were spent surveying the half acre site. Work focused on pulling 
seedlings around the locations of now-dead trees. In addition, NRS observed several L,. 
scopmiunz in the vicinity while flying through the area. A subsequent ground survey was 
unsuccessful in locating the trees. Additional ground surveys - and aerial surveys, if 



necessary - will be conducted to relocate these trees. NRS will continue to monitor L. 
scopuriuri~ at this site. 

Monitoring 

No plots have been established in the Poamoho MU. 

2.9.b Upper Pe'ahiniii'a MU 

Surveys 

No new incipient invasive weeds were detected at the Peahinaia summit or Weatherport 
LZs or along ungulate transects KLO-12 or 14 this year. 

Control 

I11 May 2001, the 'Opae'ula cxclosure was completed. This joint project was undertaken 
by the 'Opae'ula Watershed Protection Project Partners, which includes Kamehameha 
Schools, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Army, and the State of Hawaii. The 
exclosure was built to exclude pigs from the area and protect a particularly diverse 
section of summit ecosystem. It is the first ecosystem-sized exclosure in the Ko'olau 
Mountains. NRS weed management efforts in the area focus on the only widespread 
canopy wccd, P. ctrttleicrnum, and a small population of S. pc~lmifolin (palm grass). NRS 
spent 42 hours controlling these species this year. Additional problematic species in the 
area include Axo17opusjissifo[ilts and Pierolepis glonzeuuta. These are opportunistic 
species that thrive in pig-disturbed areas. Axor~opusfirsifolizis is considered the worst of 
the two because it produces a dense carpet which completely inhibits the germination of 
native species. Plots have been installed to determine control options for this species. P. 
gloinernta presents a gl-eater challenge to control because species-specific Iierbicides are 
not available for its control. NRS are hopeful, now that pigs have been excluded from the 
area, that native species will be able to reclaim areas dominated by P. glonteuntcz. Control 
efforts were severely Imnpered by a six month halt on helicopter operations imposed by 
the Range Safety Office. Wced control efforts this year were severely limited as a result. 

NRS have only just begun to control P. cnttleianu~n in the Opae'ula exclosure. NRS 
spent 24 liours treating 7.5 acres in the central portion of the exclosure in 2003. This 
weed doesn't appear to thrive in the summit environment. It forms short-statured, dense 
clumps, and produces few fruit. At lower elevations, it typically is a tree, produces 
abundant fruit, and fo1-111s large groves. P. cc~ttleic~i~zrnz clumps were treated either with a 
basal application of 20% Garlon 4, or the cut-stump method. NRS have observed slash 
from earlier treatments resprouting in the wet environment, therefore, if the cut-stump 
method is used, both the stump and the slash are treated with Garlon 4, and the slash is 
propped above the ground. Heavy rains seem to affect efficacy, so NRS try to perform 
weed control only in dry weather. Since dry weather is rare in the Ko'olaus, weed 
control is limited. Despite these precautions control efforts need to be monitored for 
efficacy. To effectively track treatment, NRS and volunteers have been using a GPS to 



mark the area treated. In addition, special attention has been paid to the summit trail 
itself NRS spent seven hours treating 3.5 acres along the summit trail edge of the 
exclosure. Pigs, one of the primary dispersers ofP. catfleianzmnz, typically run the summit 
trail. NRS hope that by focusing around it, the spread of I-'. cottleiannm can be slowed. 
However, this weed is also spreading up the ridges and gulches from lower elevations. 
At the 2002 Conservation Conference, a possible biocontrol for P. caftleiatlum was 
described. The bio-control agent, a Brazilian scale insect, is not yet ready for release. If 
it is approved for use in Hawai'i, NRS will use it to help stem the spread of P. 
catflelanum. 

I 1:8,500 
Contour Interval 4Meet 

Weeded Areas 
KLOA Transects 14 and 12 L : ~  Onober 2002 -- Fenced Exclosure 



There are five known small populations of S, pcrlmifolin within the exclosure. Two new 
sitcs were discovered this year. One site is the hypalon stream crossing, and the other is 
approximately 100m to the north, along the fence, at a ridge nickllamed 'Goosehead'. 
The other three sitcs have been monitored regularly over the past couple years. Two of  
these sites are located in the southeastern portion of the exclosure at Transeet 12 stations 
260 and 370, and the third is located on the trail. Ten and a half liours have been spent 
controlling S. pr~lmifolin over 1250m2 at thcse sites. The plants are pulled, bagged, and 
flown out. It is difficult to locate the plants in the thick vegetation; consistent monitoring 
is necessary to ensure good coverage. Control efforts are sumn~arized in Table 2-7. 

I 1 I I This is the lareest of the five sites: while I 

Upper l'e'ahiniii'a. 

Conlments 

Population slowly shrnlklng. 
Popnlatlon appears extirpated 
New site t h ~ s  year l h e  stleani dlamage 
needs to be surveyed marc extensively to 
ascertain the true extent of the populat~on 
New site thts year 

Table 2-7. Summary of Setaria ynlrttifolin Control, 

While control efforts at the five sites appears to be effective, the discovery of two new 
sites poses questions about the true extent of this weed, and whether or not NRS are 
unwittingly dispel-sing it around the exclosure. NRS will continue to monitor these S. 
~~ulrnifolin sitcs quarterly. There also is a robust S pnlmijolic~ population in the South 
Hclcmano drainage, within the proposed tlele~nano exclosure. Once this exclosure is 
complete, extensive control will be co~iducted at this new site. 

l e h i n i ' a  a 

Monitoring 

Number Plants 
Treated J a s u a ~  y 2003 
2 lnatu~e 
0 

1 Immature 
Fnst control dt thr? a t e  

0 

Site 

TI 12-260 
Tr 12-370 

Flypalon 

Goosehead Rtdge 

ITAM vegetatioir 11rorritoriiigplots. ITAM personnel have accompanied NRS to the 
Pe'ahingi'a MU on two occasions, October 1998 and August 2000. On both these trips, 
random monitoring plots were installed. This monitoring data will not only illustrate 
trends in the area, but will also be extrenlely valuable in shaping f u t ~ ~ r e  management. 
Altllough llampered by staff limitations, ITAM recently acquired additional personnel to 
continue the monitoring program. NRS will continue to encourage ITAM to work 
cooperatively with NRS. NRS will also request a copy of the data from these plots from 
ITAM. 

Number Plants 
'Treated October 2002 
15 mature, 65 niunature 
0 

10 ni,ltulc, 20 ~rnniature 

90 miture, 42 imnratorc 

In the coming year, a new fence will be constructed in the 1-Ielemano drainage, adjoining 
the Peahinaia fence. NRS will consider installing vegetation monitoring plots in the area 
prior to fencing, in order to observe the affects of excluding pigs on native vegetation. 

Not surveyed. 
NIlS co~it i~ine to find many S, pmirnijiliir 
plants here, thc population does not 
appear to bc spreading beyond the 
,,r;<,;,,21 e;,e 



2.9.c Lower Pe'alh2i'a MU 

Surveys 

No new incipient invasive weeds were discovered at either the Pu'u Curta, Pu'u Roberto, 
or Frog Pond LZs, or along ungulate transects KLO-5 and KLO-13 this year. 

Control 

The Lower Pe'ahiniii'a MIJ is unique. It is located in mid-elevation, rnesic to wet forest 
on the leeward Ko'olau slopes. It is a large MU, and much of it is covered by native 
vegetation. The western end of the MU includes a unique, tall native forest and an open 
pond, nicknamed FI-og Pond. The eastern portion is made up of patchy native forest and 
uluhe banks on the steep slopes of Opae'ula stream. The eastern end of the MU is very 
typical of other Iceward Ko'olau slopes, while the Frog Pond area is atypical. The 
species diversity and physical structure of the habitat make the area important. There are 
few ecosystem-altering weeds in the MU, but those that are present are very abundant. 
They include P. ccrltleininrn~ and C. hirtcr. Weed control is focused around the unique 
Frog Pond area. This year control efforts have expanded significantly. NRS spent 115 
person hours controlling P. cattlei~~rizirrz. C. hii-tcr, and L. cc~rizr~rn over 1.2 acres. 

Ungulate presence in the region is significant. The region is remote enough to discourage 
Inany hunters. Pigs act as vectors for tnany weeds and encourage the growth of weeds by 
tilling the soil and opening areas in the native forest. Given the interaction between 
weeds and ungulates, NRS plan to fence the Frog Pond area with in the next two years. 
Excluding pigs will prevent digging ill weeded areas, reduce the spread of weeds, and 
allow the native hrest to regenerate. The creation of an exclosure in Lower Pe'aIiin%i'a 
is an important step in restoring this patch of unique forest. 

NRS arc dcvcloping a wced control plan for Lower Pe'ahinni'a to better direct 
management efforts. The discussion of control done in the past year is included with the 
draft Lower f'e'ahin?ii'a Weed Control Plan below. 

Lower I'e'uhinrli'a Weed Conirol Plnrz 

Long Term Objective 

In the Lower I'e'ahinai'a MU the long term objective of management is to restore the 
area to 100% native canopy and in select areas, 90% native understory. Complete 
eradication of all weed species in an arca, as always, is a difficult goal. The two primary 
weeds in the MU, C. lzirtn and P. ccrttleicrn~rm, are well established in the general area and 
are probably well represented in the seed bank. However, there are few other weeds 
threatening the arca. NRS will focus efforts on C. hirtcr, P. cnttleic~izzrilr, and any other 
iuvasive weeds. Non-ecosystem altering weeds will not necessarily be control targets. 



Short Tern Objectives 

In order to work towards our long-term objectives, NRS will maintain an adaptive list of 
short-term objectives. This list will guide current management efforts. 

Fig 
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I .  Prevent new invasive alien species from becoming established. 

The diversity of weeds in the MU is low. Most of the weeds present are well-established, 
not incipient. NRS will monitor ungulate transects and landing zones for new weed 



species. Any species found will be evaluated and controlled as necessary. On a recent 
control trip, NRS collected an unknown species of orchid. The orchid appears to grow 
high in trees and is very scattered in distribution. It does not pose a threat at this time. 

a) Brachiclricr rrrrrficrr. A small population of Rrrrchicrrin 11zritic(1, California grass, was 
found several years ago on LZ Pu'u Robello. Since the area is poor habitat for R. nucticn, 
the population is not considered a high threat. This year, NRS spent 1 person hour 
treating the 20111' area. The site was sprayed with Round-up. NRS will survey the area 
and retreat as necessary. 

2. Target ecosystem-altering species for focnsed control efforts. Create a High 
Priority List to gnitle efforts. Investigate control lnetltods for these species. 

Due to tlie low weed diversity of the MU, the High Priority List is short: I'sirliuin 
cuttleinizrrr~i and Clidenzirr hii-ta. NRS installed plots this year to learn more about control 
methods for both species, and the effects of control on the surrounding environment. 
These plots are discussed in detail in the Monitoring section below. 

3. Ontline an approach to the proposed exclosure area. The exclosure will contain 
popnlations of endangered plants and unique diverse tall native forest. It is the 
area most ttlreatened by weeds and ungnlates. 

Weed control efforts will focus on the proposed exclosure area, which includcs Frog 
Pond Flats and the ridge above i t .  This high priority area will greatly benefit fiom 
increased attention. NRS feel that weed control is not worth performing in un-fenced 
areas, given the high level of pig activity in the area. Until other areas of the MU are 
fenced, managcnient will center on the proposed exclosure. 

a) Create a detailed map of weedy and native areas. Use Trimble GPS for greater 
accuracy. Install management trails to facilitate management. 

In August 2003, the core I-'. cc~rtleicmr~n population and some other landmarks were 
mapped. A combination of GPS maps and schematic maps may be most useful in 
creating a guide to the Frog Pond area; GPS reception can be poor in the drainage. 
The P. cnttleiamim map using both mapping methods will be refined and extended to 
include the entire proposed fenceline in the coming year. 

b) Focns around endangered plant populations. 

The proposed fenceline encompasses two endangered species, Melicope lyclgntei and 
Gcirderrirr irinnirii. In addition, an unidentified species of Phyllostegic~ was discovered 
just off the ridgeline this year. NRS spent 6 person hours clearing C'. hirtn from 
150m2 directly around &I. lylgutei and G. ina~zliii this year. Clearing C. lrirtn may 
draw pigs in to an area; NRS will use caution in clcaring around endangered plants in 
the coming year. Once the fence is complete, weed control will focus around these 
rcsourccs. 



c) Identify aud target areas with 80% native cover as high priority weeding sites. 
Direct control efforts to achieve 100% aative composition. 

9 Frog Pond Flats. The majority ofweed coutrol effort has been centered on 
the Frog Pond area. This region encompasses the heart of the tall, structured, native 
forest in the MU, as well as several G. ilinnrzii and M. lyrlgntei. The southern side of 
the flats is bordered by the core population of P. ctrttleici~~un~. Tlie east side of the 
flats is bordered by Frog Pond. Small stands of P. ccittleiu~itm~ are scattered through 
the flats, and almost the entire arca is covered by a blanket of C. hil-tu. This year, 
NRS treated some of the scattered P. ccrttleitrriu~ri stands, and cleared small test plots 
of  C: Iii~tci. In Frog Pond Flats, NRS feel that achieving 100% native canopy and 
99% native understory is achievable, if nngulate impacts can be minimized. Weed 
control in the area will begin in earnest after the construction of the exclosure. 

ii) Pu'u Melicope. Located on the ridgeline, PLI'LI Melicope encompasses a 
small patch of native forest surrounded by uluhe. The forest includes a number of 
common native species, as well as G. i,zrrn,zi and M. 1yclgrztc.i. Much of the understory 
is blanketed by C. hirtir. NRS will target this site after the exclosure is constructed. 

ti) Develop restor-atio~~ goals for predon~inantly weedy areas. Direct control efforts 
to achieve 100% native composition. 

1) Core P. cntfleinn~rrn population. A large population of P. cnttleinr~um 
stretches from Frog Pond, below Pu'o Curta, to thc saddle between Pu'u Curta and 
Pu'u Pcrsicifolia. The population was  napped in August 2002. Since then, 103 
person hours wcre spent controlling P. cattleici~zunz over 4600m2. This includes the 
time spent installing the test plots. While the core population covers a large area and 
is fairly dense, native trees are sprinkled throughout it. In fact, on aerial surveys NRS 
obscrvcd that a native canopy persists over the P. crrttlein~zunt canopy. This is very 
encouraging; it suggests that if the I? cnttleinr~~cn~ is removed, a native canopy would 
already be in place and few gaps \vould be opened. NRS are optimistic that native 
species will recolonize the core population. So far, control has focused on the 
perimeters of the patch. Once the proposed fence is built, the core population will be 
attacked more aggressively. NRS observed some slash resprouting, and some trees 
which wcre still alive. To address these issues, NRS installed test plots, described in 
the Monitoring section below. Heavy rains may adversely affect control efficacy. 
For maximum efficiency, weeding efforts should only occur in dry weather. The 
choice of control method may also affect efficacy. Trials in Kahanahxilti, a much 
drier site, suggest the cut stump application of herbicide is very effective in both 
killing trees and minimizing seedling growth. However, in Lower Pe'ahinai'a, the 
left-over slash sprouted. Both the cut stump and cut end of the tree should be treated 
with Garlon 4 to prevent this. Other methods, including basal application and 
girdling, do not produce slash and thus may be safer to use in this cnvironment. 



ii) Lnrttnnu cnmrrrrt patell. Beside Frog Pond there is a large patch of tall L. 
cnnmrrl. The population appears to be stable and thus is not a high priority for 
control at this time. Eventually, NRS hope to eradicate this patch. In the coming 
year, NRS will walk the perimeter of the patch, control any outliers, and ascertain the 
full extent of the infestation. Control in this area will focus on pushing back the edge 
of the patch to increase the size of the LZ and camp site. NRS spent a few hours 
clearing the camp site this year. 

iii) Ridge between Pu'u Curta and Pu'u Melieope. This weedy ridge is of low 
weeding priority. Access trails along the ridge will be kept clear of weeds to slow 
dispersal from the area, and the areas directly around the five M. lyclgutei on the ridge 
will be weeded. 

4. Use volunteer labor for large-scale projects. 

Last year, two three-day trips were conducted in Lower Pe'ahinai'a. On both trips, NRS 
recruited volunteers to assist in weed management. Since access to the MU is via 
helicopter, large volunteer groups are difficult to accommodate. However, the weed 
control projects are ideal for volunteers: terrain is relatively flat, and weed targets are 
easy to identify and plentifnl. NRS will ~naxiinize use of volunteers once the exclosure is 
fenced. 

5. Survey the remaining area of the MU and  identify any high priority weeding 
sites. 

This action is not currently a priority. NRS efforts will expand to the filrther reaches of 
the MU after management in the proposed exclosure is well-established. 

Monitoring 

Two different sets of monitoring plots were established in the MU in February 2003. 
Olie set of plots looks at the efficacy of different concentrations of Garlon 4 on Psidiunz 
cclttleiclrlz~rrz in the unique wet environment of  Lower I'e'ahinxi'a. The other set looks at 
the effects ofweeding Clidernicl hirtu on C. hirtrz recruitment, and the interactions 
between weed control and ~lngulate activity. 

1 .  Psirli~rrrr ccritleinn~trti Plots. In response to poor kill observed in P. cattleinrmnz 
treated with 20% Garlon 4 in FCO, NRS decided to test other concentrations of Garlon 4. 
Lower Pe'ahinZi'a, while not as wet as the summit, does receive frequent rainfall. NRS 
felt that the poor efficacy observed may result in part from heavy rain directly after 
herbicide application. In order Lo increase efficacy, NRS installed five plots, each using a 
different concentration of herbicide, to see if a different concentration would be less 
susceptible to rain. Rains did occur before and after the plots were installed; whether or 
not the rain occull-ed directly following treatment is unknown. It is difficult to time 
weeding in this remote site with the desired environ~ner~tal conditions. 



Five different concentrations of Garlon 4 were tested: 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, and 60%. 
The 20% plot was installed in August 2002. All other plots were installed in February 
2003. Due to the large scale of difference which NRS hope to observe, this difference in 
installation date is not considered significant. The 20% plot is approximately 1400m2. 
The other 4 plots are roughly 400m2 each. Each of the plots included very thick patches 
of P. cnttlein~ium and sections with mixed native species. All the plots are located close 
together; the 60% plot is the highest in elevation, and the most separated from the other 
plots. All P. cilttleinnzrnz in each plot were treated using the cut-stump method, girdle 
method, or basal application method. The method used depended on the diameter of the 
tree being treated. Installing each plot required around 10 person hours and three liters of  
herbicide. 

The 20% plot was read in February. While most of treated trees appeared dead, a few 
still had leaves, and others had long patches of aerial root nubs along their trunks. The 
plot was installed on a volunteer trip; it is possible that a few trees escaped treatment; this 
could account for the foliated trees. NRS have obsc~vecl other dying P. cuttleianum trees 
cxhibit the proliferation of aerial roots. It is too early to tell whether or not these trees 
will eventually die. NRS will monitor- the plots over the coming year and adjust 
tl-catment methods in response to the results. 

2. Clidmirr Irirtrr Plots. Much of the forested, flat arca in the MU is blanketed by a 
carpet of tall, climax C: hirtrr. NRS arc interested in looking at several different 
processes related to C. hirtn control and ungnlate exclusion. C. hirtcr is the main 
understory weed in the MU. If it were elinlinated, the area would be 99% native. It is 
onknown what will happen to this diverse, predominantly native forest when the dense 
understory of C liirtc~ is removed. Will native species recruit in the opened areas? Or 
will there be an explosion of C, hirta seedlings? Talbert Takahama, NARS Biologist, 
conducted small scale trials of C. h i m  control. He compared hand-pulling and clipidrip 
weed control tcchniqucs. Whilc both were effective, C. hii-tn gernlination was abundant 
in thc hand-pulled area and almost non-existent in the clipidrip area. Mr. Takahania felt 
that soil disturbance, a side effect of hand-pulling, triggered germination. Given the high 
current level of pig disturbance in Lower Pe'ahinai'a, controlling C. Irirtn may simply 
open the area, encourage more pig disturbance, and promote C. hiria regeneration. 
Observations of PI-eviously weeded C. Iiirtcr areas support this hypothesis. NRS hope to 
fence the MU in the next 1-2 years to remove the ungulate threat, but it is uncertain when 
this action will be approved. Before the fence is complctcd, should weed control efforts 
escalate, or even continue? What arc the interactions between pigs and C. hirtcr control? 

To answel- these questions, two plots were established in the MU, one inside the proposed 
fcncclinc, and one just outside the proposed fcnccline. Both plots include similar species 
associates: tall banks of C. hirtr~, sparse P, cnftlein17~m, evidcncc of past ungulate 
disturbance. The sites of the two plots differ in elevation and slope. One plot is halfway 
up the gulch slope, and the other is in the flats near the bottom of the gulch. Typically, 
pigs targct the flats more intensively than the slope; however, since the gulch slope plot 
did have pig distul-bance, this variable was at least partially minimized. Each plot is 
composed of 10 quadrats, marked permanently with PVC poles. Percent covcr of each 



species was estimated for each quadrat. After species estimates were completed, all C. 
hirtcr was removed from the plots using the clipidrip 20% Garlon 4 technique. Each plot 
was photographed. The plots were installed in Febniary 2003. The plots will help to 
answer immediate questions about C. liirtir control and will track any changes which 
result after fence construction. They will be maintained indefinitely, and read 2-4 times a 
year, depending on the rate of vegetation change. 

2.9.d Castle MU 

Surveys 

No new habitat-altering weeds were observed along ungulate transect KLO-11 or Solar 
and Radio LZs this year. Crispa Rock LZ was not surveyed this year. 

Control 

The Castle MU enconlpasses near-pristine, wet sunlmit forest. NRS spent five hours 
controlling P. cirftleic~rm~n over 10,000m2 around Solar LZ. In past years, control has 
focused on the only widespread canopy weed, Psitlium cutfleiunz~rrr. NRS only conducted 
one control trip in the MU this year. In part this decision was deliberate; with the 
completion of the Opae'ula exclosure, NRS felt that weed control efforts should be 
focused on this pig-free envii-onment. However, poor weather and helicopter restrictions 
also played a part in limiting efforts in the MU. In the future, NliS will continue to focus 
on the Opae'ula cxclosurc aud the proposed Helemano exclosure. Limited effort will be 
spcnt on weed control in the Castle MU. 

Monitoring 

In 1997, NRS installed two plots designcd to gauge the effect of pig control on the 
abundance of P. glonzerc~tc~. At this time, the ungulate control effort was just being 
initiated. The plots were established uear snare lines. P. glonier-atu is an herbaceous 
melastome spread by pigs; it colonizes and thrives in pig-damaged areas. These plots 
were established to detect change in P. glon.zernfcr abundance and to detem~ine the effect 
of pig control on native species recovery. Unfortunately, efforts to control pigs in the 
area have been only partially effective. Therefore these plots have been left until such a 
time that effective ungulate control is established. This may be through fencing; NRS are 
considering proposing this area for fencing to the partners of the 'Opae'ula Watershed 
Protection Project. 

2.9.e Kahuku Cabin MU 

Surveys 

Pu'u Kainapua'a I,%, Nolthern I,%, and ungulate transcct KLO-10 were not surveyed this 
year. 



Control 

The northernmost Ko'olau management unit, the Kahuku Cabin region, is plagued by 
more weed problems than the other summit MUs. NRS focus weed management in this 
area on two incipients, 1,. scopari~rriz (manuka) and If. coromriunz (white ginger), and 
one more widespread species, P. ccrttleiczizum. This year, NRS focused only on kL 
coronni-izrii~ control. NRS spent 3.5 person hours surveying 100rnZ. 

Pu'u Kainapua'a is the southerninost site of the northern manuka population in the 
Ko'olau mountains. Last year, a joint trip with OISC was very effective at killing 
manuka at this site. This year, NRS decided not to revisit the site, hut rather to wait a 
year or two and then return to pull any seedlings. Instead, this past year NRS focused on 
the remaining plants at Poarnoho. The Poamoho population is of high PI-iority because it 
is small and in close proximity to native forest. Once the Poamoho population is 
extirpated, which NRS hope to accomplish in the coming year, control efforts will shift to 
the northern Ko'olaus. North of Pu'u Kiiinapua'a, there are scattered patches of lnanuka 
stretching all the way to Kahuku. NRS will conduct an aerial survey of the area to map 
the manuka population and identify any outliers. Some small patches may be targeted for 
management, but there is so much manuka spread throughout the entire region that 
eradicating it is not currently feasible. Southwest of li'u'u K&napua'a, there is a large, 
isolated I,. scopurizrr?l site. This population will be scoped to determine the feasibility of 
control in the coining year. NIiS will continue to work with OISC to Inanage this 
species. 

White ginger was introduced to the MU thl-ough ornaniental plantings at the old Kahuku 
Cabin. It is currently known from two sites: the old cabin, and a site approximately 500111 
north along the surnmit trail. The rhizomes of both populations were treated with Escort 
in 1997, 1998, and 1999. Since then, seedlings have been hand pulled from both sites. In 
October 2002, two sn~all  plants were removed from the old cabin site, and no plants were 
found at the trailside site. In December 2002, no plants were found at the old cabin site, 
but 11 plants were found at the trailside site. In January 2003, the old cabin site was 
again ginger-free, but two plants were pulled from the trailside site. Seedling 
gernlination appears to be son~ewhat sporadic. Continued monitoring is necessary at 
these sites. 

Monitoring 

Two weed plots were previously established to gauge the effectiveness of cut-stump and 
girdle treatments on L. scopnriurn. These plots were concluded last year but are 
permanently marked so that NRS will have the option of reading them again in the future. 

2.10 Kallultu Training Area 

In KTA, fire, a potential side effect of training, is a threat to rare plants and critical 
habitat. Fires facilitate the establishment of invasive plant species and thereby 



irreversibly damage native resources. In Jnly 2003, a fire in KTA burned a number of 
native species, and burned seedlings of the endangered tree Eugenia koolauensis. This 
fire was facilitated by the large patches of C. eqzriseti$olicr which stretch along many ridge 
tops in KTA. The thick pine needle bed in such a patch allowed a fire to smolder 
undetected, and event~lally flare up close to native forest. SBW also experienced a 
number of small fires, howcver these did not affect native forest. NRS will examine the 
reasons for and factors involved in the KTA fire and work with Range Control to prevent 
future incidents. Fortunately, many of the SEAs in the training areas are geographically 
removed f?om the areas that receive such impacts from training activities. Last year, the 
Army initiated discussions concerning possible changes which could occur on the 
training areas due to Transformation. The Transformation process could include the 
construction of new roads and training ranges, and the acquisition of more land. 
CLII-rently, contractors are working on the Draft Biological Assessment for 
Transforniation. NRS will follow tlie Transfol-mation process and will try to reduce 
potential impacts to natural resources. NRS are constantly on the alert for impacts to 
SEAs. 

Surveys 

This year, road and landing zone surveys at KTA did not detect any new habitat altering 
weeds (Appendix 2-G Weed Su~veys  Roads, I<ahultu Training Area). In past years, road 
surveys iticntifietl two invasive weed species, Meloelria uirrhelluta and Desnlorlictm 
iirlortwn. Later research revealed that the prcsumcd 11. into/-turn was actually the more 
common, less invasive I>. to~tuoszm. Ongoing NRS control efforts of M. zirrrhellutn are 
described below. Past road surveys also recorded the presence ofL. scoptrriuirz 
(mannka). While ~nan~ tka  is a highly invasive species targeted for control by NRS 
elsewliere on O'aliu, the population in Kahuku is so large and tlie forest is so weedy that 
it is not a current manageincnt targct. NRS will monitor the population for changes. In 
addition to these high priority species, two additional species were identified by ITAM 
and brought to the attention of NRS in July 2000. These include I? setaceunz (fountain 
grass) and Accicitr mirirgiuiir spccics. NRS have been controlling tllese weeds over the 
past four years. These control cffotls arc described in below. 

Control 

Weed control at KTA is primarily focused around rare plants, specifically E. Itoolatrensis, 
and on incipient invasivc weeds, including M. uiizbellcrta, A. rr~nizgizrm, and I.'. setacezinz. 
This year however, NRS identified a remnant patch of diverse native forest on Kaunala 
ridge, thus weed contl-ol efforts have expanded to ecosystenl-scale n1anagenlent as well 
as species-specific management. There are five known populations of E. koolnzreizsis in 
I<ahuku; control was perfomled around four this year. The fifth population was recently 
discovered. Two of the incipient weeds, /I[. ziizzhellc~ta and P. setaceurrl, are known from 
one site each. The third incipient, A. iizciizgicri7l, is known from several sites at KTA. 
Maps for many of tlie these sites were created this year, helping to facilitate control 
efforts over time. Throughout I<ahuku, NRS spent 110 hours pcrforniing weed control 
over 30 acres. 



Currently, no MUs have been defined in KTA. However, the native forest patch on 
Kaunala Ridge may be designated an MU in the future NRS already started weed 
management in the area. NRS will continue to survey fur other possible MUs in KTA 

Figure 2-22. KTA Weed Corntrol Sites. 

I3 Known Papulations of Eugenia kaalouensis @ ~elochja  umbe~ala ESS Kaunala Ridge Weeding Area 
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KTA Boundary 

1. Eugetsiu kooluuensis KTA-A. NRS spent twenty hours treating P. cczflleianum, C;. 
robtsra, S. terebinthifolizrs, Ardi.~ia elliplica, C. h i r i ,  R. rosijiolizrs, S. cumini, Pass~florn 
suberosa, and A. moluccnna at this site. The population is made up of three distinct 
patches of E. koola~xns;~. Management currently focuses on the patches. Past weeding 



efforts have been effective, allowing NRS to gradually expand the efforts towards the 
fiinges of the patches. Eventually, NRS hope to connect the patches, creating more 
habitat for E. Icoolnrreirsis. The canopy is very weedy and must be weeded in stages to 
prevent the creation of open gaps. 

2. Eugenia koolnrrensis ISrA-BIE. Previously treated as two different sites, E. 
Icoolnzrerrsis R and E populations have been joined; they are located close together and 
essentially are patches of the same population. Nine hours were spent treating P. 
cc~ttlein~ru~n, I-'. srtberosn, A. ellQ~ticcr, and Clzrysophyllz~nz oliviforine at this site. This 
large E. koolnue~rsis population is bordered on the upslope side by C. eguisetifolia. This 
species has been a problem at other sites; it provides pathways for fire to reach the forest 
interior. NRS will target it in the coming year. Although weedy, this site includes a 
variety of common native species. NRS will prioritize this E. lcooli~trer~sis population in 
the coming year. 

3. Errgenicr koolnzrer~sis KTA-D. This snlall population of E. koo1uzrer1si.s is almost 
completely surronnded by P. cr~ttleirrnuril. Only the area directly around the plants is 
managed. NRS spent 7.5 hours treating P. cnttleianzriiz, A. elliptierr, and P. dioiccr over 
1251n2. Given that the canopy is primarily P. cnttleir~wtrii~, canopy weeding needs to be 
gradual, to prevent the creation of light gaps. Understory sweeps are most usefnl in this 
population. NRS will visit this population once a year, or once every two years. 

4. Errgerrin Itool~rrre~zsis ISrA-F. This population of E. lcoolarrer~sis is spread out over a 
large area. Eight hours were spent removing P. cnttleinrrunz, A. ellipticcr, C hirtn, P. 
rlioicn, and S. ptrln~ifoliir from 625m2 of this site. In the future, control efforts will 
continue to focus on intensive understory weeding and gradual canopy weeding. C. 
eqztisetifblirr borders the upper portion of this population. NRS will address this threat by 
selectively removing or girdling the trees closest to the E. Icooln~rensis population. 

5. Errgerzir~ koolrrrerrsis KTA-G. This population was discovered during a fire survey 
in Waile'e Gulch in July 2003. See Appendix 8 for a complete post fire assessment. The 
fire burned within l0m of mature E. Icoolc~treirsis trees, and burned some seedlings. The 
fire was facilitated by patches of C. eqzrisetifolia. In the coming year, NRS will conduct 
weed control around this population, focusing on removing C. equisetijblic~. 

6. Melochirr rmrbellntn. This species was discovered at KTA in March of 1999. This is 
the only known location on O'ahu. M. zrr?zbellatn has a reputation for being extremely 
invasive on the island of Hawaii, where it is widespread in low elevation forests on the 
east side of the island around Hilo. In KTA, the M. umbellntrr population is focused 
along a stretch of road. In addition, the population is sparsely scattered on the slope 
below the road. Between 1999 and 2002, eight trips were conducted to map and 
eradicate the population. NRS con~bined ground control trips with two aerial surveys to 
effectively locate ant1 eliminate outlying plants. Typically, these past aerial surveys have 
each identified 5-7 trees. Follow-up control trips, which successfully used GPS to 
navigate to these plants, did not uncover significant numbers of additional plants. This 
suggests that aerial surveys are effective at locating plants. 



This year, five trips were eonductcd, including one aerial survey. A total of 21.5 hours 
were spent surveying approximately 20 acres. Fourteen of these hours focused on plants 
directly along the road. kl. ~~~ciirhelkc~tcr thrives along the road margin; the seed bank in tliis 
area appears very large. This roadside distribution increases the potential for seeds to be 
spread around KTA. In January 2003, NRS located an outlying plant several hundred 
meters down the road from the core population. In April 2003, over 100 seedling and 
iimnature plants were pulled from the core area. Future efforts may involve spraying the 
road margin with Glypl-o+ and S~iapshot, a pre-emergent herbicide, to reduce recruitment 
in the core area. Seven and a half hours were spent controlling M. zrr~ibellnta on the 
forested slope below the road. An aerial survey in March 2003 located five plants in the 
same area where plants llad been spotted before. No plants were found outside of this 
area. These plants were treated in April 2003. 

The A[. ziilzbellr~tci site will be ruonitoretl quarterly. Aei-ial road surveys and roadside 
spraying will be used in future conlrol efforts. NRS will conduct a literature search and 
attempt to determine the length of time M. unrhellc~tn seeds remain viable in the seed 
bank. This infol-mation will help NRS determine parameters for the eventual extirpation 
of this species from KTA. NIiS also will work with Range Control to prevent the filrtlier 
spread of this invasive species via roadways. 

7. Acncici rnnngiunt. 'This species was reported by ITAM in July 2000. This year, NRS 
sent samples and photographs of this species to Bishop Museum for identification and to 
cstablish a collection of this species on O'ahu. NRS control of A. nznngizrrn is motivated 
by the possibility that it may hybridize with native A. lcot~. July 2001, the two known 
locations of the species were treated with 20% Garlon 4. These two locations were 
revisited in August 2000; it appeared that Garlon 4 basal treatment for individuals less 
than approximately eight inches and Garlon 4 girdle treatment for larger individuals was 
effective on this species. In March and April of 2001, a total of four sites were found, 
none of them very extensive. In 2002, NRS discovered a fifth A. nznrzgizrrr~ site at the 
military LZ Canes. Only one plant was found at this location. This year, NRS visited 
four of the five known sites. Thirty-three hours were spent surveying and removing 
plants from six acres. NRS is uncertain as to the invasiveness of  this species. At one 
site, the original planting was dead, but young plants were found as far as 200m away. 
These sites will require thorougli monitoring once a year. 

8. P m r t i s e f ~ ~ ~ n  setacer~nz. The State of Hawaii lists P. setcrcezmz as a noxious weed. 
Tens of thousands of dollars are spent on its control each year on the island of Hawaii. 
This grass is from Africa, where it co-evolved with fire. Mature plants produce dense 
fuel loads. Seeds are fire-adapted so that after a bum, gemination is rapid and dense, 
capitalizing on available fire cleared areas. Fountain grass has the potential to greatly 
modify Hawaiian landscapes. ITAM reported this population to NRS in July 2000. In 
the same month, NRS acconlpanied ITAM to identify and map the infestation. Luckily, 
thc population appeared small, with approximately 100 mature plants and fewer 
immature indivitiuals. NRS treated the entire population twice with 20% Velpar in All- 
Flcx. NRS ret~~rned in August 2000 to inspect treatment efficacy. At that time, the plants 



appeared to be responding favorably to the treatment. In April 2001, NRS monitored the 
population, and unfortuix~tely, inany plants were still present. It seems as though 
treatment in July 2000 was not as effective as it first appeared. In August 2001, mature 
seeds were collected from fruiting plants and bagged. Appl-oximately 100 plants, mostly 
small seedlings, were pulled from the ground and also bagged. The site was monitored 
again in Noveinber 2001, February 2002, and April 2002, with fewer plants found on 
each trip. This year, NRS conducted three control trips to the site; 5.5 hours were spent 
surveying and controlling P. setacetiin. No plants were found on either the September 
2002 or January 2003 trips. However, in April 2003, 24 plants were pulled from the site, 
including three flowering plants. Regular weeding trips are vital to control this species, 
which continues to recruit from the seed bank. NRS will monitor the area every quarter 
and conduct treatment as needed. 

9. Kaunala Ridge. During surveys of KTA this year, a pateh of diverse native forest 
was discovered on the east side of Oio Gulch, on Kaunala Ridge. Such patches are rare 
in KTA, where training, ungulate damage, and weed invasion have combined to degrade 
most of the landscape. This forest pateh includes inany native species, including 0. 
conrptrr, I'leoii~ele I~crlr~pepe, Xylosina hu~vaiiense, M,  polymo~pl~n, Diospyi.os 
I~i l lehr~~idii ,  D. S C ~ ~ I ~ I . V ~ C ~ ~ ~ S ~ S ,  I\)nt~volfia srmdwicemis, 13. sar~dwieer~sis, Scliitaltu~~ 
jie)~ci~~eticlitui~z, A. koa, I'sychofri~ iizc~rinic/i~a, Bohecl elatior, IPt~.aplnsanclrrz ocrhueizsis, 
I'i~tospor~m~ jlocct~los~~i~z, I'ittoq~or~(riz g l ~ b r t m ,  E l c ~ e o e c ~ ~ ~ ~ i s  bifihs, Ai~ticlesii~~i 
plntypl~yll~/ni, S~>zygiunz scli~dwicei~sis, and one rare species, P. milcroccrrpa. Tliis area 
may be tlesigiiated a MU after further surveys. NRS spent 7.5 hours weeding G. robtrsfa, 
C. eqzlisetifolic/, Ardisicl ellipticn, S. pcilmifoliri, and I? cnttleic~iiuin from 2 acres of this 
site. NRS do not have a good control method for S. ptrlri~ifolic~, which is very abu~idant 
here. I11 the coming year, NRS will develop an approach for this species (handpulling, 
Fusilade, and Glypi-o+), and continue to control weeds at this site. 

Monitoring 

Weed plots are not established in KTA. 

2.11 Dillingllarn Military Reservation 

Snrveys 

Road surveys are conducted at DMR to identify new alien species in the area. See 
Appendix 2-F, Weed Survey Roads, DMR, for a map of the area surveyed. In January 
2001, the State Department of Agriculture reported fountain grass, Peni~iset~~nz setncetrm, 
at DMR. Since that time NRS have taken seven trips to DMR to map the population, 
search for atlditional plants, and coiitrol the population. In January 2001, NRS identified 
the reported population and reinoved all the seeds present. A second trip was taken the 
same month to perform an extensive search for any other infestations in the area. No 
additional plants were found. On February 2001 NRS and NARS treated a total of six to 
eight plants with Round-111). 111 August 2001, three small seedlings and one mature 



fruiting plant were removed. In April 2002 and May 2002,2.5 people hours were spent 
surveying the area again. No new plauts were found. In May 2003, 0.5 people hours 
were spent surveyiug the area, and no plants were found. Since no plants have been 
found for over a year, NRS will monitor the population as part of yearly road surveys, 
rather than specific trips, and perform control as needed. 

No othcr ecosystem altering weeds were identified in road surveys this year 

Control 

Much of DMR is made up of highly degraded habitat, but the rocky talus slopes on the 
mauka end of the reservation host patches of native dry forest. The long term objective 
of weed lnanageinent in DMR is to focus on these talus slopes and expaud the native 
forest patches. The weedy lower flats of DMR are not a management coneeril. Control 
done in this area focuses on incipient invasives like P. setacet~~n. 

Weed control in DMR is focused on the large, intact Supindcrs oalriwuis forest 011 the 
talus slopes. This year, 24 people hours were spent treating 1 100m2 of native forest on 
the west side of Pinao'ula St]-earn. Lez~cnenu lcucocephdn, S. czri~rii~i, Ficus microcrupn 
and S. terehirithifolius were controlled in this area. L. leucocephula poses the greatest 
risk. It blankets the weedy lower flats of DMR, and slowly is invading the S. ochensis  
forest. Small light gaps are conducive to I,. le~tcocephulu germination. NRS focused on 
handpulling small L,  leucoccpllnlr in native forest patches. NRS also used chainsaws, 
handsaws, and hatchets to fcll and girdle larger trees. Cut trees were treated with 20% 
Garlon 4. Howcvcr, the concentration of Garlon used will be increased to 40% in the 
corning year; several resprouting stumps were observed. NRS must be careful to 
minimize light gaps created while weeding. Such gaps can quickly he colonized by P. 
rrri~xiiii~tri~, which is abundant in the area, as well as L. leucoceplzulu. 

In order to facilitate future weeding efforts, a trail pe~pendiedar to Pinao'ula stream, 
cutting through native forest, will be installed. Also, NRS will survey and map the area 
for other possible high priority weeding sites. Since DMR is accessible, with easily 
recognizable target weeds, it would be a good place to utilize volunteer groups. 
I-Iowevel-, the rocky talus may be difficult for some volunteers to negotiate. With this 
restriction in mind, NRS will schedule 2-4 trips to DMR in the coming year. NRS hope 
weed control will not ouly improve the quality of the existing S. otrl~zreizsis forest, but 
also expand the boundaries of it. 

Weed plots have not been establishcd in DMR 



2.12 Offsite Management Areas 

While Army training areas are the first priority of NRS, in order to preserve stable 
populations of rare plants, wild populations and reintroductions on non-Army lands 
sometimes also require management. NRS have expanded off-site control efforts this 
year from two locations to five. Currently, NRS perform weed control for four wild 
offsite species: C celnstroirles var. lrrrerrnncr, Cyrmea grirnesirrna ssp ob~ztrie, A. obovntz~r?~ 
and E. lroolnuerzsis. In addition, NRS perform weed control at three reintroductions sites, 
one in the Pahole NAR, another in Kalua'a Gulch in Honouliuli, and the last in the 
Mokuleia Forest Reserve. 

2.12.a. Ka'ena Point 

Surveys 

No road sul-veys, landing zone surveys, or ungulate transect weed surveys are conducted 
in this management area. 

Control 

Last year, Cl~arr~oesyce celnstroicles var. 1~1encrnn was discovered near the mouth of 
Makua Valley, close to the firebreak road. Since this population is so close to the 
firebreak road, it faces a severe fire threat. NRS completed installation of a lirebreak 
around this population, however, since fire poses such a catastrophic risk, its long-term 
su~vival cannot be guaranteed. In fact, the population was directly threatened by fire 
during the July 2003 controlled bum at Makua. To mitigate this fire threat, NRS are 
woi-king at Ka'ena Point, helping to manage a large population of (I celnstroicles. This 
0.9 acre population of 300-1- mature plants, protected within a State Natural Area Reserve, 
is located in a predominantly native coastal habitat. It was also recently shown to be an 
important pollen source for the native Yellow-faced Bee, ilylnezu sp. (K. Magnacca, 
I-lawai'i Conservation Conference 2002). Management at Ka'ena is part of the first and 
second set of Urgent Actions identified out of the Makua Implementation Plan. 

There are several C. celnstroirles populations in the Ka'ena-Kcawa'ula region: there are 
several sites along the coast at Keawa'ula, another at the extreme tip of Ka'ena Point, and 
a third also at Ka'ena (east of ' A h ) .  'She Makua Implementation Team recommended 
weeding in the Ka'ena-Keawaula population, but NRS is going to focus weeding effort 
on the core Ka'ena Point portion of this population. Many of the Keawa'ula sites are 
located in poor quality, weedy habitat; these sites were deemed to be poor investments 
for weeding effort. Crass does not pose a major threat at these sites. In the last year, 
additional sites of C. celirstroirles were found in Keawa'ula; the discovery of these 
additional populations have forced NRS to revise original management plans and focus 
on the populations with the most potential to respond to management. NRS dccidcd to 
focus effort on the Ka'ena Point population, rather than the significantly smaller and 
weedier 'east of A h '  or Keawa'ula populations. NRS feel that lnanaging the Ka'ena 



population, which is large and in predominantly native coastal habitat, is the most 
efficient way of protecting this species. 

The Ka'ena Point C. celcrstroicles population is divided into two sections, separated by a 
thirty meter wide band of colniiion natives and weeds. Target weeds include L. 
Iezrcocephnla, A. farrzesicirzcr, and Afriplex ssezibrrccata. Many herbaceous annual weeds 
occur in the population, but are not currently being targeted for control, as they pose little 
direct threat to C. celnstroirles. NKS have developed a three-stage ~nanageinent plan for 
the population. This allows control of these weeds with inini~nal visits to the area to 
increase efficiency and reduce potential trampling impacts. The goal for the first stage of 
the weed control effort is to remove these three highly invasive weeds from within the 
existing population area, while learning efficient control methods. The second stage will 
focus on expanding the weed-free area to allow expansion of C. celustroirles. During the 
third stage, NRS will also remove weeds from the thirty-meter barrier, to encourage C. 
celnstroides to close the gap and in~prove gene flow. Volunteers will be utilized 
extensively in the second and third stages of the plan. NRS are currently working 011 the 
first stage of control. This year, NRS spent 142 hours conducting control at Ka'ena 
Point. 

Through control trials at Ka'ena Point and the Lower 'Ohikilolo MU, NRS found a 
highly effective control method for L. lerrcoce~~licrlcr. The method involves either cutting 
the trunk below the lowest branch, or if the trunk is buried or heavily scarred, lopping off 
all branches and hacking deep cuts into the woody portion of the plant, and then dousing 
the cuts with 40% Garlon 4. Due to the absence of fire-damage, L. le~rcoceplicrlcr at 
Ka'ena tended to be easier to kill than fire-damaged plants at Lower 'Oliikilolo. NRS 
controlled I,. lezrcocep/icrlu and A. jrrnesinrrn in approxin~ately half of the total area of the 
population. This work continues to be slow and labor-intensive, though effective. NRS 
will focus on removing these species from the entire population. 

Levels ofA. senzibc~ccc~tcr were significantly lower than last year. NRS control this 
Iierbaceous weed by handpulling. During initial control efforts, large plants with long 
taproots and spreading branches covering 0.25 square meters were very common. These 
large plants are much more rare now. Over time, NRS have been finding fewer and 
fewer plants of any size in the area. The effect has been most significant in the most 
heavily vegetated areas, where little open soil is created by a plant's removal, and 
surrounding native vegetation is able to reclaim open space created by weeding. In more 
open areas, especially along the roadside edge of the C. celnstroicles population, 
removing A. sernibtzcccrtn sometimes resulted in the release of A. senzibuccata seedlings. 
These seedlings are much more time-consuming to remove than adult plants. NRS 
experiinented with lengthening the time between control visits. This allowed the 
seedlings to thin themselves, but not reach reproductive maturity. Both patches of C. 
celcrsfroides were completely swept once this year. Portions of each patch were swept 
multiple times. NRS currently are researching A. senzibcrcccltu seed biology to shed more 
light on the behavior of this weed. With regular manageinent, NRS forsee that A. 
seirzibizccuta can be controlled within the C celcr.sti-oieles population. 



Since beginning management, NRS noticed a distinct increase of Cliloris sy. grass. It 
appears that Chloris may be spreading into areas cleared of other weeds by NRS. Like A. 
sen~ihaccntcr and L. le~rcaer~a, Chloris is widespread at Ka'ena Point. In the coming year, 
NRS plan to ilivestigate control methods for this species. Since Cldol-is tends to be 
closely mixed in with a variety of native coastal plants, NRS hesitate to use Glypro +, or 
another broadly effective herbicide. NRS will set up control trials, testing the efficacy of 
grass-specific Fusilade and hand-pulling. Even if Fusilade is effective, it will have 
limited applicability, since native grasses are common in the area. This weed species 
may prove challenging for NRS. 

Monitoring 

In developing a weed management plan, NRS established several weed plots to monitor 
success, and guide future control efforts: 

I .  Atripla senribaccntn. A. sen~ibcrccc~tn is a small shrub that is easily pulled by hand, 
with very little chance of regeneration. Last year, four monitoring plots were established, 
in which all A ,  serriih(rcc~~tcr plants larger than I "  in height were removed. The plots were 
inspected every month for the first eight months, and it was determined that growth of 
remaining seedlings was very gradual, with zero plants reaching maturity (reproducing). 
The plots were then observed in November 2002, after a five month break, and still 
showed almost no regrowth. The secd bank in other m a s ,  however, has proved to be 
substaniial, with many new seedlings appearing. NRS also recorded data on reproductive 
status ofA. se~iiibucccztcr, which were found to flower in May and produce fruit beginning 
in June, with some lasting into November. This information suggests that we will be able 
to effectively control the weed and maximize effort by pulling in April or early May, and 
following up in October/No\wnber. This will also reduce the effort spent controlling 
small seedlings, which are tedious to pull, end thin naturally as they mature. NRS will 
monitor the plots in the coming year to confi~-m that more fi-equent control will not be 
necessary. 

2. Leacne~rrl Ierrcocepl~nla. Prior to NRS involvement, large a~nounts of L. 
lezicocepI1~11 had been treated by State NARS staff and volunteers. Unfortunately, 
herbicide was either ineffective, or not used in the control effort, resulting in extensive 
resprouting. Resprouting L. leucocephalu produces wide, scarred stumps with multiple 
growth shoots that are highly resistant to typical "clip and drip" herbicide application. In 
order to detemine the best method to deal with these sears, four experimental sets were 
established in January 2002. Single-trunk L. Ie~~cocephalu responded well to clip and 
drip control, and thus were not included in these trials. The first group was treated with 
20% Garlon 4, after using loppers to cut down into the scar and remove any green 
growth. The second set was treated with 20% Garlon 4, using a hatchet to simply slice 
the stump open to the base two or three times. The third set was treated by drilling holes 
with a battery-powered drill into the scarred stump, and applying 20% Garlon 4 in each 
hole. The final set was treated with Roundup in EL-JECT capsules, with capsules 
applied eve]-y 1 to 1.5 ilichcs around each scarred stump. All four methods were effective 
at killing I>. Ie~icoceplmlr at Ka'ena Point, appal-ently because all three allowed the 



herbicide to bypass the scarred area and enter the actively growing plant. However, 
application of Garlon 4 using a hatchet was roughly twice as fast as using loppers, and 
three times as fast as the awkward EZ-JECT capsules. The drill method was also fast and 
effective, but was limited by battery life. NRS concluded these trials after a final reading 
in November 2002. NRS also conducted similar trials with different concentrations of 
Garlon 4 at the Lower 'Ohikilolo MU. Combining the resnlts of the Lower 'Ohikilolo 
trials and the Ka'ena Point trials, NRS determined that the most efficient and effective 
way of killing scarred L. leucoceplmln was to use a hatchet and 40% Garlon 4. 

In addition to these specific monitoring protocols, progress in the population will be 
monitored by establishing photo points. 

2.1 2.b. Cymiea srrperbn PAH-A 

Surveys 

No I-oad surveys, landing zone surveys, or ungulate transect weed lists arc conducted by 
NRS in this area. 

Control 

One of the most endangered plants on Army lands is Cj~nnecr superbu spp. sz~perhu. The 
habitat of this species includes mesic forest in the upper portions of Makua Valley and 
Pahole Gulch. NRS have outplanted hundreds of C. s~rperba over the past four years. In 
order to better approximate a natural distribution of this species, NRS established a large 
reintroduction site in Pahole gulch. One hundred and twenty C. supel-brr were outplanted 
at this site, making it the largest reintroduction of C. superba performed by NRS. NRS 
conduct ecosystem-scale weed control around this reintroducion. Weed management 
goals for the area were determined in collaboration with Talbcrt Takahama, the NARS 
biologist for the area. This work is part of the first and second set of Urgent Actions 
identified out of the Makua Implementation plan. 

NRS spent 22 hours perfornling ecosystem-scale control. Treated species include P. 
caftleiai~unr, P. guc@va, R. rosifolius, C. parasiticn, Depariapetersonii, G. rohusta, B. 
asirrticn, S. terebinthifolius, M. Izibiscifolin, and C. hirtu. The outplanting is divided into 
3 sections, strung along a gulch. Effort focused on the lowest section, which is located in 
the highest quality forest. NRS will continue to eradicate weeds fi-om this section, and 
will expand efforts in the upper two sections. 

Monitoring 

Weed control plots are not established by NRS at this site 



2.12.c. 1-Ionoolioli. Kalua'a Reintroduction Site 

Surveys 

No road surveys, landing zone surveys, or ungulate trarisect weed lists are conducted by 
NRS in this arca. 

Control 

This year, NRS outplanted Um-a glabrrr, Pl~ylostegia mollis, and D. szrbcorclnta into 
ICalua'a Gulch in 1-Ionouliuli. This outplanting was done in order to better approximate 
the natural distributions of tliese three species and because NRS do not presently liave 
pen-mission to outplant them on SB. Kalua'a Gulch was recently fenced by TNCH, 
protecting it from pigs. NRS worked jointly with TNCH to control weeds in the large 
outplanting site. NRS spent 66 hours treating P, cnttleinnzrm, P. guujavm, C. hirta, L. 
camurn, P, s~tberoscr, Spathoderr canzpar~ztluta, and i? cilintn. The site primarily consists 
of native canopy with scattered weedy trees and a very weedy undcrstory. Much of the 
understory weediug was done to open up areas for future outplanting by TNCH. NRS 
will continue to work collaboratively with TNCH at this site. 

Monitoring 

Wcctl control plots are not cstahlislied by NRS at this site. 

2.12.d. Rlok~~le ia  Forest Reserve, West R'lekalehs Exclosure 

Surveys 

No road surveys, landing zone surveys, or ungulate transcct weed l~s ts  are conducted by 
NRS in tlns area. 

Control 

The West Makaleha Exclosure, located just below the rim of Makua, is liomc to Cynnecz 
grimesinria ssp obatae and A. obovntum. An cxclosure was built around the C. 
grimesicrim population to protect it from ungulates. Taking advantage of tlie pig-free site, 
and hoping to better approximate tlie natural distributions of these species, NRS 
outplanted P, lcualrre and D. subcor(1crtrr. NRS sta~ted conducting weed control for these 
three species in January 2003. Since then, 115 hours liave been spent removing P. 
cnttleicr~~unz, P. gurzjavct, C. hirtn, N. nrguti,.~, R. ~ O S @ ~ L I S ,  S. terebi~lthlfolius, I>, curmru, 
A. crdertophorcr, and S. rlichotoinu from the exclosure. NRS are excited about the 
potential of tliis exclosure. Prior to fence construction, large pig wallows covered much 
of tlie area. With the removal of pigs, NRS observed increased native recruitment. Since 
approxiniately half of the exclosure area is relatively flat, and several of the weeds are 
easy to identify and abundant, tliis area is a good volunteer weeding site. NRS conducted 
one work trip to tlie exclosure with the Hawaiian Ethnic Stndies class from U.H. 



Part ofthc exclosure is dominated by an area of 80% P. cuttleic~nzr~n. Preliminary NRS 
findings in Kahanahiiiki suggest that active restoration of P. cuttleiur~zrnz infested areas 
may be most effective in preventing the recruitment of P. cuttleinr~um seedlings. NRS 
thus have been aggressive in treating P. c~zttleii~uurn in this area. 

Anothcr portion of the exclosure is dominated by M. n~irrutrJIorn and contains scattered I<. 
rrrgzitzis. NRS began removing the R. argutus from the area. In the coming year, NRS 
plan to spray the M. ri~inzrt~flora once all R. argutus has been treated. In this way, an 
explosion of R. nrgutus into the grass area will be contained. As control is underway, 
koa aud other natives will be planted to accelerate native revegetation of the area. 

NRS spent four hours conducting weed control outside of the exclosure, around the A. 
obovatzun population. This steep area borders a weedy gulch. Weed control in the area 
thus far has been limited to the least weedy area, the north slope of the gulch. The area 
directly around the plants is very steep, so NRS are careful to weed in such a manner so 
as to minimize erosion. 

NRS will continue weed control in the exclosure and around the A. ohovutum population, 
and will continue to utilize volunteer help in the coming year. 

Monitoring 

Weed control plots are not established by NRS at this site. 

2.12.12. E~rgeniu Itoolrrrrerzsis, Pupukea 

Surveys 

No road surveys, landing zone surveys, or ungulate transect weed lists are conducted by 
NRS in this area. 

Control 

NRS aid State efforts in managing a small population of E. lzoolr~uerrsis in Pupukea. 
Ezrge~zin ltoolrruensis thrives in low elevation habitats, and thus is often found in 
disturbed, weedy habitats. NRS manage several different E. kooliruensis populations in 
KTA. In order to provide more complete management of this species, NRS also perform 
weed control at the off-site Pupukea population. The State fenced this population to 
protect it from pigs; the exclos~~re also aids in weeding efforts. It halts the ingress of 
weed seeds via pigs, and it prevents pigs from rooting in recently cleared areas and 
damaging any common natives released by weed control. 

This year, 23 hours were spent weeding the one acre exclosure. Control was conducted 
on two separate trips; NRS worked with Talbert Takahama, State NARS biologist, on 
both trips. NRS removed P. cc~ttleiu~zrrnr, C. hirtcz, C. equisetifolii~, C. olivforme, S. 



cttlnini, A. elliptien, and P. sztberosa from the site. Cczszrctl-imt eqzrisetifolia poses a major 
threat to the population. The exclosure is surrounded by large C. equisetifolicr trees on 
two sides and C. equisetifolia has started to invade the exclosure. It would be impossible 
to remove most of these trees without damaging either the exclosure fence or any E. 
koolnrle~lsis. For now, NRS hope to slowlhalt the spread of C. eqttisetifolin by removing 
the smaller trees in and near the exclosure with chainsaws. While it is unrealistic at this 
point to try to remove all C. equisetifoliu in the area, NRS feel that if this weed can be 
addressed while it is young, the integrity of the E, lcoolnzrensis population can be 
maintained. 

Monitoring 

Wced control plots are not establishcd by NRS at this site. 

2.13 Review of 2003 Weed Management Actions 

This table is a summary of weed management actions completed in 2002-2003. It does 
not reflect the Sull reach of the weed management program. The actions listed are 
discussed in grcatel- detail in the training area and MU discussions. 



MMR 
MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

MMll 

,MMR 

Icontrol if n~etliod succcss fu~  
MIMR I~alianahZiki I 1 I~oordinate with state to initiate grass control slow /Communication difficulties: 

Kahanahhiki 
Kahanahhiki 

MMR 

MMR 

KaIianahZiki 

Kal~analiZiki 

Kahanahaiki 

Kahanahaiki 

Kahanahiiki 

,Kahanahhiki 

I 
, . 

I groups. 
MMll l~al lanal~i ik i  1 / X / ~ e s c a r c h  allelopathy, etc., in P.sirlium cn!!leini~nm l ~ o t  yet completed. 
MMR /'Ohikilolo ., /Conduct weed survevs a l o n ~  transects MMR-I. I 

n 

X 

X 

Kahanahiiki 

Kahanahhiki 

MMR 
MMR 
MMR 

MMR 
MMR 

X 

X 

X 

, 

liveand dead black wattle, dig holes 
Permanently mark black wattle plot 
Outplant koa in gaps at black wattle site 

A 

X 

X 

Kalianahhiki 
Kahanahaiki 
K;~haiial~hiki 

KalianahZiki 
KahanahBiki 

n 

Plot pullcd. 
I00 koa outplanted. 

X 

X 

, 

IMMR-8, MMR-9 ail> at 'Ohikilolo LZ 
. ~ 

I " I 

Complcte installation of P.siiiiiiirl cnrrleiur~~ir~~ 
n~ouoculture tri-plots, monitor plots, test chipper 
Installlmonitor plot to test Ciarlon foliar spray on 
I~s idi~i i i~  cuttleiimurr~ seedling beds; continue 

X 

X 

MMR /'Ohikilolo 1 x 1  ]Monitor and retreat Rubus nwrttus 12 trios. 

MMR 

MMll 

Survey and map Maile llats with GI'S, marking 
patches of native forest, weedy forest, and I'.siriiim 
ciittleiniruin  non no cultures 
Weed arcas with >80% native cover 

Weed around rare plant populations and 
reintroductions 2 times a quarter 

Re-sweep SW quadrant 

Sweep throogl~ SE quadrant 

,Sweep through MW quadrant 
patches in quadrant, 7 trips. 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

Will complete one quadrant a 
a time. 

Weeded native areas in coursi 
of weeding quadrants and rari 
plant populations. 
Visited 5 sites on 6 trips 

Ran out of time for this 
action. 

Swept tlirough all native 
patches in quadrant, 6 trips 
,Swept through all native 

X 

X 

'Ohikilolo 
X 

'Ohikilolo 

'Ohikiiolo 

'Ohkilolo 

'(ihikilolo 

- - 
fcncelinc 

Weed dong fcnceline with volunteer groups 
Outplant koa along fenceline in sunny gaps 
Survey and map KahanahZiki gulch with GPS, 
marking patches of native forest, weedy forest, 
Psirliu~n cotl/eirri~~rrri monocolture 
Evaluate rcstoration potential of common natives 
Expand volunteer projects in MIJ 

Monitor and retreat Cirsium iwlg~re  

v 

some grass coutrol begun. 

2 trips. 
Not yet completed. 
Worked wit11 UH student on 
map. 

Not yet completed. 
Tailoring projects to voluntee 

2 trips. 

n 

x 
S 

Monitor and retreat Erigeroi? knrvi~rsiiiur~tr.~ in 
Pternlyviri gulch and below LZ 
Control 1lh4iiii.s niiiilii~/lorir in a d  around 

Did not focus on this weed 
this year. 
Expanded area controlled. 

exclosure 
Monitor and retreat i?irbiu ro.s~i11iiis patch in 
P/l?i-ii/~!Yf(i glllch 

Weed areas with >SO% native cover 

2 trips. 

Weedcd 4 sites. 



I I I I I 
MMR I'Ohikilolo I X I /sweep gulch mauka of 1.Z 12 trips. 
MMR I'Ohikilolo I X I l ~ e e d  area around Pritchitlrlin knulue MMR-Ci / 1 triu. 

I 
~ ~ 

I .  

I I I I I 

MMR 

I I I I I 

X 
'Ohikilolo 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

X 
'Oliikilolo 

I I I I I 

Monitor and co~itrol Melinis minutijiorn at 
Snniculn MMR-A 

'Ohikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 

iv1MllR 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

2 trips. 

Conduct weed control and evalnate outplanting 
common natives in exclosure below LZ 

2 trips. Outplante Acncirr kort. 

X 

X 

X 

'Ohikilolo 

'Oliikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 

MMR 
MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

'Ohikilolo 
'Oliikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 

I I I I I 

Conduct weed control Makai of Exclosure 

Coilduct weed control around Pritchnxlin kuul~te 
MMR-A; discuss possible side cffects on scedling 
germination 
Conduct weed control in LZ region 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

'Ohkilolo 

Lower 
'Ohikilolo 

MMll 

MMR 

MMR 

MMR 

I trip. 

3 trips. 

Monitor Sunic~rlrt erosion control; consider seeding 
Continue monitoring plots to test efficacy of 2 and 
3% Garloll 3A spray on l~1eclti1ttrr~ occider~trtle 
Research olteniativc coiitrol methods for Blecl~~ruriz 

X 

-. 

MMR 

Conduct weed coiitrol in 1,untitriit cnt11iii.o patch 

Conduct weed control around Priichoi-dirz kanlire 
MMR-I 

Monitor and retreat Melir~ir. ri~inirtt~oro at 
Pr i tc l~n~~l i r t  knrtloe MMR-B 

Moilitor LZ erosion control and consider expansion 

Con>pleted. 

No fern-spccific herbicides 

X 

Monitor and retreat Pnnicum inmin~~tm in thc 
Hibiscus patch and both C celiulroirles patches 

Lower 
'Ohikilolo 

Lower 
'Ohikilolo 

Lower 
'Ohikilolo 

Lower 
'Ohikilolo 

4 trips. 

I trip. 

2 trips. 

Works \\,ell; expand next year. 

21 trips. Lower 
'Oliikilolo 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

occirleritnle 

Consider installing plots to evaluate new B. 
occirleittde treatment, for ex., basal Gar10114 
application 
Evaluate tlireat Corn Knlnticlioe sp.; treat if 
warranted 

Conduct control of Acncin jii~riesinnn and 
Letzcnena lez~ocepl~nla  with volunteer groups 
when possible in the i l i b i sc~~s  patch and both 
C11nrr1mes)~ce patches 
Take pliotopoints at I-Iibiscus site, both 
Cltitn~ne.~)~ce sites 

Consider sowing firebrcak with c o ~ i ~ m o n  native 
seeds 

Install \,egetation change monitoring plots at 
hibiscus and C celrrs~roides sitcs, and read 2 times 

available. 

Researching control 
techniques to test. 

Widespread weed. Treat in 
MU onlv. 

21 trips. 

Action not necessary. 



'Ohikilolo 

'Ohikilolo 

MMR Kaluakauila , 
MMR Kaluakaida I 

MMR Lower Mnkua w 
MMR l.oivcr Makoa r t - -  
MMR Lower Miikua r 
MMR Lower Makua I 
MMR C-Ridge r 
SBMR SBMR r r  
SBMR SBMR r l -  
SBMll SBMR rt- 
SBMR SErMR rT -  

Pursue expansion of firebreak on road below Not able to achieve goal, still 
hibiscus with contracted grass cutters pushing issue. 

Pursue EOD certification and R a ~ ~ g e  permission to No flak or EOD needed in 
X allow NRS to work without flak in MU MU. 

I Conduct weed surveys along transcct MMR-2 I 
I I I 

X 

X 
I I I 

Maintain firebreak 

 maintain grass-fiec buffer along fenceline 

X 

X 

I trip. 

1 trip. 

Itransects. Use chatnsaws 

Monitor and retreat Pri~iiciim mtixiinirm in both 
E~iplior-biri patches 

Conduct weed control in areas of >SO% native 
cover, in Eiii,lior.biri patches, and along rat bait 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1 trip. 

9 trips. 

Permanently tag vegetation monitoring plots 

I I I 

Condnct weed surveys along transects MMR-4, 
MMll-5, and LZ 

Survey and map with GI's areas of native forest, 
mixed forest. and P. ~uff l~i (~~i t i i i i  mono culture^ 

Weed areas with >80% native cover 

Retreat previously weeded area once every two I lvears 
I I' I 

X I  I Conduct anunal road and LZ surveys I 

Mapping efforts ongoing. 

12 trips to 7 sites. 

Weeding new areas first. 

X 

X 

Monitor and continue grass control i n  plots. check 
for germination and consider removal of dead grass 

Weed areas with >80% native cover 

I I I 

. . 1 water gulch and evaluate for control 
1 I~onduc t  literature search on disvcrsal modes of l ~ o t  vet comvleted. 

2 trips. 

Identify Cliloris sp. present in L M M  outplantings 
in SBS; if invasive, consider control 

X 

Not yet completed. 

Evaluate potential for maintaining zero tolerance 
for Cricsalpiiiiri (iccupetnln (Cats claw) above the 
firebreak road in SBW; revisit population in Baby 

X 

Control not wal-ranted; specie 
well established above road. 

I /warranted 1 

X 

X 

Cuerdpiiiiii decnpe!nln; how far and how does is 
disperse? 
Investigate invasiveness of Crilli!ri.s s j ~ .  Along the 
firebreak road in SBW and begin control if 

Rcvisit Blackberry control site along the firebreak 
road in SB\V and retreat as necessary 

Control not warranted. 

No plats found. 



SBMR Ka'ala I 
SBMR Ka'ala 1 
SBMR Ka'ala rr- 
Sl3MR Ka'ala I 
SBMR Ka'ala 1 
SBMR Ka'ala r 
S13MII Ka'ala rr- 
SUMIl Ka'ala I 
SBMR Ka'ala I 
SBMR Scliofteld- 

Waikanc 

SBMIl Sclioficld- F WaikXne 

SBMR Schof~eld- 
Waiknne 

SBMR Scliofield- 
Waikane 

KLOA KLOA 1 
KLOA KLOA I 
KLOA KI.OA I 

. .. 
SUE; aerial survey extent of infestation 

Conduct wced s ~ ~ r v c y  along transect SBW-3 

I I 
Map sphagnum infestation 

Conduct an aerial survey to locate possible outliers NllS scnt letter rcquesting 
X of ginger and L. scoporinm on slopes of Ka'ala perlnissiorl for aerial survey tc 

X 

JFAA. 
. . I~otititiue ginger biocoiitrol work with Rob /work on hold. 

Investigate sphagnum control and containment 
options 

Revisit I,. scopirr-im sites to control seedlings 

Conduct wced control sweeps across bog to control 
P. cnitlein~iiirii. L. .sco~~ii~~iunz. and other weeds. 

Set up control trial plots in 
field and greenl~ouse. 

Visited one site. 

Control white ginger and kahili ginger in bog and 
near National Guard station with volunteers 

16 trips. 

I I 

I ~ a i l G n c  MU 
-. IConduct an aerial survey for satellite populatio~is l ~ c c e s s  issues prevented 

Coordinate with State NAlIS to control ginger and 
other weeds on State portion ofbog; 2 tripslyr. 

X 

X 

comnletion. 

Worked with OISC, but not 
NARS staff. 

I 

. . Ilnvestigate alternative Escort application methods: l ~ c c e s s  issues prevented 

Conduct weed survey along trailsect SBE-2 

Identify moss sp. along tralisect 

Access issues prevented 
con~pletion. 

Couldn't relocate. 

spray cone, brushes, rollers, el;. conjpletion. 

I I 

Control Arll~rosiuiruiin oilintn on tlie Poa~iroho road 

Continue Tibozichinm ui-viller~rrn and llex cii.s.siiw 
control in Whitmore 

Monitor i1e.x ciissiize trials to determine if Garlon 4 
trcattnelrt is effective 

Conduct annual road and LZ surveys 

2 trips. 

3 trips. 

Not effective. 

1 new road survey added. 



KLOA 

KLOA 

KLOA 

l'oamol~o 

I L Z  

Poatnoho 

lipper 
Pe'ahinii'a 

KLOA 

KLOA 

KLOA 

KLOA 

KLOA 

X 

I I I I I 

X 

Upper 
I e  1 '  7" ' 'a m a t  a 

Upper 
p e ~  1 '  - ' ~ .  a m a i  'I 

Upper 
pe, 1 .  a linal ,I 

1,ower 
Pc'aliinBi'a 

Lower 
I'e'al~inBi'a 

KLOA /~.o\ver 

KLOA 

KLOA 

X 

K1.OA 

KLOA 

KLOA 

Conduct aerial survey with GPS for outliers once 
all known plants treated 

Cotiduct weed surveys along transects KLO-12, 
KLO-14, and at weatlierpoi-t I,% and Pe'ahinZ'a 

X 

X 

X 

X 

. . 
Pe'ahinai'a 

I.ower 
Pc'ahinBi'a 

Castle 

I I I I I ' 

visit remaining GPS points. 

Re-take photopoint in populat~on core 

Action not necessary this 
year. 

l ~ e e d  Psidii~ri~ cn~tlciniiiriii n~onotypic patch 14 trips. 

Castle 

Casllc 

Kahuku Cabin 

KLOA 

KLOA 

KLOA 

Not yct completed. 

Continue palm grass control 

X 

X 

X 

X 

I I I I I' 

2 trips. 

Establish C.'lidei~iiu hirtn control plots 

Conduct weed survey along transect KLO-I I 

X 

Kahuku Cabin 

Kalmku Cabin 

Kahuku Cabin 

KLOA 

KLOA 

KI'A 

Continuc Psidiui~l cn~leini7u11r control within MU, 
focus within exclosmc 

Install plot in exclosure to look at affects of pigs on 
I'terolepis g l o ~ ~ ~ e r n l n ;  determine if 
mamrallcl~e~nical control needed 
C:ondnct weed survey along transects KI.0-5, 
KLO-13 

Weed areas with >80% native cover 

2 trips. 

Not yct con~pleted. 

5 trips. 

X 

X 

Kahuku Cabin 

KTA 

Access issues prevented 
completion. 

Action wasn't required this 
vear. 

1 

Not yet completed. Kahuku Cabin 

Weed areas with >80% native cover - guava on 
summit trail 

Read Pe'ahin3i'a Plot A and Pterolepis gloiiier-nrrr 
on AlienMan 

Conduct weed survey along transect KLO-10 

Follow up on ginger control 

X 

X 

X 

1 trip. 

Not yet completed. 

Access issues prevented 
comnletion. 

3 trips. 

Weed areas with >SO% native cover 

Continue eradication of Lepilrospe,-~~zuin scojlirri~~i?~ 

X 
Aerial survey L, scopirriirni population to N, 
identify outliers to coiitrol, focus on preventing 
spread 
Coordinate with OISC to manage L. scoporiu~il 
POP. 
Conduct annual road surveys 

Action wasn't required this 
year. 



80% native vegetation deserving of weeding Kaunala IlidgeIOio gulch. 

Control Al-desiil cllipfica around populations of 6 trips; at least 1 to each of 4 
Euzenia koo1uuew.si.s populations. " . . 
(Continue efforts to eradicate Melochin umbellatn, 14 trips. 
search area uear road 

I~urvev M trii~bellafa population area aerially to I I trip. . . 
1locate.anv outliers. I 
I I 

Investigate ways to prevent spreading ofM. Not yet completed. 
~rrrrrballrriir alone road with Rame  Control " 

Detennine seed bed life of M rrrd~ellata seeds Not yet completed. 
through literature review or greenhouse test 

Collect A4, rr~nhellnfn specimen for Bishop 
collections 

Revisit 4 Acacia s p  infestation areas and perform 4 trips. 
control as needed: control 5"' new infestation at LZ 
/ ~ a u e s ,  
Collect Acacia sp spccinien for Bishop to identify Ideutified as Acnci(~ irlai~girtrn 

1 I 
/Survey and retreat i'cirniseti~r~l setcrcarm 

/Conduct annual road surveys I 
I I 
Weed areas with >80% native cover 2 trips. 

I I 

Map wcctly patches, native patches to help direct Coutrol sketch tnaps drawn. 
x C"ntr"1 . -. . - . . 

I 
ISurvey and retreat Pei~nisetum sefuceirin 11 trip. 
population 

Control Acncinjirri~esiarin and Leircnerru 5 trips. 
le~rcucepl~ali~ around Clia~naesyce population 

Coutrol All-ipkr ssernibncc~ria around Clranraes)~ce 5 trips. 

A.  sei~~ibnccnta trials ongoing 

I I 

\Recruit and cultivate volunteers and volunteer [ ~ o r k e d  with new volunteer -~~~~ 

groui's groups and single voluntecrs. 

/Continue pa~ticipation in OISC aud OlSC Control /Miended sub-group meetings 
sub-group Reprioritization meeting, and 

collaborated on L, scopnr i~m 
(and coqui projects. 

Revise weed survcy system and fbms to better Created new survey forms, 
1 * Itrack weecl conununity changes over tinie currently implcme~iting use. 



2.14 Weed  management Recommendations/Scl~edule for 2002-2003 

Thc following table lists recommendations for wccd management in the coming year. 

Table 2-9: Weed Rlanagement Recommendations 
I I I -. - *  

Action 

MMR /Kahanaligiki ITreat young Cmi~iiriirii erjiriseir/olin, eliminate sluall plants, leave canopy / I X  / X  I 
MMK /~;ihanolibiki I~nt~ulement  koa outulantine at C eniriselifi~lin site 1x1 1 I X  

MMR 

MMR 
MMll 

MMR 
MMK 

h4MR 

sweeps. Mark patches of native forest, weedy forest. and P. cntileiiirr~r~ii 

KnlianahBiki 
l<all;inal18iki 

Kal~anahBiki 

Kahii~iahBiki 
KahaiialiBiki 

Kiihanaliiiiki 

MMR 

MMK 
MMR 

Read 2 nwd transects 
Ilefine KalianaliRiki weed control plan 

Monitor and retreat /Ic/i~rnnllic.s (isper-ii in gulch 

Monitor, rctrcat Elirhiirrii .si~j~oirles @ I'ahole snail csclosurc 2x qnarter 
Monitor and retreat jlj.iiii~fcitu .seiiiiiri/~bii; sur\.ey C-Ridge area for more 
sites; treat sitc by P. riirilc~ioiinni plots 
Monitor, retreat Rlrbirs rosifoliirs by Pisoiiiu in xulch; use volunteer help 

. . 
Survey and treat h/. ii!imi!lJTo,rr in Maile flats, along fenceline, and at black 
wattle site 
Monitor along knee for Uesinorliunz iwlorilln~ and control as necessary 
Complete eradication of black wattle fiom KahanahBiki 

KahanahZiki 

l<ahanaMiki 
I<alianal~Riki 

X 

X  

X X X  
X X X  
X X X  

X  

X X X  

X  

X  

X  X X X  

X  

X  

X  

X  
X  
X  
X  

X  





. ' .. 

consider control 
--- -- 

SBMR SI3MII Research C.'(~//ili.is; control ii'\\'arrantcd X 
S11MR SIIMR Condoct litcriture s e a ~ c h  on dispersal niodes of C(~e.so/piriin decr~peinla; 

Iron: I j r  and 11ow does is clispcrse? X X X  X 

SIIblR SD\IR Control weeds in Moliiakea Gulch cxclosurc. X X 







Collect 1l.i irrribelluiii spccime~i for Bishop collections X X 
Ilcvisit 5 Acriciii s i t s  nri-form control as needed X X 

KI'A /KTA Survey and retreat l-'o~i~i.sclir~ri setiiceirrri population X X X  X 
Conduct wccd cotitrol in KaunalaIOio native forest site X X 

lltitstall oliotonoints: retake as needed / / Y I  I X I 

Divlll 

Off'sitc 

Offsite 

~- .- ~- ~- 

Offsite /\\lest ivlnkalcha llx I~ontrol  weeds in exclosure. 'l'itreet: I!ridiirir~, 1l4lelirri.s. R. iir.rci,tzn / X ~ X / X /  X 

Offsite Ka'cnd h i n t  X X X  X 

IIMR 
Ka'clia l'oiiit 

Ka'cna S'oint 

OflSitc 

Ofkite 
Offsite 

" . . 
Survey and retreat Perirri.sei~oii seincelnn population 

Control /Iciiciiifiil-r~e.sii~~~o and Leiicaewo leircocepl~olu i~roiind 
Oriirriiiriycc population 
Control ,411-ip1e.v se~irihiicciiin around Cliiiii~oesyce pop. 

(>rrireii \r,pi,c~b(i 
I'AII-A 
Kalua'a Gulch 

West hhkalclia Six 

Offsite 
Ofkite 

I I I I I  

X 

Control \vceds around oi~tplaiiting site 

Control weeds arouiid outplanting with I'NCII 

Write and in?r)lcment wccd control olan 

Control weeds around Eiwle~iii, witli State X X 

linlxovc collections ii)r imide~~tificd weed species on Army training lai~ds. 
l<eql~est identification fsom Ilisliop Museum 

X 

- - 

X 

X X X  

X 

\\'est ih4akaIcl1;i 1:s 
\Vest ih4akalchu 1;x 

X X X  

Outplant koa in open areas 
Control weeds around A ~ ~ h o w i u i r ~  

X 

. . 

X 

X 
X X X X  

X 

X 

X 




